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The Byron-Lady Melbourne Correspondence, 1812-1815, II: 

Edited by Peter Cochran 

 

1814: On February 1st The Corsair sells 10,000 copies on the first day of its publication. However, 

Byron refuses payment, signing away the copyright to R.C.Dallas. Lines to a Lady Weeping is met 

with outrage from the Tory press. Up to 1816 Byron refuses payment for his poems, but Murray 

pays him anyway. Byron takes an apartment in the Albany. He writes Ode to Napoleon 

Buonaparte, expressing partial disillusionment with the man who has hitherto been his hero. Lara 

is published on August 6th. In October he starts Hebrew Melodies, in collaboration with Isaac 

Nathan. In December he travels with Hobhouse to Seaham, County Durham, to marry Annabella 

Milbanke. 

 

Frances Wedderburn Webster to Byron, from the Grampians, December 28th 1813: 

(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604) 

Written at the foot of the 

Grampians – Decbr 28th  

 

At length the time is arrived for which I have unnecessarily watched, since the Day I left home – I am 

now for one hour free – for that little space I may pour out the weight of grief which swells my almost 

bursting heart before you – who is not changed – frightful idea! horrible – as I’m sure ’tis unjust! – yet 

what claim have I to your constancy? claim! only this – “That oath, Tho’ sworn by one, has bound us 

both.”1 Zuleika perhaps thy Fate may ere long be mine. – Dearest Byron  –  art  thou  my Selim? You  

know  not  the  various torturing Thoughts which tear my Mind – but did I not tell you my temper – did 

I not confess my weakness to you before we parted – Great God! so many terrifying thoughts rush up 

on my Mind – I dare not continue least I should betray my folly – and yet I will write – for if you are 

changed – if – oh! if you are another’s now – it matters little how I expose myself – still less what 

becomes of me – each other is alike indifferent to me – Would that I could see you – but for one Day – 

even one hour – I could – Alas! what? Methinks I hear you say – “Why Fanny wish to meet – is parting 

so sweet – that you wish for a pleasing repetition? – I cannot answer you – I feel more than I can 

express – – I am melancholy – and sullen – but did I not promise to forbear complaint – I did – They 

tell me I am to go to Edinbro’ this Winter for some time. – gaiety has lost all charm for me – all places 

are alike indifferent to me but London – such are my constant answers – to my host of tormentors – – 

She – who who was an eye witness to all that passed at home – during that unfortunate – tho’ unhappy 

time we were together – writes me long Lectures about my Conduct to him – <xxxxxx xx xxxxx> – 

little does she know – that I am dead to all but one – that I hate the whole sex – but one – to whom my 

every feeling is devoted – Byron – Will you not write to me once? Yet how shall I receive it – I know 

not how I shall ever be able to send this – for all Letters here – pass thro’ the Hands of —— and Mr. 

and Mrs. W – therefore I can scarcely avoid the questions – and if they arise – I shall betray myself – 

for I am not quite dead to shame – – By a letter just now received from C. – I am informed you think of 

visiting Holland – Is it true? Dearest Byron – I must hear from you – Will you tell me if I still preserve 

a place in that heart – you once flattered me I solely possest – Oh! tell me if you will carry with you the 

remembrance of her – who cannot change – who is and ever must continue – how great so e’er the 

distance which separates us – constant to a spontaneous attachment – to an eternal affection – Your 

picture dearest Byron is my constant Companion – I gaze upon it – till every feature seems to speak. – 

it recalls to my Mind many – many Scenes – when we were together – when I was happy – in the looks 

of love – Will you tell me your real sentiments now towards me – I mean will you candidly say if you 

still continue to love me – will you openly declare if you suspect any body is the least acquainted with 

what has passed between us – or if you have breathed it to a Creature – my peace – happiness – all is 

lost – it wants but my Character to make my destruction perfect – Yet Byron remember whate’er may 

be my Fate – remember my last words are a repetition of my former Vows – dearest Byron – I am 

yours and only yours. – What do you do with my Letters? How did you send those to Miss R.? beware 

of Servts – Save me if possible for the sake of my family – Tis then only I ask you to remember her 

whose first Sin originated in you – who you have deceived – But how dare I accuse – Have I not 

deserved it? Have I not brought it upon myself? I bow in silence – He leaves this on Thursday next. – 

He will see you – and I – miserable Being – shall remain in all the agony of fear – despair – and 

destruction. – Forgive me my Byron – and believe me – you have yet to learn the Character of the 

Woman, who is not dead to Virtue – and who (if not betrayed) will endeavour to atone for her follies 

                                                 
1: Bride of Abydos, ll.349-50. 
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Adieu – you shall not hear – you shall not receive a line from me – You know what I wish and expect – 

I shall not repeat – I do not ask you to think of me even – but will it be any pleasure to you to be 

desired to send over my first Letter – & to be assured that I now feel all – & more than – in these 

expressed? Alas! I cannot help it – Remember all I have written, – & in pity consent to accord my 

request – or grant me some tie – even your Word (which you have never yet done) that I am secure – I 

shall not incroach believe me – for I am humbled – I am not what I was – Once I was gay and innocent. 

Now – what am I? Oh! I will not say – But am I guilty? Oh! no – Farewell! Who has made me what I 

am? Who has rob’d me of health peace & Joy? He – who I now petition not to expose me to the 

ridicule of the World – and who forces me to say farewell! forever. 

 

My Biron – farewell – & oh! remember me! 

 
Byron to Lady Melbourne, from 4, Bennet Street, London, January 8th 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.96; 1922 I 223-4; QI 259-61; BLJ IV 19-20) 

January 8th. 1814 

My dear Ly. Me. – 

 I have had too much in my head to write – but don’t think my silence capricious. – 

C– is quite out – in ye. first place she2 was not under the same roof – but first with my old friends the 

H’s in Bly. Square – and afterwards at <the> her friends the V’s nearer me. – The separation & the 

express are utterly false & without even a shadow of foundation so you see her spies are ill paid or 

badly informed. – But – if she had been in ye. same house – it is less singular than C’s coming to it – 

the house was a very decent house till that illustrious person thought proper to render it otherwise. – – 

As to Me. de Stael – I never go near her – her books are very delightful – but in society I see 

 

1:2 

 

nothing but a <very> plain woman forcing one to listen & <to> look at her with her pen behind her ear 

and her mouth full of ink. – So much for her. – 

Now for a confidence – my old love of all loves – Mrs. –3 (whom somebody told you knew nothing 

about me) has written to me twice – no love but she wants to see me – and though it will be a 

<morbid> melancholy interview I shall go – we have hardly met & never been on any intimate terms 

since her marriage – he has been playing the Devil – with all kinds of vulgar mistresses – & behaving 

ill enough in every respect. – I enclose you the last which pray return immediately with your opinion – 

whether I ought to see her or not – you see she is unhappy – she was a spoilt heiress – but has seen 

little or 

 

1:3 

 

nothing of the world – very pretty – & {once} simple in character <no great talents not> {& clever – 

but with no peculiar} accomplishments – but endeared to me by a thousand childish & singular 

recollections – you know <t> her estate joined mine & we were as children very much together – but – 

no matter – this was a love-match – {– they are separated. –} – – 

I have heard from Ph. – who seems embarrassed with constancy – her date is the Grampian hills4 – to 

be sure with that latitude & her precious epou<s/>x – it must be a shuddering kind of existence. – C– 

may do as she pleases – thanks to your goodnature rather than my merits or prudence – there is little to 

dread from her love & I forgive her hatred. – – Ly. H’s second son is in Notts’ & she has been guessing 

{& asking} about Mrs. C. – – no matter – so that I keep her from all other conjectures. – I write to you 

 

1:4 

 

in a tone which nothing but hurry can excuse – don’t think me impatient or peevish but merely 

confused – consider one moment – all things – & do not wonder – by the bye – I lately passed my time 

very happily. – – 

By the bye – this letter will prove to you that we were at least friends – & that the Mother in law erred 

when she told you that it was quite a dream – will you believe me another time. – Adieu, ever yrs. pray 

write – & believe me 

                                                 
2: BLJ says that “she” is Augusta. 

3: Mary Chaworth-Musters. 

4: See Frances Wedderburn Webster to B., December 28th 1813. 
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 most affectly, 

  yrs. 

   [swirl signature] 

 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, from 4, Bennet Street, London, January 10th 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.97; 1922 I 224-7; BLJ IV 21-2) 

Byron answers a letter from Lady Melbourne which is currently missing. Melbourne has asked 

for more information about Mary Chaworth-Musters. 

[1814 // London January tenth // The Lady Melbourne / Panshanger / Hertford // Byron] 

 

January 10th. 1814 

My dear Ly. Me. – 

 The “beloved friend” was always a she Dogstar – & had an ascendancy over her which 

I have felt to my cost – & depend upon it whatever point she has to carry will be carried – but I hear 

(not from either) that they are to be reconciled immediately – if so – I shall not journey <a> 150 miles 

to be a witness of ye. reunion – and though I have no feelings beyond esteem &c. now to spare – & she 

still fewer for me – in that case her wishing to see me was rather premature – because evidently she 

does not desire him to know anything of the matter. – “Like C?” no more than I am like Wm. and as far 

her superior – as I say most sincerely (with “an air” you will say) & believe 

 

1:2 

 

Wm. is to me in every good and praiseworthy quality. – As for C– don’t talk of her – for I am really 

advancing fast to an utter detestation – which I try to curb – and which I must curb – for it is most 

ungenerous to allow it to get the better of me – because there are sacrifices which once made – no 

provocation can quite cancel. – – – 

“My confusion” did not begin till I was alone – & has therefore nothing to do with the question of 

happiness – and as to “abandon” – none but the greatest of Sinners can have any idea of it – but that 

depends entirely on the persons themselves – however there is no compassion – and there is an end of 

my theoretical observations. – – – 

I cannot conceive why the D—1 should <first> angle with so many baits for one whom all the world 

will tell you belonged to him probably before he was born. – But when they give me 

 

1:3 

 

a character for “Art” it is surely most mistaken – no one was ever more heedless. – Moore in a letter to 

me on a different subject you may suppose says “<your> the only chance of Salvation for you (I never 

look for any from yourself) is the &c &c. – now – what he wishes me to avoid you would call “my 

salvation – No matter – nothing can deprive me of the past – and as to the future – what promise did it 

ever keep to any human being? – Besides – “there is a world beyond Rome”5 – and though you will not 

believe me – nothing but this confounded delay of Newstead &c. <would> {could have} prevented me 

from being long ago in my isles of the East. Why should I remain or care? – I am not – never was – nor 

can be popular – and you will own I do not deserve nor indeed strive to be so – I never won the world – 

& what it has rewarded me has always been wrung from its’ caprice – my life here is 

 

1:4 

 

frittered away – there I was always in action or at least in motion – – and except during Night – always 

on or in the sea – & on horseback – I am sadly sick of my {present} sluggishness – and I hate 

civilization. – – 

Pray why the Parenthesis? – do you not know that shyness is really & truly ye. family appendage – it 

may look like modesty (but few see the likeness) it is very often contempt of others – & no great liking 

to one’self. – – 

As to loud talking & shining as it is called I leave it to your wits – my only object in society is to see 

some one person – to whom it is generally expedient to talk rather in a low voice – and if they listen – 

and don’t look uncomfortable (as you always do with me) it is all I hope – & when they are gone – I 

look about me – and see what proselytes my Master is making – and interrupt nobody. – Perhaps I shall 

                                                 
5: Shakespeare, Coriolanus III iii 137 (in fact “there is a world elsewhere”). 
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go into Notts – but if they are together – I do not see how even friendship (on such a foundation as 

ours) would be much to the purpose 

 ever yrs. 

  [swirl signature] 

2:1 

 

[horizontally on reverse of address sheet:] P.S. – Lady Mount6 was seized with a sudden penchant for 

—— and called on her at the Vil.r’s and asked her to some party – in gratitude I presume for the Aston 

Summer of which I suppose the elder informed her – I am sure she could not refrain from saying 

something of her Sr. {Ph} as both she & I saw that she was vigilant to plague us. – 

That business will never be renewed or rather never completed – I heard from Ph – the other day as 

usual – but we shall not meet till Spring – by which time it is impossible she should not be altered – 

and even if not [Ms. tear: “I”] shall not fool away my time [vertically on right-hand side:] on theories 

– and that stupid speculative reverie of Platonics – <to> in which I was obliged to humour her fears or 

her coquetry. – 

She will fall eventually (probably soon) into some less indulgent instructor’s precepts – for whom I 

have been merely paving the way – it was not my fault that this will be the case – but she – no – I was 

the fool of her whimsical romance – 

 

[2:2 has the address.] 

 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, from 4, Bennet Street, London, January 11th 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.98; 1922 I 227-9; BLJ IV 23-4) 

January 11th. 1814 

My dear Lady Me. – 

 I have heard from (what new initial shall we fix upon) M. again – and am at a loss. – 

You must advise me I will tell you why. – It is impossible I should now feel anything beyond 

friendship for her or any one else in present circumstances – and the kind of feeling which has lately 

absorbed me has a mixture of the terrible which renders all other – even passion (pour les autres) 

insipid to a degree – in short one of its affects has been like the habit of Mithridates who by using 

himself {gradually} to poison of the strongest kind at last rendered all others ineffectual when he 

sought them as a remedy for all evils & a release from existence. – – – 

In my answer to M. I touched very slightly on my past feelings towards her & explained what they 

 

1:2 

 

now were – hers I conceive to be much the same – and she says as much – but I am not quite so sure 

that seeing her again – & being on the terms of intimacy we once were – would not bring on the old 

attack <at least> on me – and the recollection of the former is not sufficiently agreeable to make me 

wish to risk another. – – – 

She is much governed by “dear friend”7 and “dear friend” and I for certain reasons are not very likely 

to agree on that subject if on any other I only wonder how she came to allow her to write to me at all. – 

“Dear friend” is the elder by several years – was never handsome – but not unwilling to be thought so – 

I don’t know how to manage her – even if I wish to preserve this same sickly friendship which is 

reviving between M. & Me – – I must try my hand at dissimulation – & shall probably overact my part 

if I get interested in the business in the meantime it must take its’ course. – – 

 

1:3 

 

She talks of coming to town in Spring – in that case I might have at least turned her friendship to some 

account by playing <her> {it} off against Ph. which from the disposition of the latter would have 

ensured her – but I have quite resigned my pretensions in that quarter and in every other. – – – 

I have just received ye. enclosed from C. – she seems to wish to alarm by some idea of my being hated 

by somebody I like – to whom or what she alludes I do not know nor much conjecture. – I shall not 

answer – and you will have ye. goodness to throw it {C’s} into the fire. – 

                                                 
6: Lady Mountnorris, mother of Frances Wedderburn Webster. 
7: Mary Chaworth-Musters’ “dear friend” was called Miss Radford. 
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You will read ye. other inclosure – favour me with your counsel – & return it. – we shall perhaps not 

correspond much longer8 but as long as I can I shall not cease occasionally to sign myself 

ever yrs, 

[swirl signature] 

1:4 

 

P.S. If C has taken anything into her head (which by the bye she would probably have done – at all 

events –) it is all over – she will never rest till she has destroyed me in some way or other – when it 

comes to that point – & through her (yet I hardly know how for I have neither written nor held any 

conversation of any kind with C. since our summer fracas) if it comes to that point – she will regret it – 

I have neither weapon nor defence against herself – but some of her instruments or connections (I mean 

maternal ones with yours I can have nothing to do) will probably be involved by her – and if but one it 

– will be good company in whatever journey I may wish to set out upon. – – – 

 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, from 4, Bennet Street, London, January 12th 1814: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.99; 1922 I 229-31; BLJ IV 26-7) 

January 12th. 1814 

My dear Ly. Me. 

 More letters one – two – three – from C. who wants pictures – forgiveness – praise for 

forbearance – promise of future confidence – and God knows what beside with leave to shew some 

elderly gentleman of wit and discretion the “Curse of Minerva.” – She may shew him the “Curse of 

Care Lb” – or whatever she pleases – and may tell him the same long story she did to Sheridan the other 

day – I really believe her shortest & best way <but> would be to print it as her recitations are endless – 

and I think she never will rest till she or Me. de Stael have it circulated through regenerated Germany – 

<and> {where she may} enjoy the honours of Suicide till a happy old age. – – But a truce with these 

fooleries – I must not – & can not write – and as to pictures I have no time to sit for a Sign Post. – 

 

1:2 

 

Just as I had got her quite out of my head – and she was quietly disposed with you <all> and every one 

else – here she comes again – it is too late – and never was a<n> more unlucky moment – as it happens 

that the least additional drop will make my cup run over – and any irritation – revenge her amply – but 

certainly at the same time separate her and you and me beyond ye. possibility of reunion – for the 

remainder of our lives. – – – 

I don’t think mine will be a long one (this you will think like her – but I don’t allude to Suicide – that is 

weak – and if I were inclined that way it would never be from the pressure of pain – but satiety of 

pleasure) because from mere common causes & effects it cannot last – I began very early & very 

violently – and alternate extremes of excess and abstinence have utterly destroyed – oh! unsentimental 

word! – my stomach – and as Lady Oxford used seriously to say a broken heart means nothing but bad 

digestion. 

 

1:3 

 

I am one day in high health – and the next on fire or ice – in short I shall turn hypochondriacal – or 

dropsical – whimsical I am already – but don’t let me <turn/go> {get} tragical. – – The last dangerous 

illness I had was a fever in the Morea in 1811 – this very month – and what do you suppose was the 

effect? – I really can’t tell you – but it is perfectly true – that at the time when I myself thought & 

everyone else thought I was dying – – I had very nearly made my exit like some “just man” whom a 

King of Poland envied. – – – You will not believe this – but pray confine your scepticism to any good 

you may hear of me – I think you have seen that in <most of> my statements to you – truth has been 

the basis – you do not know how uncomfortable the doubts (not yours) about M.9 had made me – you 

have now perceived that we were “inmates of the same house” and I think you may also see that she 

was not ignorant that I was attached to her, I never said that it was returned 

 

1:4 

 

                                                 
8: B. hints that he may go abroad with Augusta, in which case he will stop writing to Melbourne. 

9: Mary Chaworth-Musters. 
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however in a boyish & girlish way I might fancy it. – Heigh ho! – well – it does not much matter – but 

if I could begin life again – there is much of it I would pass in the same manner. – – 

I leave town on Sunday or Monday next – and will write to you from Newstead – if you can pacify Ce. 

and keep her in her good resolutions you will do her a service – as for me I am not worth serving nor 

preserving. – – 

By the bye – don’t you pity poor Napoleon – and are these your heroes? – Commend me to the Romans 

– or Macbeth – or Richard 3d. – this man’s spirit seems broken – it is but a bastard devil at last – and a 

sad whining example to your future Conquerors – it will work a moral revolution – he must feel 

doubtless – <but> if he did not there would be little merit in insensibility – but why shew it to the 

world – a thorough mind would either rise from the rebound or at least go out “with harness on it’s 

back.10 – – – – 

ever yrs. 

 [swirl signature] 

 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, from 4, Bennet Street, London, January 13th 1814: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.100; 1922 I 231-4; QI 261-4; BLJ IV 27-30) 

Jany. 13th.1814 

My dear Ly. Me. – 

 I do not see how you could well have said less – and that I am not angry may be 

proved by my saying a word more on ye. subject. – You are quite mistaken however as to her – and it 

must be from some misrepresentation of mine that you throw the blame so completely on the side least 

deserving and least able to bear it – I dare say I made the best of my own story as one always does from 

natural selfishness without intending it – but it was not her fault – but my own folly (give it what name 

may suit it better) and her weakness – for – the intentions of both were very different and for some time 

adhered to – & when not it was entirely my own – in short I know no name for my own conduct. – Pray 

do not speak so harshly of her to me – the cause of <it> all – – – I wrote to you yesterday on other 

subjects and 

 

1:2 

 

particularly C. – . – As to manner – mine is the same to anyone I know or like – and I am almost sure 

less marked to her than to you – besides any constraint or reserve would appear much more 

extraordinary than the reverse – until something more than manner is ascertainable. – Nevertheless I 

heartily wish Me. de Stael at the Devil – with her observations – I am certain I did not see her – and she 

might as well have had something else to do with her eyes than to observe people at so <respectfull> 

{respectful} a distance. – – – 

So “Ph is out of my thoughts” – in the first place if she were out of them – she had probably not found 

a place in my words – and in the next – she has no claim – if people will stop at the first tense of the 

verb “aimer” they must not be surprised if one finishes the conjugation with somebody else. – “How 

soon I get the better of” – in the name of St. Francis and his wife of Snow11 – and Pygmalion & his 

statue what was there here to get the better of? – a few kisses for which 

 

1:3 

 

she was no worse – and I no better. – – Had the event been different – so would my subsequent 

resolutions & feelings – for I am neither ungrateful – nor at all disposed to be disappointed – on the 

contrary I do firmly believe – that I have often only begun to love – at the very time I have heard 

people say that some dispositions become indifferent. – – – – – 

Besides – her fool of a husband – and my own recent good resolutions – and a mixture of different 

piques and mental stimulants together with something not unlike encouragement on her part – led me 

into that foolish business – out of which the way is quite easy – and I really do not see that I have much 

to reproach myself with on her account – if you think differently pray say so. – As to Mrs. C—12 I will 

go – but I don’t see any good that can result from it – certainly none to me – but I have no right to 

consider myself. – When I say this I merely allude to uncomfortable feelings – for there is neither 

chance nor fear of anything else – for she is a very good girl – and I am too much dispirited to rise even 

to admiration. – – – 

                                                 
10: Shakespeare, Macbeth, V v 52. 

11: Compare DJ I 64,4, or VI 17, 6. 

12: Mary Chaworth-Musters. 
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1:4 

 

I do verily believe you hope otherwise – as a means of improving {me} – but I am sunk in my own 

estimation – and care of course very little for that of others. – – 

As to Ph – she will end as all women in her situation do – it is impossible she can care about a man 

who acted so weakly as I did with regard to herself. – – 

What a fool I am – I have been interrupted by a visitor who is just gone – & have been laughing this 

half hour at a thousand absurdities as if I had nothing serious to think about. 

 yrs. ever 

  [swirl signature] 

 

P.S. 

 Another epistle from M – my answer must be under cover to “dear friend” who is doing or 

suffering a folly – what can she {Miss R}13 be about? – the only thing that could make it look ill – is 

mystery – I wrote to her and franked – thinking there was no need of concealment – and indeed 

conceiving the affectation of it an impertinence. – but she desires me not – and I obey – I suspect R14 of 

wishing to make a scene between him & me {out of dislike to both!} – but that shall not prevent me 

from going a moment – I shall leave town on Sunday. – – –  

 

[Not yet found in NLS Ms.43471:] … pantomime – I don’t think I laughed once save in soliloquy for 

ten days – which you who know me won’t believe (every one else thinks me the most gloomy of 

existences) we used to sit & look at one another – except in duetto & then even our serious nonsense 

was not fluent – to be sure our gestures were rather more sensible – the most amusing part was the 

interchange of notes – for we sat up all night scribbling to each other – & came down like Ghosts in the 

morning – I shall never forget the quiet manner in which she would pass her epistles in a music book – 

or any book – looking in – – [Webster]’s face with great tranquillity the whole time – & taking mine in 

the same way – once she offered one as I was leading her to dinner at N[ewstead] – all the servants 

before – & W[ebster] & sister close behind – to take it was impossible – and how she was to retain it 

without pockets – was equally perplexing – I had the cover of a letter from Claughton in mine – and 

gave it to her saying “there is the Frank for Ly. Water[ford?] you asked for” she returned it with the 

note beneath with – “it is dated wrong – alter it tomorrow” and W[ebster] complaining that women did 

nothing but scribble – wondered how people could have the patience to frank & alter franks – and then 

happily digressed to the day of the month – fish sauce – good wine – & bad weather. – – Your 

“matrimonial ladder” wants but one more descending step – “d — nation” I wonder how the carpenter 

omitted it – it amused me much. – I wish I were married – I don’t care about beauty nor subsequent 

virtue – nor much about fortune – I have made up my mind to share the decorations of my betters – but 

I should like – let me see – liveliness – gentleness – cleanliness – & something of comeliness – & my 

own first born – was ever man more moderate? what do you think of my “Bachelor’s wife”? What a 

letter have I written”] 

 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, from 4, Bennet Street, London, January 15th 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.101; 1922 I 234-6; BLJ IV 31-2) 

Jany. – 15th. 1814 

My dear Ly. Me. – 

 As I shall not leave town till Monday I have time to hear once by return of post – if 

convenient to yourself. – That you may judge exactly how Ph & I are at present with regards to each 

other I send you her last epistle – the first part is girlish & romantic – & the whole not much to the 

purpose – as the “telling” I believe no one but yourself has any foundation but their own suspicions – 

and after all there is nothing to be told. – – I had an odd dialogue lately with her sister – we were 

talking of passing time in the country – and I said that my usual & favourite method was to pass several 

hours of the day quietly and alone. – “Alone – but not quietly” she answered – – “what do you mean? 

“what I have said – I have seen you when 

 

1:2 

 

                                                 
13: Miss Radford. 

14: Radford. 
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you did not see me. – I asked as you may be sure for an explanation – which she gave me as follows – 

“the morning .before we all left N. – I had been walking with Ph in the cloisters where I left her to go 

to <the> {my} room – when I got to the hall door which was half open I stopped as I am shortsighted 

to look through my glass at a person <lending> {leaning} alone near the fire – & whom I could not at 

first distinguish – it was you – but I really did not know you immediately – you were perfectly 

convulsed – – “why did not you walk on & speak to me? – because I was frightened & did not know 

what to do – but I turned back to Ph. – “did you mention this to her? – No – I had reasons for keeping it 

to myself. – – – 

I perfectly recollect being where she describes – and some of my sensations – but I was not aware of 

betraying them to any one – the hall at N. is in the Abbey part of that enormous mansion – & 

 

1:3 

 

quite remote from any but my own rooms – and this was the last day but one we passed together. – You 

may perhaps judge from this that I do feel sometimes – & that for her at that time I did feel enough. – – 

– 

You will think this scene a little in Cs’ style – but recollect first – it is not my description – and 2dly. it 

was not before 500 people – nor was I aware that anyone had seen it at all – and that I laid no great 

stress on it<’s> <Gxxx> you may suppose by my never having told it even to you before. – – – – – 

So – you have his R. H. on Tuesday – well – I envy him <x> his visit – and <as many> many years of 

his life – much more than I do his Regency. – It is cruel to mention Middleton – when I daily regret not 

going. – How does C– go on? – I do think between her theory & my system of Ethics you will begin to 

think that our first 

 

1:4 

 

parents had better have paused before they plucked the tree of knowledge. – –  

ever yrs. most truly 

[swirl signature] 

Lady Melbourne to Byron, January 16th 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43472; Gross 159-61) 

[The Lord Byron / Bennet Street / St. James’s Street / London.] 

Byron has shown Melbourne Frances Wedderburn Webster’s letter of December 28th 1813. 

 

16th Jany 1814 

Dear Ld B— 

 “This oath though sworn by one has bound us both”15 – rather wild even in theory! – but must 

be sd by a person quite ignorant of the practise in such cases – how you might be bound without even 

knowing it – & to what – really to be constant – does not this frighten you – the word itself must be 

discordant to your Ears – don’t you blush at the question that follows “are you my <L>?” <how> {in} 

what manner could you answer this Letter? I wish I had seen it – You could not even make use of your 

favorite basis – truth – not even swear to it in “motley guise.” You must have given it up entirely, or 

talk’d entirely of the past – perhaps that may have satisfied this poor little ignorant Girl,16 – There is 

much simplicity in many parts of her Letter – & I am very sorry for her, as I believe she is very sincere 

– & you must believe that she loves you dearly, – tho’ you will hardly own it to yourself, you have 

imbibed such ideas of the deceit practiced by all Women, – that you would never confess yt you, had 

any 

 

1:2 

 

dependance upon their constancy – & yet such things have come to pass – & from all I have heard & 

known of her character & her actions, I am impress’d with a belief that all she says is true, & that she is 

not at all as you express’d yourself {to me} in one of your former Letters “embarassed with her 

constancy”17 – & my opinion is that you never were so loved before as you would know better how to 

                                                 
15: The Bride of Abydos, ll.349-60: “that sacred oath, / Though sworn by one, hath bound us both”. Quoted by 

Frances Webster in her December letter. Selim refers to Zuleika’s oath never to marry the man to whom her father 

has promised her. 

16: Frances Weddderburn Webster. 

17: See above, B. to Melbourne, January 8th 1814. 
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appreciate her feelings — after all this I think her a little Childish, & now & then tiresome, that may 

proceed from being restless & dissatisfied with herself —— how curious the account you give me of yr 

being seen at N – but do you believe that I think you have no feeling – because if so, you wrong me 

very much – I never was acquainted with any person who had so much – I have sd. it over & over 

again, when ever I have conversed Seriously about you – & must I think have told it you. 

I am curious to know, why she conceal’d what she had seen from Ph–18 she seems to me an unamiable 

person – I have never heard a hint about Ph except from C who would have sd. it about any body —— 

You ask me how she19 goes on? in better humour, & I hope will be quiet at least for a little while, – she 

ask’d me the other Night 

 

1:3 

 

whether you had written another poem – as Me de Stael in a Letter had ask’d her if she had seen it – 

This I know was not true but merely to bring up yr Name – I sd dryly enough that I had not heard any 

thing one way or the other – she then sd she believed she had been very much misrepresented to you, 

for she had reasons to think you were angry with her – but she shd let it rest as it was, without 

enquiring further. – I said I thought her very right, as it was the purpose of the Message I had deliver’d 

by yr desire, & which put her into such a passion – she sd. it was Mad. de Stael that had driven her into 

a frenzy20 I sd that would not do for me, as I knew the humor she was in before M de Stael came here – 

but yt I declined any further conversations upon the Subject – & never would talk to her about you, – – 

she sd she own’d she behaved very ill but she hop’d I forgave her – I sd I believed I never Should, that 

there were things never cd be forgiven. She sd she had written a detail of ye reports that had been made 

to her, which would be given me if she died, & that I should see how she had been work’d upon. 

The idea of her leaving a paper for me to see, made me laugh & some one coming into ye room, ended 

our conversation which she has not resumed, but is chearful enough to be very tiresome with her 

theory’s and her discussions which she {is} eternally beginning & always turn upon some supposed ill 

usage, which Women receive from Men, evidently alluding to you 

Certainly her <other> Theorys & your Ethics as you say, are extraordinary – but whether I draw the 

conclusion from them which you Suppose 

 

1:4 

 

is what I can not tell,21 as it is not decided in my own Mind – I am very glad I have knowledge enough 

to understand yrs – so far I know, – You may envy the Rt22 the Visit he is going to make, as it might be 

rather pleasant than otherwise to you to see me – but you are mistaken if you think any part of his 

former Life ever was enviable – unless rank & power is look’d up to – he never was liked which may 

seem strange to you who have such Numbers who doat upon you – but it is nevertheless true – & if 

ever we Should have an opportunity of conversing together upon indifferent Subjects I will convince 

you of it not only in one instance, but in Several – I believe I shall have Ly Bl here to meet him – I think 

a fd & this cold weather together a great deal too much to bear – for I can do nothing but Sit in the Fire, 

& even then I am frozen however I wish it may last during yr Journey as it will be much better 

travelling than if it was to thaw ––– What odd things happen, Lewis,23 & Mrs. Fitzherbert24 have both 

proposed themselves to me, not knowing he was coming. The first of ye two tells me he quarelled at 

Oatlands25 with Me de Stael – she was in a passion, he laugh’d, she sd his “rire” showed her he was 

“inferieur” mais “tres inferieur” – she talk’d loud, so did he, & the Singers at the other end of the room 

could not hear 

 

2:1 

 

                                                 
18: Frances Wedderburn Webster. “she” is the sister: see B, to Melbourne, January 15th 1814. 

19: This “she” is Caroline Lamb. 

20: Hobhouse records, on June 1st 1814, “Caroline Lamb marked me out for all sorts of attentions – she would 

insist on taking me home in her carriage and setting me down at my own door – her maid was with her. She told 

me Madame de Staël used to embrace her very often, and seemed to like it very much.” 

21: B. to Melbourne, previous item: “I do think between her theory & my system of Ethics you will begin to think 

that our first parents had better have paused before they plucked the tree of knowledge …” 

22: The Prince Regent. 

23: Matthew “Monk” Lewis. 

24: The Catholic Mrs Fitzherbert, whom the Prince Regent had married before his dynastic marriage. 

25: Oatlands Park in Surrey, seat of the Duke of York. Now a hotel. 
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one another & were obliged to Stop –– I wish I had seen it – there never was such a person for 

tracasseries as she is – There are two in love now with C– which I could explain, but shall not, as it 

would produce ten more so I remain Silent – which I may as well practice at this moment towards you 

– as I run on Strangely whenever I write to you 

  Ever yrs 

  [swirl signature] 

 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, from 4, Bennet Street, London, January 16th 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.102; 1922 I 236-9; QI 264-6; BLJ IV 33-5) 

Byron writes his P.S. here on receipt of the previous item. The P.S. is on the smaller paper, and is 

a good example of BLJ’s lack of scruple in removing all Byron’s paragraphs. 

January 16th. 1814 

My dear Lady Me. – 

 Lewis is just returned from Oatlands – where he has been quarrelling with Stael 

about every thing and every body. – She has not even let poor quiet me alone – but has discovered first 

that I am affected – & 2dly. that I “shut my eyes during dinner!” – what this {last} can mean I don’t 

know unless she is opposite – if I {then} do – she is very much obliged to me – and if at the same time 

I could continue to shut my ears – she would be still more so. – – If I really have so ludicrous a habit – 

will you tell me so – & I will try and break myself of it – In the mean time I think the charge will 

amuse you – I have more faults to find with her than “shutting <them> her eyes” – one of which is 

opening her mouth too 

 

1:2 

 

frequently. – – – – – 

Do not you think people are very naught – what do you think I have this very day heard said of poor M 

– ? it provoked me beyond any thing – as he was named as authority – why – the abominable stories 

they circulate about Lady Wd. of which I can say no more – all this is owing to “dear friend” and yet as 

far as it regards “dear friend” I must say I have very sufficing suspicions for believing them totally 

false – at least she must have altered strangely within these nine years – but this is the age of 

revolutions. – – 

The ascendancy always appeared to me that of a cunning <woman> {mind} over a weak one. – but – 

but – why the woman is a fright – which after all is the best reason for not believing it. – – – – – – 

I still mean to set off tomorrow – unless this snow adds so much to the impracticability of the roads as 

to render it useless – I don’t mind 

 

1:3 

 

anything but delay – and I might as well be in London as at a sordid inn waiting for a thaw – or the 

subsiding of a flood & the clearing of snow. – I wonder what your answer will be on Ph’s letter – I am 

growing rather partial to the younger sister who is very pretty – but fearfully young – and I think a fool 

– a wife you say would be my salvation – now – I could have but one motive for marrying into that 

family – and even that might possibly only produce a scene & spoil every thing – but at all events it 

would in some degree be a revenge – and in the very face of your compliment (ironical I believe) on 

the want of selfishness – I must say that I never can quite get over the “not” of last summer – no – 

though it were to become “yea” tomorrow. – – – I do believe that to marry would be my wisest step – 

but whom? – I might manage this easily with “Le Pere” – but I don’t admire the connection – and I 

have not committed myself by any attentions hitherto. – But all wives would be much 

 

1:4 

 

the same – I have no heart to spare – & expect none in return – but as Moore says “a pretty wife is 

something for the fastidious vanity of a roué to retire upon” – and mine might do as she pleased so that 

she had a fair temper – and a quiet way of conducting herself – leaving me the same liberty of 

conscience. – What I want is a companion – a friend – rather than a sentimentalist – I have seen enough 

of love matches – & of all matches – to make up my mind to the common lot of happy couples. – 

The only misery would be if I fell in love afterwards which is not unlikely – for habit has a strange 

power over my affections – in that case I should be jealous – and then – you do not know – what a 

devil any bad passion makes me – I should very likely do all that C. threatens in her paroxysms – and I 

have more reasons than you are aware of for mistrusting myself on this point. – Heigh ho! Good night. 
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ever yrs. most truly 

[swirl signature] 

2:1 

 

P.S. – The enclosed was written last night – and I am just setting off – you shall hear from Newstead – 

if one ever gets there in a coach really as large as the cabin of a 74 and I believe meant for the Atlantic 

instead of the Continent. – – – 

1000 thanks for yours of this Morn. – “never loved so before” – well then – I hope never to be loved so 

again – for what is it to the purpose? – You wonder how I answered it? – to tell you the truth (which I 

could not tell her) I have not answered it at all – nor shall – I feel so much inclined to believe her 

sincere – that I cannot sit down and coolly 

 

2:2 

 

repay her truth with fifty falsehoods – I do not believe her for the same reason you believe – but 

because by writing she commits herself & that is seldom done unless in earnest. – – – 

I shall be delighted to hear your defence against my insinuations – but you will make nothing of it – 

and he is very much to be envied – but you mistake me – for I do not mean in general – on the contrary 

I coincide with him in taste but upon one instance. – – – 

C. was right about the poem – I have scribbled a longer one than either of the last – & it is in the 

 

2:3 

 

press – but you know I never hold forth to you on such topics – why should I? – now you will think this 

a piece of conceit – but really it is a relief to the fever of my mind to write – & as at present I am what 

they call popular as an author – it enables me to serve one or two people without embarrassing 

anything but my brains – for I never have nor shall avail myself of the lucre – & yet it would be folly 

merely to make presents to a bookseller – whose accounts to me last year are just 1500 guineas without 

including Ce. Hd. – now – the odd part is that if I were a regular stipendiary & wanted it probably I 

should not be offered one half – but 

 

2:4 

 

such are mankind – always offering or denying in the wrong place. – 

But I have written more than enough already – & this is my last experiment on public patience – and 

just at present I won’t try yours any further. 

 ever yrs. my dear {Ly. Me.} 

  [swirl signature] 

 

January 17th 1814: Byron and Augusta go to Newstead. 

 

Lady Melbourne to Byron, January 19th-25th 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43472; Gross 161-2) 

[The Lord Byron / Newstead Abbey / Nottingham] 

Melbourne answers the previous item; she gets the year wrong. 

Jany 19th 1812  

Dear Ld B– 

 I think you would proceed so far on yr Journey on Monday – that even this very deep snow, 

would not prevent your reaching N– & shall therefore send you – a few Lines in answer to yr. last 

Letter, I am certain you ha<d/>ve no such trick as M de S. described unless you have acquired it since 

we last parted probably it was the brilliancy of her Eyes, that had the same effect upon yrs that the Sun 

has upon an Owls. – or still more probably she stared at you with such determined effronterie, that the 

Family Shyness induced you to shun her observation. Seriously tho’ – I would tell you if I had 

observed any peculiarity of the Sort, but I have always seen your Eyes so open, that I can not assert that 

you have the power of Shutting them, & have never even seen your {Eyes} look Sleepy, or heavy – 

{or} half closed, or {you} Wink or blink in any manner – 

 

1:2 
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it is only when Eyes are not sufficiently expressive, to convey their meaning, that such aid is requisite –

–– I take some credit to myself for discovering that it would be difficult for you – Yourself – to answer 

Ph’s Letter; those who believe in C— think falsehood is so easy to you that you prefer it to truth – you 

see I judged otherwise – what another? a Young one coming up in Succession not contented with five 

or six I know of – & twenty I don’t – You are looking after another? – well be it so – & I only pray that 

this one may go on – as it will settle all the others in the best manner possible – what is she 14 or 15? & 

you say a fool – how should you know? believe me tho’ so Young, she is old enough to conceal a great 

deal of her Character there is so much Shyness at that Age, in general, that it obscures all their Ideas, & 

hardly knowing them, they can speak clearly on no Subject, – if she has no prevalent unamiable 

qualities it is most likely she will turn out well, when these appear it is hopeless for living in ye World 

generally increases them & only Softens them in appearance, Witness C— 

 

1:3 

 

I see the Night is so very severe that I shall not send this Letter the Man may lose the Bag in a Snow 

drift, & I shall have the Letters found & brought back to the House – & examin’d a Week hence – so I 

will {not} run the risk but to morrow ——— 

 

25th Jany 

by this date you will perceive how long this letter has lain in my drawer, but the Post has been so 

irregular, from the roads being Stop’d in various places, that I have had no opportunity of sending it; 

every Evening there have been questions about sending ye Letters & often examinations, to see, 

whether it was necessary they should go that day, which has prevented my finishing my Letter — in the 

mean time, where are you? I am quite anxious to know, but still hope you have perform’d your Journey 

before the Weather was so very bad – & that you have been sitting over a warm fire, & have only seen 

the Snow at a distance, I envy you the good Nottre Coals – which I think the best in the World, & which 

I always regret do not come up by the Canal as well as the Staffordshire which are much 

 

1:4 

 

inferior – it is rather extraordinary having hit upon such a Subject in a Letter to you but if ever one is to 

think of Coals or fire or Warmth, it seems justifiable at this moment for really I have been frozen all 

this last Week – & this is the first day the weather seems at all settled – but to return to our usual 

topics, I have at last wrung from you a confession that you believe Ph Sincere, I have no doubt of the 

fact, but I think your reason a bad one. You Estimate the force & truth of a person’s liking by the 

imprudences they commit (C— always told me so) – now I think it a false way of judging – & that a 

persons conduct in such Situations depends upon their character – a Woman who respects les 

bienseances – & is driven from them, by a Strong passion, gives you the greatest proof of attachment – 

but she still adheres to propriety & decorum in trifles, when she has given it up in reality: & is much 

more to be relied upon & believed than one of those light whimsical Ladies who defy the World & run 

headlong into every sort of imprudence – & then call it violent Love 

 

2:1 

 

which cannot be controul’d – I think Ph’s deserves that name – You differ from me I know, because 

you have as yet only seen one Sort of Woman – or to express myself more clearly Women of one turn 

of mind – I think you may understand what I mean & your Anger with Ph convinces me I am right –– I 

long to hear something upon which I can found some opinion of M– & as probably you are at present 

engross’d entirely by yr friendship – I shall say no more of the others –— les Autres (dans le grand 

pluriel) how odd that Sounds. & yet you have some pretensions to Sentiment!! – according to your own 

Acceptation of ye Word –  

If you should not be detain’d in Notts – I shall see you sooner than I expected for we are not to remain 

much longer here – I shall therefore only say one word on ye Subject of the person you say you envy – 

would you envy any one who like another, who never had the least liking, I could almost say toleration 

for them? – If you have any reliance 

 

2:2 

 

upon my Veracity – You must believe that, – why should I deny it? I have never denied other things, & 

why should I that? I certainly from some strange circumstances – got myself into a disagreeable 
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embarrassment, but from which I extricated myself as Speedily as it was possible; & which altogether 

makes an odd history – & which it is no wonder should be misrepresented in ye World, as I assure 

{you} that I never told half so much to any one person as I have to you, but have always allow’d every 

body to make their own comments, without ever trying to set them right – the Post is just going – 

believe me 

  Yrs ever, 

  [swirl signature] 

 

I think if you had return’d to Town I should have heard it either from you or from others, so I shall 

direct to N– you accuse me wrongfully when you 

 

2:3 

 

think yt what I sd about Selfishness was ironical 

 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, from Newstead, January 29th 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.103; 1922 I 239-41; BLJ IV 39-40) 

The letter to which Byron refers in his opening sentence seems lost. 

January 29th. 1814 

My dear Lady Me. – 

 I wrote a long letter to you yesterday – and in case it should not reach you I may as 

well do the like today – never was such weather – one would imagine Heaven wanted to raise a 

Powder–tax & had sent the Snow to lay it on. – However being in no want of combustibles (you know 

that Notts is famous for coals & the fair sex) and my books & cellar being both in tolerable order I can 

laugh even though looking through a window – though I almost suspect myself of the rheumatism in 

one of my joints – and a chilblain besides – two very unsentimental maladies. My yesterday’s was an 

epistle almost of business – and what this will be I can’t tell – no matter – if you don’t quarrel with it or 

the writer. – 

 

1:2 

 

I have at last heard (the weather wont let me see her) M’s intentions – she says (since yesterday) she 

believes return impossible – and that she will “soon act for herself” and then talks of being in town in 

Spring. – What she proposes to herself in coming there – or why she cannot kiss & be friends with him 

– I do not know & shall not enquire – but she appears to me to be acting injudiciously in both 

instances. – As a woman of an old family & large fortune – (of which from the circumstances she may 

probably retain a considerable income) and of unimpeached character – it will not perhaps be difficult 

for her to enter into good society – but she is shy & singular & will be terribly out of her element – but 

though pretty (at least she was so) I should not think her liable to get into any scrape – but a great deal 

of 

 

1:3 

 

discomfort. – In one of her epistles – she tells me that I have always been represented as “totally 

without principle with regard to her sex” – against which charge she invariably thought it right to 

defend me – in my opinion very justly doubtless – but I think it very imprudent in her to select at this 

time a man of that supposed description for her “to Consider as a friend or a beloved brother” (I believe 

I quote correctly) and the more so – because I am quite convinced she herself has no idea of ever 

regarding me as any thing more – and would be exceedingly surprised & vexed if she found the world 

saying <so> {otherwise}. – The next absurd thing is making a mystery of our correspondence – which 

she does in every possible way – and at ye. same time writing almost every day – in short – thus her 

proceedings stand at present – – I have hinted as delicately as I could – pretty nearly what you have 

read in this letter – 

 

1:4 

 

I told her not to “consider me for a moment but to act entirely according to her own wishes & ideas of 

propriety &c.” – & the answer is <in> “that there will be no impediment to <her> our correspondence 

which at all events may continue” and that in ten days her fate will probably be decided (meaning I 

suppose the separation) and then she adds her regrets at my selling Nd. – and wishes me to delay my 
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journey to town for a short time. – I do not believe that he as yet has any notion that she won’t return – 

and if she does not – there are probably some who will believe that I have been tampering with her in 

the way of dissuasion – which will arise entirely from her timing things ill – it is however not the fact if 

I have said anything on ye. subject it has rather been in favour of her return – at least when she thought 

of it I told her she was quite right. – – – – 

 

2:1 

 

2) I should not have said so much on this subject but you expressed a wish to hear of it – & if it bores 

you it shan’t be repeated – you see there is no love in the case – & that I do not write of it “con Amore” 

as I did from Aston. – – 

All places are I presume nearly alike in this Lapland but Nd. has always suited me better than any other 

– & I do not dislike it more now than heretofore. – – – – – 

I mentioned yesterday that Augusta was here – which renders it much more pleasant – as we never 

yawn nor disagree – and laugh much more than is suitable to so solid a mansion – and the family 

shyness makes us more amusing companions to each other – than we could be to any one else. – – ——

— 

 ever yrs. 

  [swirl signature] 

 

P.S. – Will you address your 

answer to <Lond> London. 

 

[2:2 blank.] 

 

February 1st 1814: The Corsair published. 
 

February 6th 1814: Byron and Augusta leave Newstead. 

 

Lady Melbourne to Byron, February 2nd 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43472; unpublished) 

[The Lord Byron / Bennett St / St. James’s Street / London] 

Melbourne seems to be supporting Annabella’s thoughts about Newstead in the previous item, 

and reacting (late) to what Byron writes on September 13th 1812: “… my own [income] will 

when my Rochdale arrangements are closed, be sufficient for both, my debts are not 25000 pd.s & 

the deuce is in it, if with R. & the surplus of N. I could not contrive to be as independent as half 

the peerage”. She is not optimistic about being listened to. 

2d Feby 1814 

Dear Ld B–  

 Were I to give advice on ye Subjects of Mr. H.’s26 letter, I do not think that it would prove 

me deserving of the compliment you pay to my correctness, having so little knowledge of the 

transaction except what I may have pick’d up accidentally from you, but to shew my readiness to be of 

use, I will now state any ideas that may occur to me – but without thinking myself at all competent to 

advise – – the only objection that strikes me is yt I recollect your saying yt the Estate at Newstead could 

not be secured so, as to produce 4000 pr annm if so, the security is very insufficient for a Mortgage of 

100,000£ – & your Agent seemd 

 

1:2 

 

to think, by his proposing that 30,000 should be paid, which would reduce the Mortgage to 90,000, if 

by some means the certain pay of 20,000 the 1st. year could be secured, then the 70,000 might be 

allowed to remain, & perhaps be as well laid out there as if it were to pass through yr Hands, by 20,000 
ds every year, when probably the original sum would be much lessen’d; by acts of generosity I mean – 

If Mr C27 pays you the 30,000 & you pay your debts, which would be the prudent plan, as probably you 

pay less interest for most of it – then 100,000 – will remain, – the Fourth of which may certainly enable 

any reasonable person to live in splendour in this as well as in any other Country whether married or 

unmarried, in ye 

                                                 
26: “Hanson’s”. 

27: “Claughton”. 
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1:3 

 

latter state, I reckon it great riches, with some management, – I approve of your plan about Rochdale, 

& very much agree with your Agent, for really in your Situation it would be very improvident, to sell 

every bit of landed property, for although you may determine to live abroad how can you be certain yt 

you shall always adhere to such a resolution, & even if you were for the present, – who knows what 

views you may have hereafter, – you may marry & have a Son & then you would regret his succeeding 

to the Peerage & having no property except Money – in this Country where Land gives so much more 

influence. – I have no doubt that Mr H. was right in advising you to sell N– because paying one’s 

{debts} & obtaining a Sufficient 

 

1:4 

 

Sufficient Income are objects that should be accomplish’d, – but after that selling more, is only what 

short sighted persons would do; for though you get more income at ye moment you lose great 

advantages, nobody so young as you are, can know ye resources of a landed Estate, or the 

improvements that may be made by good management – I should suppose that besides laying out 

money upon opening a Colliery, or a LeadMine and what ever it may be that you have in View at R. 

that there must be several parts of the Estate where you might plant with great advantage – that to me 

seems the surest means of obtaining a large profit at a Small comparative expence – it is Nonsense 

what people say commonly, yt you Plant for your Grandchildren, a Small 

 

2:1 

 

Sum of money laid out yearly if done in proper Soil and Situation will make a much greater return than 

is generally supposed many Sorts of Timber as extremely Valuable of 20 Yrs growth or even less, – 

since they have now discover’d the use of different kinds of Wood which formerly were reckon’d [Ms. 

tear: “worthless” ??] 

 

[Ms. tear] forbearing – I am aware how very much this answer must bore you & therefore I shall not 

add to the length of it by saying any thing upon other Subjects – the Roads altho’ not good are passable 

– therefore perhaps you will be in Town – even before me – we shall be there on Friday & I hope you 

will let me see you soon after 

yrs Ever [swirl] 

 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, from Newark, February 6th 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.104; 1922 I 241-2; QI 266-7; BLJ IV 47-8) 

[1814 / Newark February seventh // To / The Lady Melbourne / Brocket Hall / Herts // Byron] 

 

Newark – February 6th. 1814 

My dear Ly. Me. – 

 I am thus far on my return to town & having passed the Trent – (which threatens a 

flood on ye. first opportunity) – I hope to reach town in tolerable plight. – 

Mr. Claughton has been with us during the last two days at Nd. & this day set off for Cheshire – & I for 

the South to prepare for a final amicable arrangement. – – – – 

M– I have not seen – business and the weather and badness of roads and partly a late slight illness of 

her own have interfered to prevent our meeting for the present – but I have heard a good deal from & of 

her – him I have not heard from nor of – nor have I seen him – nor do I know exactly where he is – but 

somewhere in the county <I> {I} believe. – 

 

1:2 

 

You will very probably say that I ought to have gone over at all events – & Augusta has also been 

trying her rhetoric to the same purpose – & urging me repeatedly to call before I left the County – but I 

have been one day too busy – & another too lazy – and altogether so sluggish upon the subject – that I 

am thus far – on my return without making this important visit in my way. – She seems in her letters 

very undecided whether to return to —— or no – & I have always avoided both sides of the topic – or 

if I touched on it at all it was on the rational bearing of the question. I have written to you two long 
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letters from the Abbey and as I hope to see you soon I will not try your eyeglass and patience further at 

present. – 

 ever yrs. 

  [swirl signature] 

 

[1:3 blank.] 

 

[Fragment kept with above letter] ... prospect) I never shall. – One of my great inducements to that 

brilliant negociation with the Princess of Parallellograms was the vision of our family party – & the 

quantity of domestic lectures I should faithfully detail with our mutual comments thereupon. – – You 

seem to think I am in some scrape at present by my unequal spirits – perhaps I am – but you shan’t be 

shocked – so you shan’t – I wont draw further upon you for sympathy. – You will be in town so soon – 

& I have scribbled so much – that you will be glad to see a letter shorter than usual. – 

I wish you would lengthen yours. – 

 ever my dear Ly. Me. 

  [swirl signature] 

[side 2 blank.] 

 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, from London, February 11th 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.105; 1922 I 242-4; QI 267-9; BLJ IV 53-4) 

[The Lady Melbourne / Whitehall] 

This hand-delivered letter answers a letter from Melbourne, currently missing, in which she 

praises The Corsair. Byron’s Lines to a Lady Weeping, published with The Corsair, has created an 

unreal sensation. 

Fy 11th. 1814 

My dear Lady Me. 

 On my arrival in town on Wednesday I found myself in what the <vul> learned call – 

a dilemma – and the vulgar a scrape – such a clash of paragraphs and a conflict of Newspapers – 

lampoons of all descriptions – some good and all hearty – the Regent (as reported) wroth – Ld. Carlisle 

in a fury – the Morning Post in hysterics and the Courier in convulsions of criticism and contention. – 

To complete the farce the Morning Papers this day announce the intention of some zealous Rosencrantz 

or Guildenstern to “play upon this pipe”28 in our house of 

 

1:2 

 

hereditaries. – This last seems a little too ludicrous to be true – but even if so – and nothing is too 

ridiculous for some of them <not> to attempt – all the motions – censures – sayings – doings & 

ordinances of that august body shall never make me even <atttempt> endeavour to explain or soften a 

syllable of the twenty words which have excited – what – I really do not yet exactly know – as the 

accounts are contradictory – but be it what it may – ”as the wine is tapped it shall be drunk to the 

lees.”29 – You tell me not to be “violent” & not to “answer” – I have not & shall not answer – and 

although the consequences may be for aught I know to the contrary exclusion from society – and all 

sorts of dis= 

 

1:3 

 

=agreeables – “the Demon whom I still have served – has not yet cowed my better part of Man30 – and 

whatever I may & have or shall feel – I have that within me that bounds against opposition. – I have 

quick feelings – & not very good nerves – but somehow they have more than once served me pretty 

well when I most wanted them – and may again – at any rate I shall try. – 

Did you ever know any thing like this? – at a time when peace & war – & Emperors & Napoleons – 

and the destinies of the things they have made <upon> of mankind are trembling in the balance – the 

Government Gazettes can devote half their attention & columns day after day to 8 lines written two 

                                                 
28: Shakespeare, Hamlet, III ii 60 (app.): Sblood, do you think I am easier to be play’d on than a pipe? 

29: Shakespeare, Macbeth II iii 93-4 (mangled): The wine of life is drawn, and the mere lees / Is left this vault to 

brag of … 

30: Shakespeare, Macbeth, V viii 14 and 17 (run together): Macduff: Let the angel whom thou still hast served … 

Macbeth: For it hath cowed my better part of man … 
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years ago – & now republished only – (by an Individual) & suggest them for the consideration of 

Parliament 

 

1:4 

 

probably about the same period with the treaty of Peace. – I really begin to think myself a most 

important personage – what would poor Pope have given to have brought down this upon his “epistle to 

Augustus”? – – 

I think you must allow considering all things public & private – that mine has been an odd destiny. – 

But I prate – & will spare you. – 

Pray when are you most visible? or will any of your “predilections”31 interfere between you & me? – – 

How is C.? – it is a considerable compensation for all other disturbances – that she has left us in peace 

– & I do not think you will ever be further troubled with her Anniversary scenes. – I am glad you like 

the Corsair – & was afraid he might be too larmoyant a gentleman for your favour – but all these 

externals are nothing to that within32 on a subject to which I have not alluded 

 ever yrs. most 

  affectly. 

   Bn 

2:1 

 

P.S. – Murray took fright & shuffled in my absence – as you say – but I made him instantly replace the 

lines as before. – it was no time to shrink now – and if it were otherwise – they should never be 

expunged & never shall – all the edicts on earth could not suppress their circulation – after the foolish 

fuss of these journalists who merely extend the demands of curiosity by the importance they attach to 

two “doggerel [Ms. tear: “stanzas”] as they repeatedly call them. – 

 

[2:2 has the address.] 

 

Lady Melbourne to Byron, February 12th 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43472; Gross 164-5) 

Melbourne answers the previous item. 

12th Feby 

1814 

Dear Ld B – 

 many thanks for your Letter, hearing from you is the pleasantest thing in ye World next to 

seeing you – but that will come soon I hope, – call upon me to morrow or Monday about the usual time 

– C has thoughts of coming to Town for 2 or three days – & talk’d of Wednesday – but as her Letter 

stated that she should not come if you were here, & desired me to tell her, perhaps she may give it up, 

as I wrote her word I knew you were here, but I had not seen you. I do not feel so confident of her 

making no more Scenes (<as you represented her>) – she is never quiet, & makes disturbances 

continually, tho not about you, & she still persists in it, that if you were to repeat the same mal Words 

to her, that she should behave exactly as she did at 

 

1:2 

 

Ly H – & maintains yt she should be perfectly justified in so doing, – & her remaining in ye country is 

entirely because she should not promise to behave reasonably – she says it is not in her power. 

Therefore you are not so Safe as you suppose – – The best thing is to be as you are, perfectly quiet, & 

to answer no Letters, for altho’ she says she shall write no more I never feel secure – – I agree with you 

perfectly in every thing you say & in all your resolutions respecting this strange fuss, – & am glad you 

do not intend to answer &c. &c. at the same time I must say that when I wrote to you there had not been 

half so much in the News papers, as has since appeared, & it has always been my opinion, that though I 

would never enter into controversy with the Editor of a News paper, Yet if they ever published any 

thing Actionable, I certainly would prosecute, & they seem inclined to be so personal to you, that I 

should think you might find it worth your while to do so – it puts a Stop to all their invective at once, 

but should not be done unless you are upon undoubted good safe ground – you know 

                                                 
31: BLJ quotes the Prince Regent writing to the Duke of York: “I have no predilections to indulge, no resentments 

to gratify”: this occasioned B.’s Lines to a Lady Weeping. 

32: Shakespeare, Hamlet, I ii 85: I have that within which passeth show …B. refers to Augusta. 
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1:3 

 

probably that notice was given in the Courier last Night of a paper about you to Night, now should you 

think it worth your while to attend to what I have said, you ought to send some person to buy one of the 

Couriers at the Office, who could swear that they bought it there as you can not prosecute upon one 

that is bought from a News man or from any of the Booksellers – I mention this as it is as well to have 

the power in your hands {even} if you should not wish to make use of it – as one I have seen that has 

mention’d the paragraph in ye Morng post, thought it nonsense, but I see it as you do – & believe that 

there are personages in that House foolish & shabby enough to do any thing to Court the         however 

for his sake I should think he would be unwilling to have a discussion upon the part of his having given 

up his friends & abandoned his principles33 – tho’ he is so blinded 

 

1:4 

 

by flatterers, that nothing he can do will Surprise me – Ld Carlisle they assert never had read the lines 

about himself till they appear’d in the Courier, – his friends say he had heard of them but never had 

seen the Book. I can not believe it – I read you a Letter I have received to day fm An – with her opinion 

of the Corsair. – You say you thought it would be too Larmoyant for me – I shall answer it by two of yr 

own Lines 

 And many a withering thought he’s had not lost – 

 In Smiles that least befit who means them most –34 

 

I have been interrupted & must finish let me see you as soon as you can make it convenient to yourself 

to spare so much time 

 Yrs Ever 

 [swirl signature] 

 

Annabella Milbanke, to Lady Melbourne, February 12th 1814: 

(Source: Airlie pp.162-3) 

Annabella’s reaction to The Corsair, referred to by Melbourne in the previous item. 

 
I have just finished the Corsair—am in the greatest admiration. In knowledge of the human heart & its 

most secret workings surely he may without exaggeration be compared to Shakespeare. He gives such 

wonderful life & individuality to character that from that cause, as well as from unjust prepossessions 

as to his own disposition, the idea that he represents himself in his heroes may be partly accounted for. 

It is difficult to believe that he could have known these beings so thoroughly but from introspection. 

 

             Who hath seen 

  Man as himself—the secret spirit face? 

 

I am afraid the compliment to his poetry will not repay him for the injury to his character. 

 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, February 18th 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.106; 1922 I 244-5; BLJ IV 64-5) 

Byron answers the previous item but one, on small paper. 

Fy 18th. 1814 – 

My dear Lady Me. 

 R. I should conceive not be35 a very exact thermometer as to “spirits” but if his statement 

be true – it may not be necessary for me to tell you that there are better reasons for my so being – than 

all the paragraphs that ever were ground. 

But to talk of common things – the Hollands &c. have been worrying me to say & do I know not what 

about Lord Carlisle and I will neither do that 

 

1:2 

 

                                                 
33: “he” is the Prince Regent. 

34: The Corsair, 1805-6. 

35: B. intends “not to be”. 
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nor anything else but be silent which has put them in no very good humour. – – 

The Courier has lastly been most savage to Rogers – who appears to me to feel it angrily – but I may be 

mistaken. – – – 

I do not know to what you allude – nor does it matter – whatever they can – they will say – but if 

stepping across the room would stop them I would not cross it. – 

If they once get to a certain pitch – I shall do something or other probably – and effectual 

 

1:3 

 

if possible – but I will go to the fountain-head – & not to the muddy little stream that flows from it. – I 

was near meeting you at Lady Lansdowne’s & Miss Berry’s but did not go – Rogers says I should – as 

it looks as if I was disturbed – but you know I did not go out much last year – & have still less 

inclination this – but if I felt all this so deeply – what should prevent my leaving town – or the country? 

– The fact is I believe that I am much as usual – & they tell me in high health 

 

1:4 

 

which is more than usual. – I don’t think that I shall be able to call upon you before C’s arrival – & that 

will stop my visits for a still longer period – she has been quite silent – and all I most sincerely desire is 

that she may continue so – & I dare say she will. – At least I hope it – for I do believe if one thing more 

than another would drive me out of my senses at this moment – it would be any renewal or intercourse 

with her even by letters. – 

Pray believe me ever yrs. 

 most truly 

  & affectly. 

   [swirl signature] 

 

Lady Melbourne to Byron, February 18th 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43472; Gross 166) 

Melbourne writes on the same day as Byron, before she has received the previous item. 

18th Febry 

1814 

I am quite out of patience Dear Ld B – why wont you call upon me – have you promised not to do so, I 

believe it, & it makes me very angry – Mr. Rogers says you are very much out of Spirits, & this makes 

me the more anxious to see you, – we dined together at Ld Stairs, & he asked me before every body, if I 

had seen you since yr return. I said gayly No; he has neglected me very much – There was ye Smile & 

the 

 

1:2 

 

“Withering thought”36 – not because you had not been near me but because I knew why you had not37 – 

pray come to me to morrow, You will find me at home after ½ past three 

I want to talk to you about these odious News Papers – There was Something which to every body but 

myself must appear unintentional but really I dont know – its had an unpleasant effect upon my 

feelings – & I wish it could be Stop’d 

 

1:3 

 

which I know it Ought. The other day Ward wrote to Perry which put an end to the Epigrams appearing 

<dayly> don’t mistake, I would not for [ye] World have you write about this – but I want to talk to you 

& quote a great example of what ought to be done in certain cases – do come 

 Yrs ever [swirl signature] 

 

[1:4 blank.] 

 

Lady Melbourne to Byron, February 20th 1814: 

                                                 
36: The Corsair, 1805-6: “… many a withering thought lies hid, not lost / In smiles that least befit who wear them 

most”: quoted by Melbourne in her letter of February 12th. 

37: Melbourne has intuited B.’s passion for Augusta. 
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(Source: text from NLS Ms.43472; Gross 166-8) 

[The Lord Byron / Bennet St] 

20th. Febry 

1814 

Dear Ld B 

 I think R.38 was perfectly right in ye advise he gave you & I wish I had met you at both the 

places you mention. Your either going into or out of the Country, would only confirm and Strengthen 

ye idea of yr being much annoy’d at what has taken place, if such an opinion exists – which I rather 

believe, tho’ I do not know it; I guess it is so, from the number of questions I am 

 

1:2 

 

ask’d about you, & particularly if I have ever seen you —— I long to add, to my No, — it is his fault, 

not mine, I should so much dislike any one should think I am the least inclined to pay Court – or that I 

care for any thing that has, or may be – put into the Newspapers – by the bye how ill naturedly that part 

was turn’d in the Courier, to make every one who did not recollect the original, think it alluded to Wm 

& not to George. I should not scruple taking any revenge in my power upon the Man, whoever he may 

be that wrote those papers – They are so rancorous and illiberal —— I am grieved 

 

1:3 

 

that you are forbidden to come to me, (tho’ in fact it is a great compliment to me) but as I know you 

move only by the String held by those in power I shall plague you no more on that Subject except to 

say that whenever you do come I shall be exceedingly happy & rejoiced to See you 

in the mean time I hope we may meet at some third place, tho’ at present I see no probability even of 

that – but as I often observe the most improbable things happen I lives in hopes – 

C does not leave ye Country at present, but is trying hard – two days ago she sent to the illustrious,39 

who is also in ye Country, 

 

1:4 

 

to beg to see her – & when she went, said it was to ask her advice, whether she did not think “her 

Character would be the worse” if she did not go to London – as people made reports & said she was 

parted from him – the answer was, yt such reports could no[t] Signify – as so many people know ye 

contrary and that any thing was better than fresh Scenes – she is trying {every sort of} pretence to get 

here without making a promise to behave well – & which does not Signify for she’ll certainly not 

<behave><well> {keep to it}; & most probably will be in her “accustomed haunts” soon after her 

arrival – – 

I was pleased with Mr. Dallas’s Letter40 it is so unlike ye generality of persons put themselves 

 

2:1 

 

forward on such occasions that I have the greatest respect and admiration for those who do, I hope it is 

of no consequence to him, what the most illustrious thinks for his delicacy will not be understood in 

that quarter and I dont agree with him as to ye magnanimity attached to cant 

when I say I was so glad to see the Letter, dont think that I had the least doubt before, I was as sure of it 

as that I am now writing to you – but I was glad to see it so fully & satisfactorily explained to ye World 

– What faces you are making, & how you despise me at this moment 

 

2:2 

 

for casting away a thought upon ye World – but you are wrong – I care very little about it, but it is 

pleasant to be on high ground, & that those for whom you feel great interest are so too 

  Yrs Dst Ld B ever, 

 [swirl signature] 

                                                 
38: Samuel Rogers. 

39: Lady Cowper. 

40: See R.C.Dallas to the Editor of the Morning Post, February 21st 1814. Stating that B. has received no money 

from his poetry, this causes much trouble between B. and Murray. 
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[2:3 and 4 blank.] 

 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, February 21st 1814: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.107; 1922 I 245-7; BLJ IV 69-70) 

Byron answers the previous item. 

Fy. 21st. 1814 

My dear Lady Me. – 

 I am not “forbidden” by —— though it is very odd that like every one – she seemed 

more assured (and not very well pleased) of your influence than of any other – but – I suppose being 

pretty certain of her own power – always said “do as you please – & go where you like” and I really 

know no reason for my not having been where I ought – unless it was to punish myself – or – I really 

do not know why exactly. – – You will easily suppose – that – twined as she is round my heart in every 

possible manner – dearest & deepest in my hope & my memory – still I am not easy – it is this41 – if 

any thing – my own – in short I cannot write about it. – Still I have not lost all self-command – for 

instance – I could 

 

1:2 

 

at this moment be where I have been – where I would rather be than anywhere else – and yet from 

some motive or other – but certainly not indifference – I am here – & here I will remain – but it costs 

me some struggles. – It is the misery of my situation – to see it as you see it – & to feel</t> it as I feel it 

– on her account – & that of others – as for myself – it is of much less – & may soon be of no 

consequence. – But – I will drop ye. subject. – – – 

I am glad that you think poor Dallas acted rightly – I told him that I saw no reason why he should 

interpose – & Hobhouse said it was better not – but it was his own doing – & the facts are exactly as he 

stated – I neither forbade nor encouraged him – but left him as I hitherto always had – a free agent – if 

he was ever under any obli= 

 

1:3 

 

=gation to me – it is amply cancelled by the acknowledgement. – – – 

As for the Courier gentleman – he has gone upon the wrong plan – a little fun would have done me 

more harm than all this exceeding gravity and rage – who he is – I know not – they tell me many 

different names – and I observe that Rogers & all of them fix upon that person they {each} most dislike 

– is not this human Nature? & worth all the paragraphs to catch the trait? – 

I am perhaps not so angry as I ought to be – but that won’t alter me a jot – the instant I can find a clue – 

I shall not be at all less summary – because I have hitherto been silent – as to law – that would be no 

revenge at all – & besides it is so slow – the person will either betray himself – or be betrayed – if a 

hireling he must be left to his wages – if in 

 

1:4 

 

a higher circle as is suspected – he will answer it. – To apply to the Editor – or involve myself in a 

squabble personally with a man who sells advertisements would I am told be ridiculous – or else I have 

no particular objection – anything to amuse anybody is much the same to me at present. – – As for the 

world – I neither know nor enquire into it’s <opinions> {notions} – you can bear me witness that few 

ever courted it – or flattered its’ opinions less – if it turns or has turned against me I cannot blame it – 

my heart is not in it – & my head better without it. ———— 

I don’t know why I have scribbled this sheet full – for I mean to call upon you tomorrow – if I don’t 

find you I shall be more lucky some other day 

 ever yrs. most affectly. 

  [swirl signature] 

 

Lady Melbourne to Byron, February 25th 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43472; Gross 168-9) 

25th Feby 

1814 

Dear Ld B – 

                                                 
41: “this” underlined multiply. 
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 They do not come to Town at present, so I hope you will call upon me Soon, – she says that 

some time next Month she will come for a few days to see Mr. Kean & make up quarrels – but with 

whom she dont tell me, probably Made de Stael, who is more inclined to meddle & to make 

 

1:2 

 

Tracasseries than any person I ever met with. The illustrious42 writes me word, that she told her she 

would only come to Town when she heard you were away This is a proof – of what her intentions are 

should you be here —— 

Wm has decided according to your opinion – I know it is very unlikely any one should mention this 

subject to you but if by accident you 

 

1:3 

 

Should hear it talk’d of at Ly Hds – do not say a word; for I am so strongly enjoined to Secrecy that I 

ought not to have told it – & I have, only, to you – You said in one of yr Letters yt I would not trust you 

which is not true for I should have no hesitation about trusting you on ye Subjects that you alluded to – 

& my not having done so, has been from the fear of being a great bore – as what pass’d several yrs ago 

 

1:4 

 

must be so very uninteresting to a person unacquainted with the parties – 

I am not sure however that my confidence is not a little Shaken by these Letters fm N – come here to 

keep me company! & to see this old Gothic Mansion! & so on, a good deal of treachery in that I think, 

not to me; for it could not deceive me, but it could & did the person to whom it was Shown – for I think 

ye part must have been 

 

2:1 

 

written for other Eyes than mine; & that it amused you at the time I don’t doubt 

I am so anxious to hear your Stories about Frederic that I hope you will not me long in Suspense 

 Yours ever 

 [big swirl signature] 

 

I suppose you are much pleased with the figure your Hero43 makes! – I hear Ministers are very much 

out of Spirits 

 

2:2 

 

& Ld Liverpool particularly so – of the most illustrious as Mrs D – calls him I have heard nothing 

 

[2:3 and 4 blank.] 

 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, March 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.108; 1922 I 247-8; BLJ IV 75-6) 

This small-paper note has neither date nor address. 

 

My dear Ly. Me. – I return A’s letter with many thanks – I have had one too. – Next week I hope to see 

you – I am going down to Harrow for a day. – – 

“Prosecute” – Oh No – I am a great friend to the liberty of the press – even at the expence of myself – 

besides – do I not deserve all this? and am I not in reality much worse than they make me? – they shall 

not break my heart or my spirit personally or paragraphically – but if the man whoever he is were 

delivered bound hand & foot into my hands – I would cut the <chord> cords – though if he 

 

1:2 

 

                                                 
42: Lady Cowper. 

43: Conrad in The Corsair. 
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turned out a gentleman – I must cut his throat instead – but that is to oblige the world & its’ regulation 

– & not myself. – I can be as savage & revengeful as anybody – but then it must be on someone in 

one’s way – or at least my equal – I could have no great pastime in torturing earwigs – though I dislike 

them as much as wolves. – But I was the beginner – and as long as I can be patient I will – & when I 

cannot – depend upon it – I will break out effectually or not at all. – – – – – – 

 ever yrs 

  Bn 

 

March 28th 1814: Byron moves into No 2, The Albany. 
 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, March 30th 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.109; 1922 I 247-8; BLJ IV 86-7) 

The small paper. 

March 30th. 1814 

My dear Ly. Me. – 

 I have turned over ye. book44 at least ye. part of it. – & think the coincidence unlucky 

for many reasons – in the lst. place every body will read Me. D’Arblay – & though <for> {in} a 

thousand <reason> {points} there is no resemblance nor design to make one – yet the main fact at least 

as represented & believed by several – will be recalled afresh to people’s recollection – & what is 

worse to her own – 

 

1:2 

 

and then Lady B – will have her flutters – & C– {be} in one of her tempers – of which I can hardly tell 

whether the bad or the good are most to be dreaded by what I have seen & heard of her disposition. – 

I have very little doubt – that though this was written long ago – she might not erase it with her many 

corrections – as something like it having really occurred (and of which she must have heard) would at 

least prevent her from being 

 

1:3 

 

charged with over colouring her portraits – as the scene and the assembly and the public display would 

otherwise have certainly been <charged> {thrown} upon her as French – & not English manner. – 

I am in my & your Albany rooms – I think you should have been included in the lease. – 

I am sadly bewildered with hammering – and teaching people the left hand from the right – and very 

much out of humour with a friend – who tells 

 

1:4 

 

me of a serious report that I am turning Methodist! – I suppose you will say so I am “in good works” (I 

don’t mean scribblings) which with them are as nought – 

 ever yrs. 

  [swirl signature] 

 

P.S. – 

      I have seen the E. R. and the compliment – which Rogers says – “Scott & Campbell won’t like” 

kind Soul! – It is very handsome of Jeffrey nevertheless – & what a little mind would not dare in 

favour of a former enemy – & it is further valuable as coming from the monarch of existing criticism. – 
 

Lady Melbourne to Byron, April 1st 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43472; Gross 169-70) 

[The Lord Byron / Albany] 

25th April 

1814 

Dear Ld. B I send you two more Vo1s & you shall have the fifth to morrow they are heavy & thick or I 

should have read them quicker, especially as I was not well yesterday & staid at home; to night I am 

                                                 
44: Fanny Burney, The Wanderer. It contains an incident similar to the one in which Caroline cut herself. 
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going to Carlton House to a party for the Grand Dss45 who seems by what I hear to expect the Strictest 

Etiquette here, tho’ in Russia she was reckoned very 

 

1:2 

 

Affable, & very clever so says Ly Granville Leveson I was in hopes I might have seen you to day as 

they46 went to Roehampton yesterday – but I dare not propose to you to come when they order their 

Horses to go there as they so often ride here, unexpectedly but I hope I shall find an opportunity soon 

& that no arrival will have taken place to prevent your coming – for this last wish – you do not feel 

much obliged to me 

 

1:3 

 

though it is a very friendly one – So you are settled in Albany, where most of my happiest days were 

pass’d, 47 – whilst I lived in that House, no Misfortune reach’d me, & I should not have disliked to be 

an appendage to yr Lease to live in it again. – every despairing and distressing event of my Life has 

happened since I lived at Whitehall. 

I never was much in the Apartments you have taken, but the furniture which used to be in your 

 

1:4 

 

Sitting room would have now been pleasant & useful to you, opposite to the fire hung the view of 

Constantinople which you see here, & over the Chimney a painting of Joseph turning in disgust from 

Potiphar’s Wife48 – Thus on one side you would have been delighted with the resemblance to ce beau 

Ciel you love so much, & on the other you would have seen a moral precept – of which I do not mean 

to say you stand in need – but there 

 

2:1 

 

there can be no disadvantage in having a good example always before your Eyes. 

I am rejoiced for another reason that I did not ask you to come & see me to day – as so many people 

have appeared during the whole Morng that I am bored, & should not have been able to say five Words 

to you – amongst them Ld Holland, who is very Gouty & says Ly H– has not been well. They are settled 

at Holland 

 

2:2 

 

house – 

 yrs ever, 

 [swirl signature] 
 

April 2nd 1814: Byron visits Augusta at Six Mile Bottom. 

 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, April 8th 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.110; 1922 I 249-50; QI 273-4; BLJ IV 90) 

Small paper; no salutation. 
April 8th. 1814 

I have been out of town since Saturday & only returned last Night from my visit to Augusta. – – 

I swallowed the D—1 in ye. shape of a collar of brawn one evening for supper (after an enormous 

dinner too) and it required all kinds of brandies & I don’t know what besides to put me again in health 

& good humour – but 

 

1:2 

 

                                                 
45: “Grand Duchess” perhaps Princess Lieven. 

46: Caroline and William Lamb. 

47: The Albany was originally called Melbourne House. The Melbournes had commissioned it, and lived there 

until 1792. 

48: Biblical: Genesis 39: 7-20. 
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I am now quite restored – & it is to avoid your congratulations upon fatness (which I abhor & you 

always inflict upon me after a return from the country) that I don’t pay my respects to you today – 

besides which I dislike to see Ld. Me. standing by the chimney piece all horror & astonishment at my 

appearance while C– is within reach of the 

 

1:3 

 

twopenny postman. – 

Today I have been very sulky – but an hour’s exercise with Mr. Jackson of pugilistic memory – has 

given me spirits & fatigued me into that state of languid laziness which I prefer to all other. – 

I left all my relations – at least my niece & her mamma very well – L. was in Yorkshire – & I regret not 

having seen him of course very much. – My intention was to have 

 

1:4 

 

joined a party at Cambridge – but somehow I overstaid my time – & the inclination to visit the 

University went off – & here I am alone – & not over pleased with being so. – You don’t think the “Qy. 

so very complimentary”49 most people do – I have no great opinion on the subject – & (except in the 

Eh.) am not much interested in any criticisms favourable or otherwise. – I have had my day – <&> have 

done with all that stuff – & must try something new – politics – or rebellion – or methodism – or 

gaming – of the 

 

2:1 

 

2 last I have serious thoughts as one can’t travel till we see how long Paris is to be the quarter of the 

Allies.50 – I can’t help suspecting that my little Pagod will play them some trick still – if Wellington or 

one hero had beaten another – it would be nothing – but to be worried by brutes – & conquered by 

recruiting sergeants – why there is not a character amongst them. 

 ever yrs. most affectly. 

  [swirl signature] 

[2:2 is blank.] 

 

April 10th 1814: Byron writes the Ode to Napoleon Buonaparte, and fair-copies it the next day. 

 

April 11th 1814: Napoleon abdicates and “retires” to Elba. 

 

April 15th 1814: Birth of Augusta’s daughter Medora Leigh at Six Mile Bottom. 

 

April 16th 1814: Ode to Napoleon Buonaparte published. 

 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, April 18th 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.111; 1922 I 250; BLJ IV 99) 

April 18th. 1814 

My dear Ly. Me. 

 As I had no chance of seeing you except under that living padlock fixed upon you 

yesterday – I did not venture to your palace of Silence this afternoon. – I have as yet no intention of 

serving my sovereign “in the North” and I wish to know whether (if I did incline that {way)} you 

would not put Richard’s question to me?51 – Though I think that chance off the cards – & have no 

paramount inclination to try a fresh deal – yet as what I may resolve today – may be unresolved 

tomorrow – I should be not only unwilling 

 

1:2 

 

                                                 
49: In a letter now missing, Melbourne has referred to the Quarterly’s January review of The Giaour and TBoA. 

50: But Hobhouse went to Paris on April 2nd with no apprehension at all. 

51: Shakespeare, Richard III, I ii 227-8 (“Was ever woman in this humour wooed? / Was ever woman in this 

humour won?”); or, IV iv 484-6; Stanley: No, my good lord, my friends are in the north. / Richard: Cold friends 

to Richard: what do they in the north, / When they should serve their sovereign in the west? 
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but unable to make the experiment without your acquiescence. – Circumstances which I need not 

recapitulate may have changed Aunt’s mind – I do not say that Niece’s is changed – but I should laugh 

if their judgements had changed places & exactly reversed upon that point. – In putting this question to 

you – my motive is all due selfishness – as a word from you – could & would put an end to that or any 

similar possibility – without my being able to say anything but “thank you”. – Comprenez vous? – all 

this mystery? it is what no one else will – I think I need hardly be more intelligible. – To conclude with 

a 

 

1:3 

 

quotation “all this may be mere speculation if so think no more of it.” 

 ever yrs 

  [swirl signature] 

[1:4 blank.] 

 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, April 24th 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.113; 1922 I 251; BLJ IV 103) 

Small paper, mostly blank. 

April 24th. 

1814 

My dear Lady Me. – 

 I wish to know whether I may go to Ly. Harde’s on Thursday or not – because you 

may be sure I will do what you like on that point – as on all others – saving one – though methinks I 

am vastly obedient there too. +52 – What became of you last night? I don’t know but I got into a 

roundabout conversation 

 

1:2 

 

with Miss M – & was obliged to call carriages a service in which I got wet through & consequently 

took refuge in my own & came away. – – 

Today I am going with your Chevalier of Troy to the Prinss of Ws to dine & dawdle away the Evening. 

– 

I suppose at least that C– is quiet – and I really think you pay me too great a Compliment – & her none 

– to imagine any doubts of our mutual decorum & discretion & all that – 

[at bottom of 1:3] ever yrs most inveterately 

[tiny swirl signature] 

[1:3 and 4 mostly blank.] 

 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, April 25th 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.112; 1922 I 251-2; QI 277-8; BLJ IV 104-5) 

Small paper. Medora Leigh is born. 

Al. 25th. 1814 

My dear Ly. Me. – 

 Thanks as to C – though the task will be difficult – if she is to determine as to 

kindness & unkindness – the best way will be to avoid each other without appearing to do so – or if we 

jostle – at any rate not to bite. – – – 

Oh! but it is “worth while” – I can’t tell you why – and <she> {it} is not an “Ape”53 and if it is – that 

must be my fault – however I will positively reform – you must however allow – that it is utterly  

{impossible} I can ever be half as well 

 

1:2 

 

liked elsewhere – and I have been all my life trying to make some one love me – & never got the sort 

that I preferred before. – But positively she & I will grow good – & all that – & so we are now and 

shall be these three weeks & more too. – – – 

Yesterday I dined at {the} Princess’s54 – where I deported myself like a White stick55 till {as} the Devil 

would have it – a man with a flute played a solemn & somewhat tedious piece of Music – 

                                                 
52: “+” is B.’s symbol for Augusta. 

53: Refers to Medora Leigh. 
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1:3 

 

well – I got through that – but down sate Lady Anne {H.} to give evidence at the Pianoforte with a 

Miss Somebody (the “privy purse”) in a pair of spectacles – dark green – and these & the flute=man – 

& the “damnable faces” (as Hamlet says)56 of the whole party threw me into a convulsion of uncourtly 

laughter – which Gell & Lady Crewe encouraged – at least the last joined in it so heartily – that the 

hooping=cough would have been an Æolian harp in comparison {to us both} – at last I half 

 

1:4 

 

strangled it & myself with my handkerchief – and here I am grave & sedate again. – – – 

You will be sorry to hear that I have got a physician – just in time for an old complaint {“troublesome 

but not dangerous” like Lord Stair & Ld. Stair’s,} of which I am promised an eventual removal. – It is 

very odd – he is a staid grave man – and puts so many questions to me about my mind and the state of 

it – that I begin to think he half suspects my senses – he asked me – how I felt “when anything weighed 

upon my mind –” and I answered him by a question <wheth> why he should suppose that 

 

2:1 

 

anything did? – – I was laughing & sitting quietly in my chair the whole time of his visits – & yet he 

thinks me horribly restless – and irritable – and talks about my having lived excessively “out of all 

compass” some time or other – which has no more to do with the malady he has to deal with – than I 

have with the Wisdom of Solomon. – – – – 

Tomorrow – I go to the Berry’s on Wednesday to the Jerseys – on Thursday I dine at Ld. Grey’s and 

there is Ly. Harde’s in the Evening – & on Friday I am asked to a Lady Char= 

 

2:2 

 

=leville’s whom I don’t know – & where I shan’t go – we shall meet I hope at one or two of these 

places. – – 

I don’t often bore you with rhyme – but as a wrapper to this note – I send you some upon a brunette – 

which I have shewn to no one else – if you think them not much beneath the common places – you may 

give them to any of your “Album” acquaintances. 

 ever yrs. 

   [swirl signature] 

  most truly. – 

 

Lady Melbourne to Byron, April 25th 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43472; Gross 170-2) 

[The Lord Byron / Albany] 

Melbourne answers Byron’s of the previous day. 

25th April 

1814 

Dear Ld B – 

 I have had some serious conversation with her, & certainly as far as one judge of her she 

seems determined to act like a reasonable person, – & I think it is not in the least necessary that you 

should keep away from any place on Acct of her, – – she is very undecided about going out, – but for 

the first time has own’d that she is aware of ye consequences that must attend 

 

1:2 

 

on any more Scenes, – therefore I think she will avoid making any – I told her she ought to determine 

to behave to you as to any other person – which she said she could do – provided you spoke to her, & 

said only common things, nothing too kind – nothing reproachful, – I said I was sure you would behave 

properly but I did not acknowledge having had ye least communication with you on the Subject – so if 

                                                                                                                                            
54: The Princess of Wales. 

55: The white stick was the symbol of a Lord Chamberlain. 

56: Shakespeare, Hamlet, III ii 247. 
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you should see her mind & dont betray me – I told her I had seen you at Ly Lansne’s which was 

fortunate, as she had never heard it & put the question, to try my truth, which you know ought never to 

be suspected, for when it is – it Vanishes, & so it did 

 

1:3 

 

here, for upon her asking me if you had mention’d her – I sd No – we had no opportunity – does he 

ever? followed – I sd yes sometimes & always expresses himself much obliged, & pleased with your 

Behavior lately – in having been so quiet – – to sum up the whole – – it seems as if she would not go 

out at present, & that when she does, she will make up her mind to meet you as she would any other 

person. 

If as you say I compliment you & not her, I think it only common justice. You, have acted fairly {by} 

me – which she never has – & tho I may not have much dependance upon either – it is for very 

different reasons – – upon her I can have none – when you fail me, it is from Weakness – in her it is 

 

1:4 

 

treachery, & never having had any <attention> intention of keeping any promise – mutual decorum”! 

how could those two words come into your head as Applicable to you two – “Villanous mutualities” it 

should be read – she has no decorum even in outward & Visible Signs. You have the greatest certainly 

in manner & behavior; but what do you say to ye inward & Spiritual grace; so yt in the part where ye 

one is wanting other is ready to supply it – so what becomes of discretion & propriety? It must sink and 

be ingulph’d – & yet I am supposed to be wrong in doubting? – thats a very good Joke indeed – almost 

as good as yr doing what I like on “other points” – Vastly obedient?! You are fair, & do not try to 

deceive me 

 

2:1 

 

& in that you have great merit, I confess, – but on “other points” – – – XXX I wish I could flatter 

myself I had the least influence, (You say I put too many of these hieroglyphics in but as your one 

puzzles me I think it a proper return to puzzle you three times as much) for I could talk & reason with 

you for two Hours, so many objections have I to urge, & after all, for what – <for the sake of Augusta> 

– is it worth while! and to involve – indeed indeed, if I had powers of persuasion on this Subject, & 

could use them with effect you should fall down & adore me. When you return fm A. I shall not dare to 

make use of Such a term you will deem it, irreligious by ye bye did you promise to deceive me – I hope 

so – 

 

2:2 

 

What a Medley it all is You talk of Laughing – is it possible to think of it all & not laugh – supposing 

they were all brought together as people are at ye end of the fifth act in a play What a confusion it 

would make – & what explanations would come, & how you would be put to shame – write one – – 

You have the Materials quite ready it can give you no trouble – –  

What became of me ye other Night? I remained ½ an Hour after yr departure talking Nonsense to one of 

ye Foreigners who are here with whom I am intimate. I like Foreigners in public, they are gay & 

understand what you call Buffoonery but they are very tiresome dans l’interieur. I shall probably see 

you at Ly Hardkes & perhaps first at 

 

2:3 

 

Ly Jerseys Wedy –  – I do not know whether C– is invited to this last, & do not dare ask her, as any of 

these questions put her out of humour 

C– is gone to dine at Hd H. – I have just received an invitation for ye 4th of May – If they should send 

you one pray accept –  I do not think it unlikely, as she is just now inclined to pay me great court – 

because I believe it is above a Month since I have call’d upon her. 

  Yrs ever 

  [swirl signature] 

[2:4 blank.] 

 

Lady Melbourne to Byron, March-April 1814: 
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(Source: text from NLS Ms.43472; Gross 172-3) 

[The / Lord Byron] 

Tuesday Morg 

Dear Ld B 

 I have just heard from C– who says they come to town Thursday – Therefore pray call 

upon me to day or to morrow as I may not see you again for a long time 

I came home Yesterday just after you had been here & was very much provoked with myself 

for having staid 

 

1:2 

 

so long with your likeness57 whom I had been to see 

 Yrs Ever 

 [swirl signature] 

[1:3 blank.] 

 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, from 2, the Albany, London, April 29th 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.114; 1922 I 253-4; QI 278-9; BLJ IV 108-10) 

No salutation. 

April 29th. 1814 

I delivered “Mamma’s message” with anatomical precision – the knee was the refractory limb – was it 

not? injured I presume at prayers – for I cannot conjecture by what other possible attitude a female 

knee could become so perverse. – Having given an account of my embassy – I enclose you a note 

which will only repeat what you already know – – but to obviate a possible Pharisaical charge – I must 

observe that the first part of her epistle alludes to an answer of mine – in which talking about that 

eternal Liturgy – I said that I had no great opinion one way or the other – assuredly no decided unbelief 

– 

 

1:2 

 

and that the clamour had wrung from me many of the objectionable passages – in the pure quintessence 

of the spirit of contradiction &c &c. – She talks of “talking” on these same metaphysics – to shorten the 

conversation I shall propose the Litany – “from the crafts & assan58 –” ay – that will do very well – 

what comes next – “Deliver us” – an’t it? – Seriously – if she imagines that I particularly delight in 

canvassing the creed of St. Athanasius – or prattling of rhyme – I think she will be mistaken – but you 

know best – I don’t suspect myself of often talking about poets or clergymen – of rhyme or the rubrick 

– but very likely I am wrong – for assuredly no one knows itself – and for aught 

 

1:3 

 

I know – I may for these last 2 years have inflicted upon you a world of theology – and the greater part 

of Walker’s rhyming dictionary.59 – – – – 

I don’t know what to say or do about going – sometimes I wish it – at other times I think it foolish – as 

assuredly my design will be imputed to a motive – which by the bye if once fairly there is very likely to 

come into my head – and failing to put me into no very good humour with myself – I am not now in 

love with her – but I can’t at all foresee that I should not be so if it came “a warm June” (as Falstaff 

observes)60 and seriously – I do admire her as a very superior woman a little encumbered with Virtue – 

though perhaps your 

 

1:4 

 

opinion & mine from the laughing turn of “our philosophy” may be less exalted upon her merits than 

that of the more zealous – though in fact less <and God> benevolent advocates of charity schools & 

Lying in Hospitals. – – 

                                                 
57: “your likeness” seems to be Augusta. 

58: BLJ has “assau”. Incomprehensible word could be either. 

59: Compare Beppo, 52, 4. 

60: Falstaff at Shakespeare, Henry IV I, II iv 352 (in fact “a hot June”). 
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By the close of her note you will perceive that she has been “frowning” occasionally and has written 

some pretty lines upon it to a friend (he or she is not said) as for rhyme I am naturally no fair judge & 

can like it no better than a Grocer does figs. – – – – 

I am quite irresolute – and undecided – if I were sure of myself (not of her) I would go – but I am not – 

& never can be – and what is still worse I have no judgement – & less common sense than an infant – 

this is not affected humility – with you I have no affectation – with the world I have 

 

2:1 

 

a part to play – to be diffident there is to wear a drag-chain – and luckily I do so thoroughly despise 

half the people in it – that my insolence is almost natural. – 

I enclose you also a letter written some time ago and of which I do not remember the precise contents – 

most likely they contradict every syllable of this – no matter. – Don’t plague yourself to write – we 

shall meet at Mrs. Hope’s I trust – 

 ever yrs. 

  [swirl signature] 

 

[2:2 blank.] 

 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, from 2, the Albany, London, April 30th 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.115; 1922 I 254-5; QI 278-81; BLJ IV 111-10) 

April 30th. 1814 – 

My dear Lady Me. – You – or rather I have done my A 61– much injustice – the expression which you 

recollect as objectionable meant only “loving” in the senseless sense of that wide word – and – <may> 

it must be some selfish stupidity of mine in telling my own story – but really & truly – as I hope mercy 

& happiness for her – by that God who made me for my own misery – & not much for the <happiness> 

{good} of others – she was not to blame – one thousandth part in comparison –  – she was not aware of 

her own peril – till it was too late – and I can only account for her subsequent “abandon” by an 

observation 

 

1:2 

 

which I think is not unjust – that women are much more attached than men – if they are treated with 

any thing like fairness or tenderness. – – – – – – – 

As for your A62 – I don’t know what to make of her – I enclose her last but one – – and my A’s last but 

one – from which you may form your own conclusions on both – I think you must allow mine – to be a 

very extraordinary person in point of talent – but I won’t say more – only do not allow your good 

nature to lean to my side of this question – on all others I shall be glad to avail myself of your 

partiality. – Now for common life. – 

 

1:3 

 

There is a party at Lady J’s63 on Monday and on Wednesday – I am asked to both – and excused myself 

out of Tuesday’s dinner because I want to see Kean in Richard again – pray why did you say – I am 

getting into a scrape with R’s moiety? – one must talk to somebody – I always give you the preference 

when you are disposed to listen – and when you seem fidgetted as you do now & then – (and no 

wonder – for latterly I do but repeat –) I turn to anyone and she was the first that I stumbled upon – as 

for anything more – I have not even advanced to the tip of her little finger – and never shall – unless 

she gives it. – You won’t believe me – & won’t care if you do – but I really believe that I have more 

true regard and affection 

 

1:4 

 

for yourself than for any other existence – as for my A – my feelings towards <me> her – are a mixture 

of good & diabolical – I hardly know one passion which has not some share in them – but I won’t run 

into the subject. – Your Niece has committed herself perhaps – but it can be of no consequence – if I 

                                                 
61: Augusta. 

62: Annabella. 

63: Lady Jersey’s. 
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pursued & succeeded in that quarter – of course I must give up all other pursuits – and the fact is that 

my wife if she had common sense would have more power over me – than any other whatsoever – for 

my heart always alights upon the nearest perch – if it is withdrawn – it goes God knows where – but 

one must like something. – 

ever yrs. 

 [swirl signature] 

 

Lady Melbourne to Byron, April 30th 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43472; Gross 173-5) 

[The Lord Byron / Albany] 

Melbourne receives and answers the previous item on the day it is dated. 

30th April 1814 

Dear Ld B – 

 I return this note to you & also the Letter I received – in which you will see the grossest 

deceit attempted,64 & very awkwardly executed – however in my answer I shall act the part of a 

complete dupe – when people try to impose upon me, I have great pleasure in imposing upon them it 

always produces some fun – as to her, I do 

 

1:2 

 

not feel myself the least bound to give her any advice. When I did so she would not take it, & since that 

time she has endeavour’d to conceal all her feelings about</upon> ye Subject from me – I do not by 

this mean, that I should give her now any contrary advice; you know there is but one point which 

makes me hesitate, on all others my former opinions are Strengthened, by mere knowledge – & if this 

one ceases, I should only look upon it as a bad Dream 

 

1:3 

 

from which the persons concerned are awaken’d,65 & now I fear I shall make you angry – but as A says 

I make “Truth ye first principle of conduct” I must act up to the Character so very discerning a person 

has given me – to say you are not to blame would be absurd, but for my Life I cannot blame you half so 

much as any other person would, & this is not from partiality but from a knowledge of yr 

circumstances, & of yr Character – You have been led into it, & never allowed to escape from the 

 

1:4 

 

Nets that first entangled you – I have seen you try, I have heard you confess the truth of ye Sents I have 

express’d, & you have allow’d me to say things for which any person of less good nature, & less real 

feeling would have quarrell’d with me. – is it possible then, that I should not excuse you, whatever I 

may do about —— —— which I own I view in a very different light – is it not sd in one of the Books 

upon which you are going to convene with her (the northern light) that you are only required to act 

according to yr Strength – & if it is inadequate to the task you 

 

2:1 

 

must pray for more – that is certainly yr Situation & is not the tempter most to be blamed? – & have I 

not seen in black & white – “I was so provoked because I could not make you love me” or something 

like that, though it might not be exactly in those Words — for all these reasons you have my free 

permission, — & indeed I think that as I not only accepted but invited yr confidence I ought not (if I 

were inclined which mind I am not) to act in consequence of that with which I have been trusted — 

Now as to your going there66 I think yr objections you make nonsense, for no one will suppose you go, 

without 

 

2:2 

 

                                                 
64: Jonathan Gross conjectures that the “Letter” was from Annabella, and that the “deceit” lay in the pretence that 

Annabella had been engaged to George Eden. 

65: Melbourne refers to the affair between B. and Augusta. 

66: To the Milbankes’ home in Seaham, County Durham. 
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being invited; & in that case it is much more likely the truth should suggest itself & yt the world will 

say she has repented, & wished to draw him on Again but he would not be caught – & in fact there is 

no reason why you should – You go there in perfect liberty either to behave like a friend – or declare 

yourself a Lover. I dont think you will fall in love with her; – that you may think her a proper person to 

marry is just possible, & she will understandably make a friend (a female one) of any person you may 

point out – & all friends is very much to be wished, – You know you had leave to marry – but leave is 

freely given on all 

 

2:3 

 

occasions {which} imposes a Sort of restraint upon You –  who are unlike any other person breathing – 

& when I knew that to be ye reason – with  me, the effect would cease – You say if yr wishes when you 

are there should tend ye point I have named it would put you {out} of humour if you fail’d – I can not 

believe you would, but still she is so odd a person – but surely you could easily discover that, tho’ I 

know you are more likely to err – to yr own disadvantage –  in short I have written so much that I will 

write no more except to say – that no one ever went to a place so perfectly at liberty to act in any way 

 

2:4 

 

that may please themselves. 

If you dont like her you may talk only on the prayer Book & if you should like her that subject will 

cease to make way for another, without any effort. I am afraid it will be treated like the Hazards at 

Billiards on another occasion – and admittedly if she persists in conversing on ye two Subjects you 

mention, Religion & Rhyme you will not remain there long – there never yet was such extraordinary 

behaviour as her’s & after all I gave her credit for being perfectly undesigning, she been Spoiled & 

allowed to do exactly what she liked from her Childhood – & like 

 

3:1 

 

most persons, who reason much, she bewilders and deceives herself 

There can be no doubt yt she likes you, altho’ I should not be Surprized if she were not aware of the 

extent of that liking; & yet saying how much she wishes to see you, & telling me yt ye society will 

make her amends for that which she loses by not coming to Town, when in all former Letters she has 

stated how much she regretted the society she should have had in Town is altogether unaccountable & 

therefore I shall leave it. should you have any thing 

 

3:2 

 

to say in answer to this tiresome Scrawl, which deserves none – do not send your Letter to Night as I 

think C– may probably see it, in the Morg – it will be Safe – but she came into the room & I fancied by 

her manner she Suspected I was writing to you – & therefore will be on the Watch all the Eveg 

  Yrs Ever most truly 

  [swirl signature] 

 

I see Ly Heathcotes party Monday is put off to that day terrifying at all events it would be a bad place 

for C– to go to at first – I have tried to persuade her with Ly C & me to ye Opera – every Night 

 

3:3 

 

there has been one Since she came to Town, & she will not – & of course there is no persuading her – 

 

[On envelope:] if you write pray don’t hint at any of the things I have sd in this Letter – for as I think I 

have a chance at ye picture I should be sorry if you were to make her angry at this time. 

 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, from 2, the Albany, London, April 31st 1814: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.46470 f.116; 1922 I 256-7; BLJ IV 110-11) 

April – May 1st. 1814 – 

My dear Lady Me. – 
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 She says “if la tante” neither did she imagine nor I assert that you did have an opinion 

of what Philosopher Square calls “the fitness of things.”67 – – 

You are very kind in allowing us the few merits we can claim – she surely is {very} clever – and not 

only so – but in some things of good judgement – her expressions about Aa are exactly your own – and 

these most certainly without being aware of the coincidence – and excepting our one tremendous fault 

– I know her to be in point of temper – & goodness of heart 

 

1:2 

 

almost unequalled – – now grant me this – that she is in truth a very loveable woman – and I will try 

and not love any longer – if you don’t believe me – ask those who know her better – I say better – for a 

man in love is blind as that Deity. – – 

You yourself soften a little in the P. S. and say the letters “make you melancholy –” it is indeed a very 

triste and extraordinary business – & what is to become of us I know not – and I wont think just now. – 

Did you observe that she says “if la tante approved she should” she is little aware how much “la tante” 

has to disapprove – but you perceive that without intending it she pays 

 

1:3 

 

me a compliment by supposing you to be my friend and a sincere one – where approval could alter 

even her opinions. – – – 

Tomorrow I am asked to Ly. Jersey’s in the evening – and on Wednesday again – tuesday – I go to 

Kean & dine after the play with Ld. Rancliffe – and on Friday there is Mrs. Hope’s we shall clash at 

some of them. – What on earth can plague you? – I won’t ask – but am very very sorry for it – it is very 

hard that one who feels so much for others – should suffer pain herself – God bless you – Good night –  

ever yrs. most truly 

 [swirl signature] 

B 

P.S. 

 A thousand loves and excuses to Mrs. Damer with whom – I weep – not to dine. 

 

1:4 

 

P.S. 2d. – It indeed puzzles me to account for �� it is true she married a fool – but she would have him 

– they agreed – & agree very well – & I never heard a complaint but many vindications of him – as for 

me brought up as I was & sent into the world as I was both physically & morally – nothing better could 

be expected – and it is odd that I always had a foreboding – and remember when quite a child reading 

the Roman History – about a marriage I will tell you of when we me68 – asking ma mere – why I 

should not marry + 

— 

Since writing this – I have received ye. enclosed – I will not trouble you with another – but this will I 

think enable you to appreciate her better. – she seems very triste – and I need hardly add that the 

reflection does not enliven me. – – – – –  

 

May 15th 1814: Byron starts Lara, and finishes it June 12th. 

 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, May 16th 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.117; 1922 I 257-8; QI 284-5; BLJ IV 116-17) 

May 16th. 1814 

My dear Ly. Me. – 

 Your letter is not without effect – when I tell you that I have not written to-day – & 

shall weigh my words when I write to —— tomorrow. – I do thank you – and as somebody says – I 

hope not Iago – “I think you know I love you well.”69 – As for C.– we both know her for a foolish 

wicked woman – I am sorry to hear that she is still fermenting her weak head and cold heart to an 

ice=cream which will only sicken every one about her – as I heard a girl say the other night at Othello – 

when I asked her how she liked it – “I shall like it much better when that woman (a bad 

                                                 
67: Fielding, Tom Jones, III vi. 

68: B. omits the last two letters of “meet”. 

69: B.’s memory fails him. The line is said by Iago: Shakespeare, Othello, II iii 301. 
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1:2 

 

actress in Desdemona) is fairly smothered” so – if C– were fairly shut up – & bread & watered into 

common sense & some regard to truth – no one would be the worse & she herself much better for the 

process. – By the bye – (entre nous remember) she has sent for Moore – on some mysterious concern – 

which he will tell me probably – at least if it regards the old – eternal – & never sufficiently to be bored 

with – story. – I dine at Ld. Jersey’s tomorrow – that is I am asked – and (to please you) I am trying to 

fall in love – which I suppose will end in falling out with somebody – for I am perplexed about 270– & 

would rather have both – I don’t see any use in one without 

 

1:3 

 

a chance at least of the other. – – – – 

But all this is nonsense – I won’t say a word more about your grievance – though I cannot at all 

conceive what there can be more now than ever to plague you anywhere – particularly as C. has 

nothing to do with it. – – . – – 

Horace Twiss has sent me melodies – which I perceive are inscribed to you – don’t you think yourself 

lucky to have escaped one of my dedications? – I am going to dine at Wm. Spencer’s today – I believe I 

told you the Claret story at Mrs. Hope’s – last ball but one. – 

 ever yrs. most affectly. 

  [swirl signature] 

 

P.S. – I am just elected into Watier’s71 – 

shall I resume play? that will 

be a change – & for the better. – 

 

[1:4 blank.] 

 

Lady Melbourne to Byron, May 23rd 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43472; Gross 176-7) 

[The / Lord Byron / Albany] 

23d May 

1814 

My Dear Ld B – 

 I have had a conversation with C– & as I think there is one part it, which if in the least 

mistated, may seem extraordinary to you, I shall write it word for word as I spoke it – there is no use in 

repeating what pass’d, of course a great deal of conversation that led to nothing, & only 

 

1:2 

 

proved a determination to pay you another Visit, having something particular she wish’d to say – & on 

my remonstrating & stating it never had led to any good – she reminded me of ye calme that Succeeded 

to yr meeting last Summer just before she Left Town – this will make you Smile – but to return to ye 

purport of my Letter, she was talking of yr marrying & how much she should dislike it – I said, now 

listen to me quietly, I will state one thing to you, but I shall answer no questions that you may ask in 

consequence, you say should dislike Ld B’s marrying very much – then it is my 

 

1:3 

 

opinion that if you persist in yr present behaviour – that you will drive him to marry, I know nothing 

about it I only judge from my knowledge of his character – I dont even know whom he told you, he 

thought of marrying, but I think he wishes much to be quiet & that any plague may determine him – by 

way of getting rid of it – 

this made her look very grave – and she left me. I hope the word marry may turn her thoughts from 

what you mention’d – last Night – but if she Succeeds in seeing you & had left out that word in relating 

what 

                                                 
70: “2” could be an underlined question mark. 

71: Gambling club at 81 Piccadilly, founded at the suggestion of the Prince of Wales, whose cook Watier was. 
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1:4 

 

I sd – Your response might have shewn her, there was some mystery – 

don’t send any answer to Night – the morning is ye safest time, tho’ this requires none, unless you have 

any thing to say – or any questions to ask – I see Ld Heathcote has a party Wedy – I don’t know 

whether she is invited – if I find out I will send you word – as it would be foolish to meet there 

 Yrs ever [swirl signature] 

 

I said you had not told me anything, don’t betray me. she don’t know I saw you yesterday. 

 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, May 28th 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.118; 1922 258-9; QI 285-6; BLJ IV 119-20) 

May 28th. 1814 

Dear Lady Me. – 

 I have just received a wrathful epistle from C. demanding letters – pictures – and all kinds 

of gifts which I never requested & am ready to resign as soon as they can be gathered together – at the 

same <time> {signal} it might be as well {for her} to restore my letters – as every body has read them 

by this time – and they can no longer be of use to herself and her five hundred sympathizing friends. – 

She also complains of some barbarous usage – of which I know nothing except 

 

1:2 

 

that I was told of an inroad which occurred when I was fortunately out – and am not at all disposed to 

regret the circumstance of my absence either for her sake or my own. – I am also menaced in her letter 

with immediate marriage – of which I am equally unconscious – at least I have not proposed to 

anybody – and if anyone has to me – I have quite forgotten it – if she alludes to Ly. A. F.72 she has 

made a sad mistake – for not a syllable of love ever passed between us – but a good deal of heraldry & 

mutual hatred of Music – the merits of Mr. Kean – and the excellence of white soup and plovers eggs 

for a light supper – besides – Lady R. 

 

1:3 

 

who is good authority – says that I do not care about Ly. A – nor Lady A. about me – and that if such an 

impossibility did occur – she could not possibly approve of it – nor anyone else – in all which I quite 

acquiesce with ye. said Lady R. <from> {with} whom however I never had a moment’s conversation 

on the subject – but hear this from a friend – who is in very bad humour with her – & not much better 

with me – why – I can’t divine – being as innocent & ill used as C. herself in her <b> very best story. – 

If you can pare her down to good humour – do – I am really at this moment – thinking as little of the 

person with whom She commits me to matrimony – as of herself – and 

 

1:4 

 

I mean to leave London next week if I can – in the meantime I hope we shall meet at Lady Grey’s or 

Clare’s this evening – ever yrs 

 most affectly 

  [swirl signature] 

 

Lady Melbourne to Byron, June 10th 1814: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43472; Gross 179-80) 

[The Lord Byron / Albany] 

10th June 

1814 

Dear B – 

 She has just been with me, & after asking me twenty times if I had any thing to say to her & 

receiving as many No’s she ask’d me if I had seen you last Night, I said Yes – did he ask you any thing 

about me – I’ll answer no Questions of any Sort – that’s very ill natur’d I only want to know if he told 

you that I had written to him once & 

                                                 
72: Lady Adelaide Forbes. 
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desired him to answer some questions I ask’d him, to you, if he would not write to me. – if you desired 

him to give me any message to you he has not done it – did he say nothing about me – Nothing – oh I 

dont want to ask for any thing else I dont want to <bitch> any of yr Secrets or to hear any confidences 

he may make you –—— very well, I sd – she then added it was strange treatment for she wanted only 

to know one or two things, & you would not give her an answer —— 

 

1:3 

 

She then began upon other Subjects & left the room. I am curious to know if this is true, & whether she 

desired you to give me your answer for I doubt it very much; & think it was a story made at the 

moment, to excuse her writing which she supposed I should hear from you – she dines out to day, & 

will very probably endeavour to receive this answer in person to Night – if so dont leave note about the 

room, nor tell her yt she has talk’d 

 

1:4 

 

to me, pray mind this – I am shock’d at some of the things you sd to me last Night, & think the easy 

manner in which two people73 have accustom’d themselves to consider, their Situation quite terrible – 

but I shall not say more at present, as I see it is so useless. I can not reproach myself with having 

omitted any thing in my power to prevent the mischief and calamitys, that must happen, I fear – but I 

will not croak or prophecy misfortunes – tho’ I am very melancholy 

 yrs ever 

 [swirl signature] 

 

During June Byron meets Charlotte Leveson-Gower several times, and thinks of marrying her, 

since she is a friend of Augusta. 

 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, June 10th 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.119; 1922 I 259-60; QI 288-9; BLJ IV 123-4) 

Byron answers the previous item on the same day. 

June 10th. 1814 

Dear Lady Me. – I don’t remember one syllable of such a request – but the truth is that I do not always 

read ye. letters through – she has no more variety than my Maccaw – & her note is not much more 

musical – judge then – whether (being also in ye. delectable situation which winds up the moral of your 

note) I can attend the ye. same tones – if there is a Nightingale or a Canary bird to be got by love or 

money. – – All you say 

 

1:2 

 

is exceeding true – but who ever said or supposed that you were not shocked and all that? – you have 

done every thing in your power – & more than any other person breathing would have done for me – to 

make me act rationally – but there is an old saying (excuse the Latin – which I wont quote but 

translate) “whom the Gods wish to destroy – they first madden” I am as mad as C.– on a different topic 

and in a different way – for I never break out into scenes – but am not a whit more in my senses – – I 

will however not persuade her into any fugitive piece of 

 

1:3 

 

absurdity – but more I can’t promise – I love no one else (in a proper manner) and whatever you may 

imagine – I can not or at least do not put myself in the way of – let me see – Annabella is the most 

prudish & correct person I know – so I refer you to the last emphatic substantive in her last letter to 

you. – – There is that <L.> little Lady R. – tells me that C. has taken a sudden fancy to her – what can 

that be for? – C. has also taken some Offence at Lady G. Sloane’s frigid appearance – & supposes that 

Augusta who never troubles 

 

                                                 
73: B. and Augusta. 
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her head about her – has said something or other on my authority – <about> this I remember is in C’s 

last letter – one of her twaddling questions I presume – – she seems puzzled about me – & not at all 

near the truth – the Devil who ought to be civil on such occasions will probably keep her from it still – 

& if he should not – I must invent some flirtation to lead her from approaching it. – 

I am sorry to hear of your tristesse – & conceive that I have at last guessed {or perceived} the real 

cause – it won’t trouble you long – besides what is it or anything else compared with our melodrame? 

Take comfort – you very often give it 

 ever yrs. [tiny swirl signature] 

 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, June 21st 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.120; 1922 I 260-1; QI 292; BLJ IV 129) 

Small paper. No salutation. 

June 21st. 1814 

Since I wrote last night74 I have received the 2 enclosed – what shall I do about Ph and her epistles? 

since by her own account they run great hazard in their way to her. I am willing to give them up – but 

she says not a syllable about mine – no matter. – The other is from A. and prim & pretty as usual 

 

1:2 

 

somebody or other has been seized with a fit of amazement at her correspondence with so naught a 

personage – and this has naturally given a fillup of contradiction in my favour which was much 

wanted. – 

 ever yrs. 

  [swirl signature] 

 

[1:3 and 4 blank.] 

 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, from 2, the Albany, London, June 26th 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.46490, no folio number; 1922 I 261-2; QI 292; BLJ IV 132-3) 

June 26th. 1814 

My dear Ly. Me. / 

 <I have> to continue the conversation {which} Ld. Cr.75 has broken off by falling 

asleep – & his wife by keeping awake –) I know nothing of C’s last night adventures; to prove it there 

is her letter – which I have not read through – nor answered – nor written these two months – & then 

only by desire to keep her quiet. – – – 

You talked to me – about keeping her out – it is impossible – she comes at all times – at any time – & 

the moment the door is open in she walks – I can’t throw her out 

 

1:2 

 

of the window – as to getting rid of her – that is rational – & probable – but I will not receive her. – 

The Bessboroughs may take her if they please – or any steps they please – I have no hesitation in 

saying – that I have made up my mind as to the alternative – and would sooner – much sooner be with 

the dead in purgatory – than {with} her – Caroline (I put the name at length as I am not jesting) upon 

earth. – – She may hunt me down – it is in the power of any mad or bad woman to do so by any man – 

but snare me she shall not – <kill> {torment} me she 

 

1:3 

 

may – how <I> am I to bar myself from her? – I am already almost a prisoner – she has no shame – no 

feeling – no one estimable or redeemable quality. – These are strong words – but I know what I am 

writing – they avail nothing but to convince you of my own determination – my first object in such a 

dilemma would be to take <xxxxxxx> with me – that might fail – so much the better – . but even if it 

did – I would lose an hundred souls rather than be bound to C. – if there is one human being whom I do 

utterly detest & abhor – it is she – & all things con= 

                                                 
74: We have no letter from B. to Melbourne dated June 20th. 

75: Lord Cowper. 
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1:4 

 

=sidered – I ful<l> to myself justified in so doing – she has been an adder in my path ever since my 

return to this country – she has often belied – & sometimes betrayed me – she has crossed me every 

where – she has watched – & worried & guessed – & been a curse to me & mine. – – 

You may shew her this if you please – or to anyone you please – if these were the last words I were to 

write upon earth – I would not revoke one letter – except to make it more <possible> legible. – 

ever yours most sincerely 

Byron 

 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, June 28th 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.121; 1922 I 262; BLJ IV 134-5) 

June 28th. 1814 

My dear Ly. Me. – I must assure you that I did not see nor hear of C. on Saturday and – that all bolts 

bars & silence can do to keep her away are done daily & hourly. – I had written a long savage letter 

about her last night76 – which I will send another time. – 

You must send me back the inclosed both A’s & the other 

 

1:2 

 

immediately – as one must be returned by the post. – I need not say be secret – though after all neither 

are of any importance – but will amuse you as they do me with the fusses into which our friendships 

quarrels & relationships appear to involve people to the 3d. & 4th. generation. – You will see how 

demure I must have been – and the passage about Ma (and the separate 

 

1:3 

 

answer) is something in A’s style – and like all very correct people when they set about secrecy. – – – 

Pray forgive – & laugh – & be silent – & believe me 

 most affectly. yrs. 

  [swirl signature] 

 

P.S. – You need not write – but enclose these back by the bearer – if you can. – – – 

I must send this back by the Post. – – 

 

[1:4 blank.] 

 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, July 2nd 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.122; 1922 I 262-5; QI 293-5; BLJ IV 135-7) 

July 2d 1814 

Dear Lady Me. 

 I leave town tomorrow for 2 or 3 days and as I shall probably be occupied at Cambridge I 

may as well “say my say” with regard to C. – “Conquer” oh no – crush – if you please & not unlikely 

whether she goes or stays. – – She perplexed me very much with questions & guesses – and as I verily 

believe her growing actually & seriously disordered in her intellects – there is no conjecturing what she 

may assert or do – – as far as I can judge from observation – not less towards myself than others 

(though in a different way to the last) she can not be in her senses – I was obliged to talk to her – for 

she laid hold of Hobhouse77 

                                                 
76: The previous item. 

77: Hobhouse’s diary for July 1st enables us to get this into perspective: “At nine I put on my Albanian clothes and 

went with Byron to the great masquerade given by Wattier’s Club in honour of Lord Wellington at Burlington 

House. I presume the supper in the temporary room in which 1,700 persons sat at ease was the most magnificent 

thing of the kind ever seen. The dress was much admired – Byron as a monk looked very well. Miss Rawdon said 

to me, “Does he not look beautiful?” The Duke of Wellington was there in great good humour apparently, and not 

squeezed to death. Lady Caroline Lamb played off the most extraordinary tricks – made Skeffington pull off his 

read guard’s coat, walked me up into the private rooms, &c. A mask annoyed me very much by saying “Is that 

your electioneering dress?” ’Twas one of the Miss Kinnairds. I walked home between six and seven” (B.L. Add. 

Mss. 47232, first entry). 
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& passed before where mother person & myself were discussing points of Platonism – so reluctantly – 

& remarkably – as to make us anticipate a scene and as she {was} masked & dominoed & it was 

daylight there could be little harm & there was {at least} a probability of more quiet. – Not all I could 

<do> {say} could prevent her from displaying her green pantaloons every now & then – though I 

scolded like her grandfather upon these very uncalled for and unnecessary gesticulations. – Why do 

you say that I was mistaken about another mask with you? – I never even pretended to guess at so 

pious a person nor supposed they were <abroad> in so profane an assembly – & now I am convinced 

they were not there at all – since you tell me of the illness 

 

1:3 

 

of the little boy – who so happily recovered by the timely devotion of her staying away to take care of 

him. – – – – 

To be sure I thought I saw somebody very like – but there is no trusting to likenesses and <xxx xxxxxx 

xxxx xxxx> {it is not easy to} unmask anybody even without their pasteboard. – – – – – 

I don’t wonder at your dislike to C. &c. – and whatever absurdity or enormity her madness may plunge 

me into – I do think you have already done at least tenfold more than anyone on earth would have done 

– & if you were to do more – I should conceive you no less mad than herself – I thank you for the past 

for the thousandth time – and as to the present & future I shall parry her off as well as I can – and if 

 

1:4 

 

foiled I must abide by the consequence – so there’s an end – after all it is not much your concern 

(except as far as Good Nature {went}) and rests between me & the Blarneys – whom I regard not – to 

yourself I own {that} I am anxious to appear as <having> {having} done all that could be done to 

second your wishes in breaking off the connection – which would have been effectual with any or 

every other person. – – 

I am glad you were amused with ——s correspondent – —— is very much astonished but in very good 

humour – and I too – on account of my theory, of which by the bye I despaired very much at first in the 

present instance: I think I should make a good Tartuffe – it was by paring down my demeanour to a 

very quiet & hesitating deportment – which however my natural shyness (though that goes off at times) 

helped <f> forward – 

 

2:1 

 

2) that I ensured the 3 days recollection of ——’ s amiable ally. – – – – – 

Good bye – for the present – I am still sadly sleepy with the wear & tear of the last 2 nights & have had 

nothing for my trouble – I wanted very much to talk to you but you preferred Robinson – the next time 

he breaks a leg I shall be less sorry – & send you to nurse him. – – I am in amity (the purest & of 

course most <inisp> insipid) with a person – and one condition is that I am to tell her her faults without 

reserve – how long do you think such a treaty fully observed would endure? – I will tell you – five 

minutes. – I was assailed by a Mask for some time – teazing enough but with a sweet voice – & some 

one of whom all I could learn 

 

2:2 

 

was that I had said of her she had been very beautiful – this quite cured my desire of discovery – as 

such a speech could never be forgiven – so I told her – & got away. – – – 

Good bye – again – 

 ever most affectionately 

  yr. servitor 

   [swirl signature] 

 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, July 2nd 1814 (ii): 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.123; 1922 I 265; BLJ IV 137) 

Small paper; final inch of 1:3 / 4 cut out. No text lost. 

July 2d. 1814 
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My dear Ly. Me. – As the last 2 letters amused you perhaps these may (they seem to arrive both always 

by the same post) only have the goodness to think of the return of the said post & to let me have it for 

the impatient – who will be in such a fidget if not possessed of it again immediately. – I was up till 7 

this 

 

1:2 

 

morning – & the last person who left the room (I believe) I had a long conversation with C. (closely 

masked that is she but always trying to indicate who she was<)> not to me so much as to every body) 

but nothing more or very particular. – I am so sleepy that I hope you will say something to enliven or at 

least awaken me – as you went to bed earlier – but don’t trouble yourself to write now as I 

 

1:3 

 

know your fusses in a I morning – <but> believe me ever yrs 

 most truly 

  [swirl signature] 

[1:4 blank.] 

 

July 3rd 1814: Byron visits Augusta again at Six Mile Bottom. 

 

Byron now goes to Hastings with Augusta, from July 20th to August 11th. As with The Corsair, 

he’s out of town when Lara is published. 

 

August 5th 1814: Lara published with Rogers’ Jacqueline. 

 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, August 15th 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.124; 1922 I 265-6; BLJ IV 158) 

Small paper. 

August 15th. 1814 

Dear Lady Me. – 

 Perceiving by the papers that you are in town – (where I have only been within these last 

few days) I have sent you some grouse (4 brace) and hope {that} they are fresh & in eatable order. – – 

I shall leave London before ye. end of the week – or about it – and if you are not inscrutable and 

unvisitable by mortals 

 

1:2 

 

will take my chance of finding you some morning at home. – I have been at the Sea and in it – and am 

going to Newstead I believe for a week or so – & thence I know not whither. – You will not be sorry to 

hear that of C. I have heard nothing for some time – and that there is every reason to believe that we are 

come to a conclusive and happy separation. – – <line crossed out> 

 

1:3 

 

<line crossed out> 

I see that the Continent is happy in the presence of Lady Blarney – the Princess of Wales and various 

other persons of honour – and I hear that our friend of indifferent memory Me. de Stael has been bowed 

out of Paris for some of those bright remarks which will doubtless appear in her next preface. – 

ever yrs. 

[swirl signature] 

[1:4 has the date in a different hand.] 

 

August 20th 1814: Byron and Augusta visit Newstead again. 

 

September 9th 1814: Byron proposes to Annabella Milbanke (by post). She accepts him. 

 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, from Newstead, September 18th 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471; 1922 I 267-8; QI 300; BLJ IV 175) 

Byron announces his engagement (on large paper) in big handwriting. 
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Newstead Abbey – 

Septr. 18th. 1814 

My dear Lady Me – 

 Miss Milbanke has accepted me: – and her answer was accompanied by a very kind 

letter from your brother78 – may I hope for your consent too? without it I should be unhappy – even 

were it not for many reasons important in other points of view – & with it I shall have nothing to 

require except your good wishes now – and your friendship always. – – 

 

1:2 

 

I lose no time in telling you how things are at present – many circumstances may doubtless occur in 

this as in other cases to prevent its’ completion – but I will hope otherwise. – I shall be in town by 

thursday – & beg one line to Albany to say you will see me at your {own} day – hour – & place. – – – 

– – 

In course I mean to reform most thoroughly & become “a good man and true”79 in all the various 

senses of these respective & respectable appellations – seriously – I will endeavour to make your niece 

happy 

 

1:3 

 

not by “my deserts but what I will deserve” – of my deportment you may reasonably doubt – of her 

merits you can have none. – – I need not say that this must be a secret – do let me find a few words 

from you in Albany & believe me ever most affectly 

  yrs. 

  [swirl singature] 

[1:4 blank.] 

 

September 21st 1814: Byron and Augusta leave Newstead. 

 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, from the Albany, London, September 23rd 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.126; 1922 I 268-70; BLJ IV 178-80) 

Another post-engagement letter in big handwriting. 
Albany Septr. 23d. 

1814 

My dear Ly. Me. – 

 Many thanks – I am just arrived. – I thought at least heard that C was gone to France 

– see her I will not if I can help it – and if I did nothing could come of it now – though the 

consequences might be as unpleasant – but – no matter – much plague – if not misery had probably 

been saved by her absence. – 

 

1:2 

 

Perhaps it would be as well to tell her at once – it can hardly be kept a secret long – and the quantity of 

letters which lately passed between Seaham & Newstead – can hardly have escaped the servants {(the 

letter bags being lost since my last visit)} a species of persons from whom I suspect C. derives most of 

her information. – If Annabella has any firmness – if she has even any woman in her composition – C. 

will only lose her labour by trying to mar the match – I am glad you liked <her> {A’s} letter to you – 

Augusta said that to me 

 

1:3 

 

(the decisive one) was the best & prettiest she ever read – it was really perfect – and so much the more 

welcome – as almost all the former ones were written evidently under embarrassment of feeling & 

expression. – I have written to my Agent – who is coming to town – to get my property in matrimonial 

array – whether A– is to have any fortune or not – I do not know – and am not very anxious – at least I 

will not be off under any circumstances unless she sets me the example – the 

 

                                                 
78: Sir Ralph Milbanke. 

79: Shakespeare, Much Ado About Nothing III i 1. 
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1:4 

 

only thing is this – if she has nothing I had better sell Nd again as I can thus give her a better settlement 

– Mr. Cn. has renewed his offers (on the old terms) and begs the refusal – that is to complete his former 

bargain if I sell – – but of these things hereafter – I could also sell R. for a round sum – however I can 

only repeat and very sincerely – that I will settle on her all I can – and that her circumstances will make 

no difference to me – (if Sir R is dipped 

 

2:1 

 

2) as I have heard is the case) and my property such as it is – shall go as far as it may for her – I would 

do about any thing rather than lose her now. – Pray let me hear from you – I only wait for my lawyer’s 

arrival – and a day or two’s consultation with him – to go down to Seaham – where I was invited “most 

cordially.” – But I must see you first – I have so much to say – and am writing to no purpose – but 

answer me. –  

 ever yrs. most affectly. 

  [swirl signature] 

turn over – 

 

2:2 

 

P.S. – I heartily hope this will <lo> {go on} – to say nothing of your {niece} & myself – how much 

more comfortable we should all be – (if C– were but rational) meeting occasionally like other people – 

and not in this half=hostile way – I really shall be all the better for it – half of my faults & scrapes have 

arisen from not being settled – and I think that the (Bourbon) Philips of Spain were not more disposed 

to be docile to their moieties than your nephew (I hope) that is to be. – As to Ana you cannot think 

higher of her than I do – I never doubted anything but that she would have me. – 

 

3:1 

 

After all it is a match of your making – and better had it been had your proposal been accepted at the 

time – I am quite horrified in casting up <the> {my moral} accounts of the two intervening years – all 

which would have been prevented and the heartache into the bargain – had she – but I can’t blame her 

– and there is time yet to do very well. – – – – – 

My Pride (which <t/>my Schoolmaster said was my ruling passion) has in all events been spared – she 

<may> is the only woman 

 

3:2 

 

to whom I ever proposed in that way – and it is something to have got into the affirmative at last – I 

wish one or two of one’s idols had said No instead – however all that is over – I suppose a married man 

never gets anybody {else} – does he? – I only ask for information. – – –  – 

 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, from the Albany, London, September 26th 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471; 1922 I 270-2; BLJ IV 180) 

Small paper. 

Septr. 26th. 1814 

My Dear Ly. Me. – I sent you a long letter on Saturday80 which I hope you received safely. – Annabella 

has written to me – and says that <is {“} unnecessary to keep it longer secret”> “a continuance of 

secrecy appears unnecessary” and that she has already told her own friends. – 

 

1:2 

 

I only wait to see my Agent – and arrange my worldly affairs – to go down to S. – but do let me see 

you first – or at any rate write to me in answer to my last – you had better tell C. at once – it cannot be 

helped – she must do her worst – if so disposed – I am very sorry for it if such is 

 

1:3 

                                                 
80: The previous item. 
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her disposition – & must bear it as well as I can. – Excuse this scrawl – it is the 100th of today – & 

believe me ever my dear Zia yrs. most dutifully 

 [swirl signature] 

[1:4 blank.] 

 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, from the Albany, London, September 28th 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.128; 1922 I 270-2; BLJ IV 185) 

Septr. 28th. 1814 

My dear Ly. Me. – 

 I am truly grieved to hear of Lady Cowper’s illness – as she must ever be one of the 

most honoured of my new relatives (that are to be) do tell me when she is better – as I shall feel 

anxious not only for her but you till I know. – All my connections are in great grief on the loss of my 

first cousin Sir Peter Parker – a very gallant and popular character – whom even his wife could not help 

loving – poor fellow – you will have seen his death in the Gazette of our late Ameri= 

 

1:2 

 

=can victory. – I have not seen him since we <l> were boys together – but all our family even to the 

selfishness of the Howards must be sorry for him; Lady Pr was much attached to him. – The secret is a 

secret no longer – for A. has written m her Uncle Ld W. who is pleased to be pleased with it – and it 

has besides been imparted to the whole city of Seaham which it seems is very glad too – and as (to use 

her words) “her happiness” has thus far been “made known” it may probably reach the ears of C. & in 

that case interfere confoundedly with mine. – I don’t much admire this kind of publicity on account 

 

1:3 

 

of the fuss & fooling it produces – it has always seemed to me very odd that so much ceremony should 

be made of a thing so very simple in itself – & it is so much worse in the country – that I would rather 

be married – no matter where – but I should think any place better than the house of one’s papa. – I 

quite agree with you that it were best over – but I have several previous arrangements that must take 

place before I can even go down there. – I shall make no hesitation about settlements as far as my 

property will go – nor did I pay my addresses to her with the notion of her being a very considerable 

part – so that I am much more afraid of her 

 

1:4 

 

& hers being disappointed in that respect than myself – – Don’t let me bore you but when Ly. Cr. is 

better – you have leisure allow me to hear from you & believe me ever & affectly yrs. 

[swirl signature] 

P.S. – I have heard & seen nothing of C. – and of course hope I shall not. – –  

 

On October 1st, Augusta Leigh writes the first of many letters she will send to Annabella before 

the end of the year. She says she can not restrain herself any longer from writing to one whom 

she hopes soon to call her sister, and whom she already loves as such. 

 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, from the Albany, London, October 1st 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.129; 1922 I 272-3; BLJ IV 187-8) 

Byron already has cold feet. 
Octr 1st. 1814 – 

My dear Ly. Me. – 

 Your description of my uncle is infinitely inviting – by your account he is an Elzevir 

Edition of Mr. Penn of facetious memory – and to crown all the most important personage of “both 

your houses” – if so – the longer I stay away the better – for I never could recommend myself to an old 

person in my life – and <not the less so> {the circumstance} of these expectations {of A’s} would do 

no good – I am sure without intending it I should offend in some way or other – I never tried to keep 

anyone in good humour without blundering. – – – 

 

1:2 
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I cannot go to Seaham – for I know not how long – my Agent can’t leave his son in law Ld. P. at 

present – and wants me to go there – which is not in my power – at least it is very much out of my way 

& my inclination – so I must wait his time – which will not be very long: – the moment I can go to S. I 

will – & yet I feel very odd about it – not her – it is nothing but shyness and a hatred of Strangers 

which I never could conquer. – I wish so much to see you I have a thousand things to say about – not 

C.– nor any person you may imagine – not a married person either – <but> nor a mistress either – and 

 

1:3 

 

yet a woman of course – – in short it is something that was going on very well – not exactly with me – 

but with or through the medium of + (you may guess by those with whom I have lately been –) when lo 

– upon a scheme – or rather the prospect of a scheme with another of the family’s speculation – a 

perplexity ensued – which of course put an end to that – in short it is such an intricate & involved piece 

of arrangement altogether that I cannot explain it now – but if you guess to whom it refers – do not 

breathe it – for A (neither of the A’s) would ever forgive me – to say nothing of the other letters of the 

Alphabet. – – My proposal to A– followed this – and now – from some {fresh} circumstances my 

confidante feels a difficulty in breaking the 

 

1:4 

 

acceptance which <fell> ensued upon it – to her friend – why – I cannot exactly see – since it never 

came to any thing like <that> {either} with her – and <not> {what really was} always rather implied 

than expressed by either party. – – – – – 

Then C.– I cannot help any mischief she may do – it will be a pity – because Annabella appears to like 

me – and I am sincerely disposed to do her justice and love her with all my heart. – – I have not seen 

C– nor shall I if I can help it. – – – – – – 

It gives me much pleasure to hear that Ly. Cr is better – and your Sprain? deuce take it – you shall leave 

your friendship for me as an inheritance to Ly. Cowr and as I hope it will not devolve for these 40 years 

– by that time I may be “rational” enough to receive my legacy with propriety yrs. ever [tiny swirl 

signature] 

 

October 1st 1814: Hobhouse hears about Byron’s engagement from a third party (probably 

Scrope Davies). 

 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, from the Albany, London, October 4th 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471; 1922 I 273-5; BLJ IV 191-2) 

Byron puts his postscript at the top. Melbourne has assumed that Augusta is against the 

marriage. 
 

P.S. – I enclose a letter which will explain what I have been saying – but answer me by return as I shall 

feel odd till I get it again. – 

Octr. 4th. 1814 – 

My dear Ly. Me. 

 x never threw any obstacles in the way – on the contrary she has been more urgent than 

even you that I should go to S. and wished me to set out from N. instead of London; she wished me 

much to marry – because it was the only chance of redemption for two persons – and was sure if I did 

not that I should only step from one scrape into another – particularly if I went abroad – & I had settled 

every thing to go to Italy with Mr. Hobhouse if A. had not accepted me. – – – – – 

 

1:2 

 

The other was undoubtedly her favourite – but no one could acquiesce in this with a better grace as I 

could convince you by her letters and conduct at that time. – – – 

Her friend after a certain time – was seized with a panic – on some {family} scheme which I will tell 

you when we meet – of a compact elsewhere – the fact is the little girl had no will of her own – and 

might not be aware of what she had been doing – but her frequent epistles & excessive attachment to + 

both so much more numerous & friendly than ever before – with sentences which were not to be 

answered – or if answered – {replied to} in a particular manner – &c. &c. 

 

1:3 
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with a hundred little things which I don’t understand but which convinced x of her disposition – all 

produced this episode in our Drama. – x always thought her the only person perhaps who would suit – 

– it is my suspicion (but I am probably wrong) that la Mere was not ignorant either – but that 

circumstances – a better prospect in another quarter – and the never to be adjusted family quarrel made 

her alter – and the young one was perhaps her dupe – of course the demoiselle & x were the only 

persons who made their appearance on the stage – and I was supposed or rather presumed to know 

nothing of it – and la Mere also – but this I can hardly conceive {you will recollect that it never came to 

yes or no or anything direct.} It went off thus – after one 

 

1:4 

 

very long letter – which x answered – came another full of alarms – “she had been so foolish” & was in 

such a dilemma – such & such persons were coming – & such & such a scheme was to be brought 

forward – what was she to do? – I made x write a kind but satisfactory answer taking it all on herself – 

& getting the other out of it completely – and there it ended – {& they are all good friends still. – –} I 

then said to x – <that> after consoling her on the subject that I would try the next myself – as she did 

not seem to be in luck – the prospect – (for A. had been bewildering herself sadly & did not appear to 

be much better disposed towards me than formerly) was not very promising – 

 

2:1 

 

2) however – the stars I presume did it – the rest you know. – – – 

+ has written to A. <congratula> to express how much all my relatives are pleased by the event &c. &c. 

– It is in the Morning Post of this day – from the Durham paper – so that C. will hear it soon – with 

regard to any “hitch” how can either party be off? – it shall not be my doing in any case – but surely 

you cannot wonder that I should wish to arrange my property first – & not proceed hurriedly in a 

business which is to decide her fate & mine forever. – 

 ever yrs. most truly 

  [swirl signature] 

[2:2 blank.] 

 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, October 5th 1814: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.131; 1922 I 275-6; BLJ IV 194-5) 

Small paper. 

Octr 5th. 1814 – 

My dear Ly Me. – 

 C. I suspect has been at her cursed tricks again – the D. paragraph is contradicted in the 

M. Chronicle – I have written to Perry – but it could only be her – no one else has the motive or the 

malignity to be so petty. If she proceeds – I can only appeal to you whether I 

 

1:2 

 

have not done all in my power to break off – indeed – I have neither heard from nor seen her since July 

(I think) – well – I must bear it I presume. – – X’s friend has written to her just the letter she ought full 

of congratulations – so that all is right – & x was mistaken. – – – – 

I did not I assure you know the contents of K’s 

 

1:3 

 

letter – but he is an old friend of mine – and if he likes me – you must at least allow him to be a 

goodnatured soul. – The moment I have seen Hanson – to whom I have written most peremptorily – I 

shall set out for S. – In the mean time do all for me you can – I assure you these delays are not of my 

desiring. – ever yrs. most truly 

 [swirl signature] 

 

[vertically on 1:4:] 

 

It is not C – I beg her pardon – I think I know the hand which Perry has sent me – & if I can bring it 

home – woe to the writer. – – –  
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Byron to Lady Melbourne, October 7th 1814 (i): 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.132; 1922 I 276-7; BLJ IV 198-9) 

Postscript at top of letter. 

 

P.S. – I heard from A– today – she says Ld W. “pleases me by his strong prepossession in your favour – 

he is proud of his future nephew” – I must insist upon your being equally prepossessed ma tante. I 

thought you would be glad to hear this from A. – not a word of {or from} C. – 

Octr. 7th. 1814 – 

My dear Lady Me. – 

 I cannot fix yet upon the contradictory paragraph=writer – but I think it is Claughton 

– it is very like his hand but Kinnaird who saw it doubted – & so must I. – Let it sleep for the present. – 

x is the least selfish person in the world – you of course will never believe that either of us can have 

any right feeling – I won’t deny this as far as regards me – but you don’t know what a being she is – 

her only error has been my fault entirely – & for this I can plead no excuse – except passion – which is 

none. – – 

 

1:2 

 

I forgot to say that X and her friend <had><one final> had one interview – in the summer – which the 

friend came several miles to encounter – and it was that more than any thing else that made X believe 

in the practicability of her scheme – when they parted X said – “may I write whatever I please without 

getting you into any dilemma &c. – the answer was yes – all this made me believe that the exquisite 

politician who brought her into the world could not be altogether ignorant. – The new plan is this – (a 

secret of course & do you keep it better than I have in this instance) young Howard {the Norfolk} & a 

Mr. Bellasyse his uncle or cousin are 

 

1:3 

 

invited – & he is to take his choice of the family – so that both are in requisition for the present – and 

as X could not persuade me to wait the reversion – (notwithstanding all the probabilities that the 

younger would be the winner –) I hope she may secure him – as she is the favourite of the Uncle it is 

not unlikely – all this the poor little soul wrote <clandely> clandestinely to X in her eagerness to 

vindicate herself – and betrayed this pretty piece of policy. – Whether it will do – I don’t know – but 

thus they are at present. – 

Mr. Hanson comes to town today – so that I hope to get down to S. soon – I hear nothing but praises & 

wonders of my 

 

1:4 

 

wife elect {( x says that she hears her called “very pretty” too by everybody)} and it is a most popular 

match amongst all my relations & acquaintances – you very much mistake me if you think I am 

lukewarm upon it – quite the reverse – and I have even the conceit to think that I shall suit her better 

than a better person might – because she is not so cold as I thought her – and if I think she likes me – I 

shall be exactly what she pleases – it is her fault if she don’t govern me properly – for never was 

anybody more easily managed. You ought to like the match – for it is one of your making – & I hope 

not the worst of your performances in that way. – You can’t conceive how I long to call you Aunt – I 

hope then to see a great deal of you & even of Brocket in the course of time. 

 yrs. ever 

  [swirl signature] 

 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, October 7th 1814 (ii): 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.133; 1922 I 277-9; BLJ IV 199-200) 

Another postscript at the start (and round the edge). Byron still dreams that he can sell Newstead 

and Rochdale. 

 

Augusta tells me that {G. says} they are “betting away at Newmarket – whether I am to be married or 

not” – she had had a very kind answer from A. – [vertically down right-hand side:] is not this amusing 

{or rather provoking?} – always a fuss whether one wishes it or not. – 
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Octr. 7th. 1814 – 

My dear Ly. Me. – 

 Hanson is come at last & is ready to meet Sir R’s solicitor the moment we know who 

he is – £60-000 – that is £3000 a year – is the proposed settlement on our part – if not enough – we can 

make it more – Nd. can be charged with it for the present – but subject to Trustees so as still to sell it & 

secure that sum to An. from the produce. H. still thinks Nd. must bring about 120-000 – as it has been 

much improved – & the rents raised beyond what I could have done – because 

 

1:2 

 

I should not have liked to turn out the old (though stupid) tenants – and all this has been effected. – 

You know I can afford to sell it for £25000 less than before – as that is already received of Cn’s forfeit 

<nr> <pxxx>. – On Rochdale we have not decided but it is certainly valuable – though want of money 

has prevented me from working it to advantage – many & most of my debts are paid – there {are} still 

however several to pay. – H. is decided for the resale of N. because although the rents are nearly 

quadrupled – yet the income is much short of what would arise from the <sale> purchase money – and 

the house requires too much keeping up. – – 

 

1:3 

 

What is to be done about C.– Ought I to write to her? – I am sure no one can be more disposed to pay 

her every proper attention. I hope that she is not the paragraph=mover if she hates me – she cannot hate 

An. and should consider her a little – – I must do C. justice in saying that I have neither heard from nor 

of her – nor have we met. – 

If you think it right to say anything on the subject – in short I know not what to do or say – any 

situation is so difficult with her – to preserve a medium is what would be desirable – I would willingly 

follow your judgement – but it seems so hard upon you – to make you the arbitress between us. – 

 

1:4 

 

Whatever new attachments she may have formed should at least induce her to consider the old as 

entirely cancelled – if there be any complaints – methinks I might complain too – but with these things 

I have nothing to do – though I suspect she means to charge all her wrong to my account. – If she 

would but have a little sense & consideration – how much it would conduce to all our comfort – to her 

own – for there never were persons for whom I felt more kindness than you & all yours – and it will be 

very hard on me to be proscribed from that intimacy which this connection with your niece will 

sanction & improve. – 

 ever yrs. most affectionately 

  [swirl signature] 

 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, October 9th 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.134; 1922 I 279; BLJ IV 204-5) 

Small paper. 
Octr. 9th. 1814 

My dear Ly. Me. 

 I will answer C. tomorrow – pray tell her so – & say any thing proper for me. – Your 

approbation of my intentions gives me great pleasure – Hanson said £50-000 or £2500 a year – but 

agreed with me that it was best to do things handsomely – and to err on the right side if at all – and 

acquiesced in making it £2000 instead. – – 

 

1:2 

 

I must run the risk of Sir R’s “possibility” nevertheless devoutly praying for Ly. M’s long life – <and> 

{or a young &} pretty {step=}mother in law – in case she should leave us. —— Enclosed are two 

letters one from A. and the other from Ax – I wish to convince you of the <in>= disposition of the one 

x & to ask <about> your opinion about going – but why – I know it already – & will go to 

 

1:3 

 

S. the moment I can. – 
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I shall be delighted to see Ld. Me. – I do hope C will continue in this mood – it becomes her – & it is so 

provoking to see her throwing away her own happiness by handfuls – when every one is disposed to 

forgive & treat her kindly if she would but suffer them. – 

 ever yrs. 

  most affectly. 

   [swirl signature] 

[1:4 blank.] 

 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, October 11th 1814: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.135; 1922 I 279-80; BLJ IV 205) 

Small paper. 

Octr 11th. 1814 

My dear Ly. Me. – 

 Your Lord has this moment left me – very kind – & I take it kindly – He looked a 

little suspicious at a miniature near the chimney – it was one of Ly. O – & not of C as he probably 

suspected – but I did not know how to make him perceive this as he seems short sighted 

 

1:2 

 

& yet I feel uneasy at the idea that he should imagine for a moment that Cs’ was amongst them which 

upon my honour it is not – if you can <fal> fall upon any way to assure him of this – I wish you would 

– perhaps it may be only my fancy as I judge a good deal from looks – but I<l> take 

 

1:3 

 

his visit as such a compliment that I would not have him think I paid him so bad a one in return – – – 

I enclose you an answer to C. it is short – & I hope the proper medium – I was glad to hear from Ld. M. 

that Lady Cowr is much better. 

 ever yrs. 

  most affectly. 

   [swirl signature] 

[1:4 blank.] 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, October 12th 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.136; 1922 I 280; BLJ IV 205-6) 

[1814 // London October twelfth // To the Lady Melbourne / Brocket Hall / Welwyn / Herts // Byron] 

 

Octr. 12th. 1814 

Dear Lady Me. – 

 Were I in the fortunate situation of Ld. C. I don’t know whether I should return so 

“Post=hastily – but I am pretty sure I should not have set out without my Penelope – as to being 

“married 9 years” that to be sure rather enhances the merits of his Ld.ship’s conjugal expedition – but 

don’t equal mine – for I would travel twice the distance to see the same person without being married 

at all. –– Well – but I am going am I not? – what would mine 

 

1:2 

 

aunt have? you forget that I shall not be a whit nearer marriage when I get there – & really without 

being more impatient than other people – you must allow that it is rather a trying situation to be placed 

<in> near &c. with one’s intended & still to be limited to intentions only. – 

I have bored you with so many letters lately that you will not be sorry to hear that I am interrupted & 

must conclude this. ever yrs. 

 [swirl signature] 

 

[1:3 blank. 1:4 has the address.] 

 

On October 15th, Augusta Leigh writes the second of her letters to Annabella. She wishes they 

could speak instead of write, and understands Annabella’s fears about her ability to make Byron 

happy. It is very provoking that his proposed trip to Seaham should have met with so many 

impediments. He hopes, she says, to see Annabella very soon. 
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On another date in October, Augusta thanks Annabella and her parents for their invitation to 

come to Seaham. She remembers the first time she saw Annabella, and is conscious that a calm 

demeanour often conceals the strongest feelings. She thinks Annabella would understand 

Augusta’s attachment to Byron, surpassing that of sisters in general. 

 

October 17th 1814: Byron writes to Hobhouse asking him to be best man (actually what he says is 

“I wish – whenever this same form is muttered over us – that you could make it convenient to be 

present”). 

 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, October 17th 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.137; 1922 I 280-1; BLJ IV 211-12) 

Monday – 

Octr. 17th. 1814 

Dear Lady Me. – 

 I have spared you for the last 3 or 4 days – but though I perceive by ye. papers and heard 

from Ld. M. that you are at present monopolized by Royalty I can’t help writing to you a few lines – to 

which I require no answer. – My agent was to have set off this day to meet Mr. Hoar (of whom you 

gave me some hints) at Durham – but he will be detained in the country 
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or in town perhaps for this week – and then proceed to discuss with Sir R’s people upon the spot. – 

I shall not set off till a day or two after Hanson – and then I must take Newstead in my way but shall 

not remain there above <xx>81 48 hours. – There have been several intimations to me from all quarters 

to proceed – which I am very willing to do – but as Lawyers are as essential in this business as 

clergymen & post=horses – I must wait for the 
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former before I harness {either of} the latter. – May I trust that my answer to C– was satisfactory – and 

ask like King Claudius of Hamlet – how “was the argument – – was there no offence in’t?”82 – I am 

now quite alone with my books & my Maccaw – Douglas Kinnaird with whom I have mostly been – is 

gone to Brighton – and I miss him a good deal – on Friday – Lord K. – Douglas – Kean (the Kean) & 

myself dined together. Kean is a wonderful compound – & 
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excels in humour mimicry – the last talent is rather dangerous – but one cannot help being amused with 

it: – in other respects – in private society – he appears diffident & of good address – on the stage he is 

all perfect in my eyes. – I am horribly low=spirited – a malady which don’t often assail me – & for fear 

it should be infectious I may as well finish this epistle – which I don’t well know why I began. 

 ever yrs. 

  most truly 

   [swirl signature] 

2:1 

 

P.S. – Tuesday. 

I open my letter to tell you that ye. “Scotch Politician” (of whose scheme I believe I subsequently told 

you) has succeeded. – Howard has taken the elder – x’s friend – it is not yet declared – because his sire 

is not yet apprized of the future Duchess – but settled in all other respects. – I suppose I am telling you 

what you have not yet heard – at least it is told me as a thing not known. Keep it so. – Does not all this 

amuse you? – at least my having told you how it was to be before hand: – I think I only want goodness 

to have made a tolerable Jesuit in the various plots & counter plots of which I am aware. 

 

[2:2 blank.] 

 

Lady Melbourne to Byron, from Brocket Hall, Hertfordshire, October 19th 1814: 

                                                 
81: Numeral illegible; “24” may be suspected. 

82: Shakespeare, Hamlet, III ii 238. 
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(Source: text from BL.Add.Mss.45547 ff.70-3; Gross 184-6) 

[The / Lord Byron / Albany / London] 

B.H – 

19th Octr – 1814 

Dr Ld B. 

 You will see by ye enclosure I sent you last Night, that the secret83 had been kept like most 

others, – your account however surprised me, what can Ly S– mean, has she lost all sense or propriety! 

what, – enter into an arrangement with a Young Man, to marry her Daughter unknown to his Father? 

I have no idea of his consenting & I can not think him in ye wrong if he does not, he is a Strict roman 

Catholic, & a very obstinate Man, – You will wonder at my knowing so much about them all, but Ly 

Charlotte Belasyse & Ly Lucan (Mr Howard’s Mother) are Neices to Lord 
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Melbourne – my correspondent Mr Belayse is a very foolish pompous person who has made himself 

mightily busy about this Mr Howard {because he is his wife’s Nephew} & accosted Ld M last Year 

with – My Lord won’t yr. Lordship be very proud of having a fine Young Man for yr Nephew when he 

is Earl of Surry? – Ld M stared at him with wonder not grasping what he meant, – which confused 

Belasyse who repeated Earl of Surry – great Nephew hardly knowing what he sd; at last Ld M 

understood him, &, answered – If he’s a fine Young fellow I shall be very glad to see him but as to his 

being Earl of Surry, I don’t care, one D – I was standing bye them & laughed heartily —— So at last yr 

Agent condescends to find some time when he 
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will meet my Brs people – I knew yt all those sort of <people> {personages}, who have the 

Management of an Estate & of course of the ward of it, are displeased, when they think it likely they 

may lose a portion of their power, by its being transferr’d to a Wife – I mean power over their 

employer, & mostly dupes – they are enemies to matrimony, as much as you or I am to them, in truth, I 

never knew a Man who had not the cleverest & honestest agent in ye World – & if ever I have become 

acquainted with them or their Actions, I have seldom found them honest – sometimes sinning from 

stupidity, but invariably turning every thing to their own advantage & selfish to the highest degree, and 

always enriching themselves – Mr. Hanson may be an exception to this rule I certainly have no 

acquaintance with him, & never heard his Name but from You – so I do not say this from any 

knowledge I have either of him or his Character – but were I to 
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Judge from appearances I should say he has been unpardonably dilatory in this business {from ye 

beginning} – & were I Annabella & were I Annabella I should never forget him – & indeed it may be 

well for your Lordship that I am not, for you should come in for your share {of blame} too, but we’ll 

say no more about it, – George often makes use of an expression when he means to say a Cause is 

weak – “it would be pooh pooh’d out of Court” – now that’s my opinion of all your reasons, however 

ingenious & clever they may be, – which I allow but still I should say Pooh Pooh – dont mistake me, 

this is all putting myself in A’s situation – & I never breathe a Word of my thoughts to any person 

except Yourself – so dont scold me – when I am ask’d any questions I pretend ye. greatest ignorance 

except as to the fact – by which means people tell me their opinion & very comical they are – I’ll tell 

you some without the Names – one person says she is a 

 

[Sheet 2 seems missing] 
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I have not yet heard what it was, & afterwards gave the Boys a ball and some Supper – She had written 

me word in one of her violent Letters yt she was going to burn a greater Traitor than Guy down, & that 

his odious Book yt first made her like him should be burnt at ye same time – but I did not believe she 

could mean to do it – I should not wonder if there was an Acct of it in the News papers – for I hear ye 

                                                 
83: “the secret” is the secret engagement of Lady Charlotte Leveson-Gower to the Earl of Surrey, whose father, 

the Catholic Duke of Norfolk, would object. 
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Servants talk of it with astonishment, as well they may —— she has written Volumes to Em & ye other 

day her little Girl84 seeing her open one of these paquets sd – “Mama don’t read that Newspaper” – very 

comical for a Child just two yrs old – I may mention a Child to you now without yr. making a face at 

me, which is a great improvement amongst many others – talking of children makes me think of 

Marriage, & that leads me to A– & I recollect that I never told you she denies the Poohs most Stoutly –

I first ask’d her whether she was acquainted with 
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them without saying why – she answered me she was not, – that ye Dowr Ly Gosford was a Miss Pooh, 

I was satisfied yt our favourite Miss Montgomery was ye culprit, & I think so now, tho’ I have had 

Letters both from Ly M & A, swearing they had never told it to any person whatever I must add a trait 

of yr friend Banks the day before you had a certain conversation with him he had seen Ly M, & talk’d a 

good deal about you, & told her he had some Verses written by you, When you were very Young, 

which had never been publish’d – & would prove yt you had the best heart – & every Virtue I believe 

excepting none; – & promised to take them when he went to Richmond, but this being ye day after you 

had made him yr confidant; he forgot them in Town. – by asking what day she had seen him & what 

day he went there I made this out quite correctly – pray remember & do not frank yr Letters – direct 

them to Whitehall &c. &c. Dr Ld By very truly yours [swirl signature] 

 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, October 19th 1814: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.138; 1922 I 283-4; BLJ IV 217) 

Octr. 19th. 1814 – 

My dear Lady Me. – 

 I wrote to you with the same tidings yesterday. –  – 

She hardly knew him – but seemed quite terrified at the idea of her dilemma – if it was proposed to her 

as had been intimated – and from that X released her at once – I hope X has burnt her letters – which 

she particularly desired – she behaved extremely well for malgré “the Politician” she wrote secretly 

(when the<y> {rest} rest were at the Ld. races) a long explanatory epistle to X foretelling what has 

occurred – I think him in great luck. – 
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Annabella is in all respects all I could wish & more than I deserve – my only regret is her having taken 

so long a period to decide upon a very simple proposition – when had she but said the same thing 2 – 

years – even a year ago – what confusions and embarrassments good & bad might have been prevented 

– there are three or four which you know – and one or two you do not – now if she had even given me a 

distinct though distant hope – I would have acted with a view to it – as it was – in my pursuit of strong 

emotions & mental drams I found them to be sure and intoxicated myself accordingly – but now I am 

sobered my head aches & my heart too. – 
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Next week I hope & intend to be at Seaham – Hanson should have been at Durham now but will set off 

in a few days – and I shall follow him with all speed. – – 

I hear from Ann.a very often – and the more I see of her – the more I find reason to congratulate 

myself, – & to thank you – for after all it could never have taken place but through your breaking the 

ice. 

 ever yrs. most affectly. 

  [swirl signature] 

 

[1:4 blank.] 

 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, October 20th 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.139; 1922 I 284-5; BLJ IV 217-18) 

Another “opening postscript”. 

 

                                                 
84: Melbourne’s granddaughter, named Minnie. 
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P.S. – I enclose you a letter Hanson wrote to me after his daughter’s marriage – the Devil’s in it if he 

has not my interest at heart after that even by his own account. 

Octr. 20th. 1814 – 

My dear Lady Me. – 

 Hanson is the Government solicitor of the stamp office – & was put in by Ld. 

Grenville – I have known him since I was a child – as to his integrity or ability I cannot speak – I 

suppose as all men think “patrons capricious and mistresses fickle but every one excepts his own 

mistress & his own patron” most people except their own lawyer – perhaps the sale of Newsd. and 

Claughton’s forfeiture (£25000) may be some proof of his talent – for on all law points Hanson 

certainly beat him as the result proved and the 
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said Claun was also a lawyer. – – – – 

All I can say is he expressed himself extremely anxious & pleased about the match – but a little more 

inquisitive than I have been about A’s expectations – – I expect him in town daily – the journey to 

Durham was his own proposal – & he wrote {to} Hoar – who did not seem overpleased with Sir R’s 

{letter} calling him “agent” instead of “Counsel” & God knows what mummery & jargon in the way of 

technicals. – I only wait to forward Hanson and shall embark first for Newd. for a day & so on to 

Seaham – I can assure you I find the not being married exceedingly embarrassing & wish I had been so 
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these twelve hours . – – – – – 

Of Lady Staff. “I tell the tale as told to me” and <as> I believe I was one of the first who knew of the 

scheme – they were not certain which of the girls he would take – but he was to have his choice by the 

account of one of them – now that he has fixed on her – I wish it may go on – because she is the best 

little creature on earth and anything but designing – or she would never have betrayed this to x which 

was quite a work of supererogation. x has written to congratulate her – 

Oh – it is a delightful farce altogether – and one of the scenes that reconcile one to existence for if it 

were not for things of this kind and apple women tumbling down in the street 
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there would be nothing to laugh at. – – 

“The opinions” about A– and B!– – if she takes the least trouble I am the most manageable animal that 

was ever driven – and so her “eyes are like yours” a little less mischievous I hope – though I believe 

you see without them – at least you observe things that escape all other optics. – – – – 

I am infinitely obliged by the wish for my society to replace the P.R. & Ld. M. but Lord Cow.r will be a 

much more lively proxy for both than I could hope to be – <but> {still} I can’t conceive a more 

pleasant party if my intrusion did not spoil it. – – 

But alas! I can only send my sighs by the heavy coach and this letter by the light one 

 ever yrs. 

 most truly 

   [swirl signature] 

 

On October 26th, Augusta writes to Annabella saying how much Byron regrets the delay which 

will make it impossible to meet Lord Wentworth. She blames John Hanson’s illness. 

 

On October 27th she writes again, saying that Hanson has assured Byron that he can depart 

shortly, and stressing how she feels for Annabella in these circumstances, and how sad she is at 

the impending loss of Newstead. Byron, she says, is the most fortunate of human beings. 

 

Lady Melbourne to Byron, from Brocket Hall, Hertfordshire, October 28th 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43472; 1922 I 285; Gross 186) 

[The / Lord Byron / Albany / London] 

  B.H. 

  28th.Ocr 1814 

Dear Ld B 
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 I find that we shall certainly be in Town on Monday if you should not have left it pray let me 

see you on Tuesday Morg at any time most agreeable yourself – but if it should so happen that you are 

Setting out on Tuesday, you might call upon me Monday Evening – les entrees sent libres pour un 

Neveu a toute heure – as much as I have been wishing you to go, I can not help acknowledging that I 

am selfish enough to 
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feel that I shall rejoice, to find you in London, 

  yrs ever, 

  [swirl signature] 

 

[1:3 blank.] 

 

October 29th 1814: Byron leaves London for Seaham. 

 

October 30th-31st 1814: he stops off to visit Augusta at Six Mile Bottom. 

 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, from Newark, Nottinghamshire, October 31st 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.140; 1922 I 285-7; BLJ IV 227-8) 

Newark. Octr. 31st. 1814. 

My dear Lady Me. – 

 Your letter was delivered just as I was leaving town – or I do believe a day sooner 

would have stopped me – since I had much rather not have set out on my present expedition at this 

moment. – However I am thus far on my way to S. – on Saturday I got to X’s and stayed till late on 

Sunday – and here I am. – Last night I slept at the inn (Wansford) where it seems Sir Hal. & the 

Countess Roseberry dined – in very good spirits & quite at 
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their ease – they slept at Eaton afterwards in the most decisive way – so that all appears quite regular. – 

Don’t you think they are not much better than some people you may have heard of x who had half a 

mind to anticipate their example – & don’t yet know whether to be glad or sorry they have not? – – – – 

– 

I don’t think he much admires my marriage – he knows that I have made x my heiress – & though it is 

not a stupendous inheritance – yet as he supposes the life a bad one &c. &c. I can see that he don’t like 

any chance <of> or my wife’s being in his way – I remember when we met 
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in town he <b> advised me not to be in a hurry – & I know but one motive why he should say this – 

except a good one – & for that I never credit anybody – having no more trust in me than a 

turnpike=Gate – though my Motto exacts it from every one else. Well – I am proceeding very slowly to 

S. – the last news I heard was that Ld. W. was leaving it – but had gone to D. to direct Mr. Hoar most 

particularly to be as quick in the settling as possible – as his (Ld. W’s) < heart> “whole heart was set 

upon the match” – all this is very fine – but it was very foolish dragging me out of town before my 

lawyer had arrived. – – 
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Ld. W– will be gone before I arrive – which I don’t regret – but how the rest of us are to proceed I 

know not. – I shall not stay above a week – if I can help it – don’t write till you hear from me there – 

for I am not sure I shall go now as Newstead is so near & I have something to do there. – Poor Mrs. 

Chaworth is mad in town – it came upon her at Hastings in the house where she succeeded A & <I> me 

as tenant. –  – Chaw.h went to her – but has since gone to Yorkshire to hunt – she is still ill – & I fear – 

<is> dangerously as to sense – if not even life. – – I am in very ill humour & yours affectionately 

[swirl singature] 

 

November 2nd-16th: Byron is at Seaham with Annabella. 
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Byron to Lady Melbourne, from Seaham, County Durham, November 4th 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.141; 1922 I 287-8; QI 306-7; BLJ IV 228-9) 

Seaham. Novr. 4th. 1814 

My dear Lady Me. – 

 I have been here these two days – but waited to observe before I imparted to you “my 

confidential Counsel” as Master Hoar would say – my remarks. – – 

Your brother pleases me much – to be sure his stories are long – but I believe he has told most of them 

– & he is to my mind the perfect gentleman – – but I don’t like Lady Mile. at all – I can’t tell why – for 

we don’t differ – but so it is – she seems to be every thing here – which is all very well – and I am & 

mean to be very conformable & dutiful 
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but nevertheless I wish she & mine aunt could change places as far as regards me & mine. – A’s 

meeting & mine made a kind of scene. – though there was no acting nor even speaking – but the 

pantomine was very expressive – – she seems to have more feeling than we imagined – but is the most 

silent woman I ever encountered – which perplexes me extremely – I like them to talk – because then 

they think <th> less – much cogitation will not be in my favour – besides I can form my judgements 

better – since unless the countenance is flexible – it is difficult to steer by mere looks – I am studying 

her but I can’t boast of my progress in getting at her disposition – and if the conversation is 
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to be all on one side – I fear committing myself – & those who only listen – must have their thoughts 

so much about them – as to seize any weak point at once – however the die is cast – neither party can 

recede – the lawyers are here – mine & all – & I presume the parchment once scribbled I shall become 

Lord Annabella. – – I can’t yet tell whether we are to be happy or not – I have every disposition to do 

her all possible justice – but I fear she won’t govern me – & if she don’t it will not do at all – but 

perhaps she may mend of that fault. – – – 

I have always thought – first that she did not like me at all – & next – that her supposed {after} liking 

was imagination – this last I conceive that my presence would – perhaps has removed – 
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if so – I shall soon discover it – but mean to take it with great philosophy – and to behave attentively & 

well – though I never could love but that which loves – & this I must say for myself – that my 

attachment always increases in due proportion to the return it meets with – & never changes in the 

presence of it’s object – to be sure like Mrs. Damer I have “an opinion of absence.” – – – – 

Pray write – I think you need not fear that the answer to this will run any of the risks you apprehend – 

It will be a great comfort to me in all events to call you Aunt & to know that you are sure of my being 

 ever yrs. 

[swirl signature] 

 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, from Seaham, County Durham, November 6th 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.142; 1922 I 288-9; BLJ IV 229-30) 

The postscript opens the letter. 

 

P.S. – A– showed me your remarks upon her requisites for a spouse – you can’t think how sensible & 

amusing they are – I mean the comments. – I wish you would write to her – she seems to feel very 

kindly towards you – & I should love her were it only for that. – 

Novr. 6th. 1814 

My dear Lady Me. – 

 Annabella & I go on extremely well – we have been much together and if such 

details were not insipid to a third person it would not be difficult to prove that we appear much attached 

– & I hope permanently so. – She is as you know a perfectly good person – but I think not only her 

feelings and affections – but her passions stronger than we supposed – of these last I can’t as yet 

positively judge – my observations lead me to guess as much however – she herself cannot be aware of 

this – nor could I except from a habit of attending minutely in such 

 

1:2 
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cases to their slightest indications & of course I don’t let her participate in the discovery, in which after 

all I may be mistaken. – Our lawyers are in a fair train of concluding their parchment passports to 

matrimony – and I am happy to say – in the most amicable way without disputes – demurs – or more 

delays – when quite done – which may be in a fortnight – we are to marry quietly – & to set off by 

ourselves to Halnaby for the Moon – and afterwards probably to a house (Farleigh)85 which I have 

taken in Hampshire – a large & comfortably retired mansion which I know by having been there some 

years ago – & I think it will suit us very well. – Lady M. will probably have informed you of the 

settlements &c. 
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I am making all the proposed arrangements about N & R <which is> and her present fortune is to be I 

think £20-000 – which is all that is certain – I would not as you may suppose embarrass the old ones by 

boring them to bind themselves down about futurity – they say that Ld. W. has declared her {by will} 

his heiress – indeed he himself went over to Durham & told Hoar so in positive terms – but he best 

knows whether he will adhere to such intention – I wish to trust as little as possible to expectations – 

though even hers seem very sanguine – if realized it will all be very well – & if not – should she herself 

continue what I firmly believe her – I could bear – indeed I could hardly regret any posthumous 

disappointments – unless I thought that she suffered from her connection with me. – 
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I am not – however – romantic nor indifferent to these – which are good things in themselves – but 

simply do not wish to set our hopes too high since their completion will not be the less pleasant 

because they were temperate – while their moderation in case of the contrary would save us any violent 

vexation. – – – – – – 

I think we all improve – & suit very well – I endeavour to conform to their habits which is not difficult 

– & I could hope that I am not a troublesome inmate – they are very kind – and A. & I of course still 

kinder – I hope she will be happy – I am sure she can make & keep me so if she likes. – 

I wrote to you a day or two ago – & hope to sign myself soon – not more affectionately but more 

entirely 

 yours [swirl signature] 

 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, from Seaham, County Durham, November 13th 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.143; 1922 I 289-1; BLJ IV 231) 

Novr. 13th. 1814 – 

My dear Lady Mele. – 

 I delivered your letters – but have only mentioned ye receipt of your last to myself. – 

– – – 

Do you know I have great doubts – if this will be a marriage now: – her disposition is the very reverse 

of our imaginings – she is overrun with fine feelings – scruples about herself & her disposition (I 

suppose in fact she means mine) and to crown all is taken ill once every 3 days with I know not what – 

but the day before and the day after she seems well – looks {& eats} well & is cheerful & confiding & 

in short like any other person in good health & spirits. – 
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A few days ago she made one scene – not altogether out of C’s style – it was too long & too trifling in 

fact for me to transcribe – but it did me no good – – in the article of conversation however she has 

improved with a vengeance – but I don’t much admire these same agitations upon slight occasions. – I 

don’t know – but I think it by no means impossible you will see me in town soon – I can only interpret 

these things one way – & merely wait to be certain to make my obeisances and “exit singly.” I hear of 

nothing but “feeling” from morning till night – except from Sir Ralph with whom I go on to admiration 

– Ly. M.86 too is pretty well – but I am never sure of A – for a moment – the least word – 

 

1:3 

                                                 
85: A Yorkshire residence of the Milbankes. 

86: Lady Milbanke, Annabella’s mother. 
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and you know I rattle on through thick & thin (always however avoiding anything I think can offend 

her favourite notions) if only to prevent me from yawning – the least word – or alteration of tone – has 

some inference drawn from it – sometimes we are too much alike – & then again too unlike – this 

comes of system – & squaring her notions to the Devil knows what – for my part I have lately had 

recourse to the eloquence of action (which Demosthenes calls the first part of oratory) & find it 

succeeds very well & makes her very quiet which gives me some hopes of the efficacy of the “calming 

process” so renowned in “our philosophy.” – In fact and entre 
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nous it is really amusing – she is like a child in that respect – and quite caressable into kindness and 

good humour – though I don’t think her temper bad at any time – but very self=tormenting – and 

anxious – and romantic. – – – – – In short – it is impossible to foresee how this will end now – 

anymore than 2 years ago – if there is a break – it shall be her doing not mine. – 

ever yrs. most truly 

[swirl signature] 

 

November 16th 1814: Byron leaves Seaham. 

 

Lady Melbourne to Byron, November 18th 1814: 
(Source: text from BL.Add.Mss.45547 ff.74; Gross 187-8) 

[The Lord Byron / Seaham / Stockton / upon Tees] 

Melbourne answers the previous item. 

18th Novr 

1814 

Dear Ld B – 

 What? a chance still of my not being a Zia I can not bear it, You can not think how much I 

have been annoy’d by what you tell me. – I once saw some thing of the Sort, which ended in a Head 

ache for two days, & which I never could quite understand, but created surprises & this was in fact the 

reason why I thought it best to be cautious about my Letters — You have always accused me of being 

Suspicious, but really without it one is not on a par with ye rest of the world – I hope things are better 

arranged by this do you recollect the Speech of some body in ye 
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Rivals recommending <her> {Julia} to marry Falkland, by way of a cure for all his absurdities87 – this 

may now be applied to you – she always sd that all her folly’s should be over before she married, as she 

never would commit any after, & I hope she’ll keep her promise – Seriously it is very impolitic, & she 

is sure to suffer for it after – as it must give you a bad impression of her temper, tho’ I think, you see it 

in a proper light, for I do not believe it to be bad, she is always so ready to make atonement, if she 

thinks she has been wrong – & after all if coaxing will set all right – every thing is in your own power – 

for tho’ you are dextrous in most things, that is your forte —— I met with a person who had seen A– 

answer to + & your Letter with an Account of your arrival &c &c – You will believe this rather 

surprised me as I am sure there must have been 
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some Little that was not perceivable to common Eyes – if I understand your meaning when you say, “I 

can only interpret these things one way” – I think you are wrong; if you think they proceed fm 

disinclination to you – quite the contrary – they are very tormenting but they prove a strong partiality – 

like you I detest agitations, & am fond of good quiet common sense – but at the same time, one must be 

just – & few people have felt strong liking without being a little unreasonable at times —— wont you 

acknowledge this? I am you know, a pattern for composure on all occasions – so you will not retort ye 

question upon me – if you did, perhaps I might be puzzled – but you are not my Father confessor – I 

                                                 
87: Sir Anthony: “All the faults I have ever seen in my friend Faulkland seemed to proceed from what he calls the 

delicacy and warmth of his affection for you—There, marry him directly, Julia; you’ll find he’ll mend 

surprisingly!” – The Rivals, V iii. 
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am writing away to you & shall be too late for Isabella – am going to see Miss O’Neill to Night88 – for 

ye first time 

 

1:4 

 

I hope you are all indignant at ye proceedings upon ye Officer of ye 10th89– there never was so much 

despotism exercised before except perhaps in Turkey upon ye Corps of Janissaries – a person told me 

this Morg that another person who out of prudence I shall not name,90 never is actuated by any motives 

but partiality & resentment – justice quite out of ye case – but I must have done 

 Yrs Ever [swirl signature] 

I am anxious to hear from you again 

 

November 18th 1814: Byron visits Cambridge. 

 

part of Lady Melbourne to Byron, after November 18th 1814: 
(Source: text from BL.Add.Mss.45547 ff.77; Gross 188) 

[The Lord Byron / the Albany / London] 

Again, only the last sheet is left. 

 

[…] to Many families – on this Occasion I should wish ye whole to be conducted Speedily, & as I am 

well acquainted with ye dilatoriness puzzle headedness &c. &c. of my Brothers Agents – if I were you I 

would try & be married upon Articles – if you laugh at this at least acknowledge yt I am 

 

 

[Ms. tear: “en”]gag’d to Sign myself yr affble Aunt. I have enter’d on this dry Subject in a Letter 

knowing yt I never should have got you to listen even to Twenty words of it in a conversation 

 Yrs Ever [swirl signature] 

 

I hope there are no Omissions in my Letter that you can not supply as I have no time to look it over 

 

November 19th-22nd 1814: Byron visits Augusta at Six Mile Bottom. 

 

November 24th 1814: Byron returns to London. 

 

On November 25th Augusta explains that Byron has been detained at Cambridge to vote for 

some professor or physician, and wishes she could send Hodgson’s description of Byron’s 

reception in the Senate House. She wishes that she could come to Seaham, but finds there to be 

too many impediments, which the Lords of Creation, thinking women to be as independent as 

themselves, would not understand. 

 

Lady Melbourne to Byron, November 30th 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43472; Gross 189) 

[The / Lord Byron] 

Wedy 30th Nov. 

Dr Ld B 

 They do not come for 2 or 3 days & promise to give me notice of their intention so that till I 

send you word to ye contrary this House is open to you at all times, & I hope you will dine here to 

morrow; Ld M was going to call upon 

 

1:2 

 

you to invite you in person – but I suggested that I might as well write – as I thought it as well not to 

risk what, he might have found, tho’ he would have forgiven you 

Don’t you think this is being very considerate & like a kind affectionate Aunt? 

 Yrs ever EM 

                                                 
88: May indicate a performance of Measure for Measure. 

89: Refers to the court-martial of Colonel Dick Quentin from the Tenth Hussars (of which the Regent was 

Colonel-in-Chief). 

90: Melbourne’s old lover, the Prince Regent. 
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[1:3 blank.] 

 

Early in December Byron has to write a deposition about Hanson’s son-in-law the Earl of 

Portsmouth, at whose wedding he stood best man, and whose sanity is being investigated. 

 

Lady Melbourne to Byron, December 4th 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43472; Gross 191) 

[The /  Lord Byron] 

Sunday Eve 

4th Decr 

1814 

Dr Ld B– 

 William is detained in the Country by illness & C. by nursing him, as always the business of 

a good Wife. I think he will not be able to come to London for some days – If you should have nothing 

better to do, perhaps you will call upon me to morrow or Tuesday – if the first come earlier as I am 

going to the Play, if on Tuesday come 

 

1:2 

 

about the usual time have you seen the Lines in yesterdays paper (Morning Herald) upon Annaa & 

you?91 the two first must mean C– They might have been better applied, & heavier loaded. The 2 Next 

have no fault except not being matter of fact which I wish they were. The last remain to be proved – at 

present no one can tell, it is only devoutly to be wish’d;92 & I have only to add my prayers yr it may 

soon come within ye Scope of possibility 

  Yrs ever, 

  EM 

[1:3 blank.] 

 

Lady Melbourne to Byron, December 15th 1814: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43472; Gross 192-3) 

15th Decr 

1814 

Dr. Ld B. 

 I suppose by this time, you have settled your departure, & I want to remind you of your 

promise of leaving me a successor in yr Box at Drury Lane, for I find we are likely to remain here 

longer than I expected, or look forward to, with any pleasure & I shall like to go to ye play now & then. 

I saw you there last Saturday, yr. Eyes were up rais’d to the higher Spheres; even + must have been 

absent from yr thoughts 

 

1:2 

 

they were so strongly invested on present Objects. – I pass’d unobserved, – in ye crowd 

You, like every other person in this Town, must have been employ’d in reading Ld Ry’s trial93 – some 

words of Broughams struck me very forcibly, did you take notice of ye following sentence “happy had 

it been for them if any strong necessity any over ruling power had stepped in, to check their mad, their 

infatuated career” was there ever any thing more true or more applicable. This strong necessity exists – 

dont cast it away, rather cherish it, as a most fortunate circumstance 

What an admirable Speech 

 

1:3 

 

Bms was, & how skillfully he turn’d all Garrows violence & unfairness, to the advantage of his client, 

no one could have made more of so desperate a cause – he told a person I know, yt he thought it so 

                                                 
91: Jonathan Gross quotes: Miss M - LB--K. Pray! let a jealous rivalle strive in vaine  / To drawe him, sated, back 

to lawlesse joyes, For firrnlie are our youthtul heartes betrothed, / And our congenial soules fast bound in one! / 

Now since a sparke of his poetic fire / Hath caught my glowing soule, I will become / Love’s proxie for his Ninth 

prolifick Muse, / And Yield him ever ninth revolvinge Moone / A sweete Childe Harold to delight his Sire!” 

(Morning Herald, December 3, 1814). 

92: Shakespeare, Hamlet, III i 63. 

93: The trial of Sir Henry St. John Mildmay for seducing the Earl of Roseberry’s wife. 
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hopeless, he would at any time in the day have compromised for 25000 – I am not quite satisfy’d with 

C– I think her good resolutions seem to be ebbing – last Night she injured herself upon A’s name being 

mentioned, luckily no strangers were bye – this morning she enquired if you were in Town. I sd I did 

not know, which is fact,  for I should not be surprised if you were gone to X – how can she allow you 

to put Ana into such an 

 

1:4 

 

unpleasant Situation, she ought to feel for her. I was told to day by a person who heard it out of the 

North, that the Clergyman was there & every preparation made, I could not Joke, on what I think so 

serious, or I might have repeated Anas words, the Spouse absent &c &c – but I am in a sad Stupid way 

– & have not laugh’d for a Week, it is I think about yt time since I saw you – 

My thoughts on reading the Trial all turn’d on what I have so often observ’d, the abominable 

selfishness of Men, they never can be satisfied till they have exposed a Woman past 

 

2:1 

 

redemption & sacrificed her to their Vanity – Sr H M tho’ so well assured of her love could not rest till 

her ruin was complete, & she taken from her friends, relations, & her Children, & devoted to a life of 

misery – & perhaps after all this he will desert her as being entirely in his power will treat her with 

indifference & cruelty – is not this true? You must know it is <true> {so} tho’ I don’t expect you to 

own it – tell me when you go to N? My Br has I hear completed the Sale of the Farm I mentioned to 

you, therefore you will receive a large portion of Ana’s fortune very soon, this you 

 

2:2 

 

don’t care about, but it may be convenient – C– questioned me this Morning about the delay, I laid it 

all upon H with whom she said you had made her acquainted. I hope she won’t think of inquiring about 

it from him – 

Poor Ana I pity her very much – it is in some play I think – that they say “the best Men are moulded out 

of faults”94 – I am sure yt ought to be impressed upon the minds of all unmarried Ladies – the Married 

ones know it – 

The Countess par excellence is at Middleton, & says they are very gay altho’ the Ld of Gloucester is 

one of the party I expect her in Town in 

 

2:3 

 

a day or two – I think I have now bored you till you must be out of patience, even if you had a greater 

share of it than I think you possess 

  Yrs ever, [swirl signature] 

 

December 24th 1814: Byron leaves London with Hobhouse, ostensibly for Seaham, but visits 

Augusta at Six Mile Bottom first (leaving Hobhouse in Cambridge). 

 

December 30th 1814: Byron and Hobhouse arrive at Seaham. 

 

1815: Byron marries Annabella on January 2nd. They honeymoon at Halnaby in Yorkshire: the 

marriage at once shows signs of strain. Assisted by Hobhouse, Byron tries to investigate Hanson, 

but Hanson won’t co-operate. At the end of March the married pair move in to 13, Piccadilly 

Terrace. Hebrew Melodies is published in April. Byron writes to Coleridge, meets Scott, and joins 

the Sub-Committee of the Theatre Royal, Drury Lane. Meanwhile Hobhouse’s impassioned 

letters from Paris, where he observes Napoleon’s Hundred Days, go unanswered. Waterloo is 

won and lost. Byron’s behaviour at home becomes more and more erratic and boorish. 

Annabella becomes pregnant. Their daughter, Augusta Ada, is born on December 10th. At the 

end of the year Byron finishes Parisina and The Siege of Corinth. 
 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, from Halnaby, Yorkshire, January 3rd 1815: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.144; 1922 I 292-3; QI 311-12; BLJ IV 249-50) 

                                                 
94: Shakespeare, Measure for Measure, V i 437: Melbourne saw the play on November 18th. 
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[1815 // Darlington January fourth // To The Lady Melbourne / <Whitehall / London> // {Brocket Hall 

/ Welwyn} // Byron] 

Halnaby, January 3d. 1815. 

My dearest Aunt – We {were} married yesterday at ten upon ye. Clock – so there’s an end of that 

matter and the beginning of many others. – Bell has gone through all the ceremonies with great 

fortitude – and I am much as usual and your dutiful nephew. All those who are disposed to make 

presents may as well send them forthwith and pray let them be handsome – and we wait your congrats. 

besides – as I am sure your benediction is very essential to all our undertakings. – – – – – – 

Lady Mil.e was a little hysterical and 

 

1:2 

 

fine=feeling – and the kneeling was rather tedious – and the cushions hard – but upon the whole it did 

vastly well. – The drawing=room at Seaham was the scene of our conjunction – and thus we set off 

according to approved custom to be shut up by ourselves. – – – – – 

You would think we had been married these 50 years – Bell. is fast asleep on a corner of the Sopha. 

and I am keeping myself awake with this epistle – she desires her love – and mine you have had ever 

since we were acquainted. – Pray – how many of our new relations (at least of mine) mean to own us? I 

reckon upon George & you and Lord M. and the 

 

1:3 

 

Countess and Count of the holy Roman empire – as for Caro – and Caro=George – and William I don’t 

know what to think do you? – – – – – – – – – 

I shall write to you again anon – at present receive this as an apology for that silence of which you were 

kind enough to complain – and believe me ever most affectionately thine 

 Byron 

 

P.S. – I enclose you an order for the box – it was not at liberty before – the week after next will be 

mine – and so on alternately. – I have lent it for the present week only to another person – the <not> 

{next} is yours. – 

 

[1:4 blank.] 

 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, from Halnaby, Yorkshire, January 7th 1815: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.145; 1922 I 293-4; BLJ IV 251-2) 

January 7th. 1815 – 

Dearest Aunt – Bell. sent you a few lines yesterday as an accompaniment to an answer of mine to an 

epistle of Caro’s about her present – which of course she will be very glad to receive – I wonder C. 

should think it necessary to make such a preface – we are very well disposed towards her – and can’t 

see why there should not be a peace with her as well as with America.95 – – – – – 

About this and every thing else I will do 

 

1:2 

 

as you like – if you prefer that we should quarrel with that branch of the cousinhood – I shall have no 

objection – but I suppose George & Lord Cowper and I and our female appendages are not to be 

involved in the like bickering any more now than heretofore. – – 

Bell & I go on extremely well so far without any other company than our own selves as yet – I got a 

wife and a cold on the same day – but have got rid of the last pretty speedily – I don’t dislike this place 

– it is just the spot for a Moon – there is my only want a library – and thus I 

 

1:3 

 

can always amuse myself – even if alone – I have great hopes this match will turn out well – I have 

found nothing as yet that I could wish changed for the better – but Time does wonders – so I won’t be 

too hasty in my happiness. – – 

                                                 
95: Negotiations had just opened to end the “War of 1812”. 
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I will tell you all about the ceremony when we meet, – it went off very pleasantly – all but the cushions 

– which were stuffed with Peach=stones I believe – and made me make a face that passed for piety. – – 

My love to all my relatives – by the way what do they mean to give me? I will compromise provided 

they let me choose what I will have instead of their presents – nothing 

 

1:4 

 

but what they could very well spare. 

 ever Aunt thine dutifully 

  B. 

 

P.S. – Lady Byron sends her love – but has not seen this epistle – recollect – we are to keep our secrets 

– & correspondence as heretofore – mind that. – – – 

 

Lady Melbourne to Byron, from Brocket Hall, Hertfordshire, January 11th 1815: 

(Source: text from BL.Add.Mss.45547 ff.78-80; Gross 276-7) 

[The / Lord Byron / Halnaby / Darlington] 

 

[letter concludes at top of first sheet:] is travelling with a Horde of Arabs as their Queen 

& Mr. Bruce96 dismiss’d at Paris with a petite Sorte 

& very affected – the Dss of Devonshire inquired of him 

where Ly Hester was he sd he believed at ye foot of Mount 

Caucasus —— I was determin’d 

not to begin upon a fresh Sheet of paper 

for fear of consequences – as I am in such 

a humour for writing 

B.H. 11th. Jany 

My Dr Ld B. 

 I forgot Yesterday to thank you for the order you sent me for yr Box – & to ask you whether 

you or Ly B, would wish me to send it to any of your Friends for the next week, if I should not be in 

Town, which I think it most probable I shall not, — your next tues I shall be there, and very glad to 

have it. — I have a Letter to day from Ly Bl – they are at Marseilles & living with Massena – who 

when he saw ye the D of Wellin.n at Paris sd to him, vous m’avez tant fait jeuner 

 

1:2 

 

Milord que vous voudrez bien me donner un bon diner – De Wellington answered – si je vous ai fait 

jeuner vous me l’avez bien rendu, en m’empechant de dormir – et je crois que pour avoir le droit de 

nous dire ces bons Mots nous nous sommes assez tourmentès —— Massena expresses great admiration 

of him & when he is mentioned always – c’est un grand capitaine – Ly Bl– says if it were possible to 

forgive his rapacity – he might be thought very agreable – Your Friend & Ly By – friend Mr. Douglas97 

has been to Visit Buonaparte at Elba – who told him he was afraid he had not had Wine enough at Paris 

– but he would find plenty at Elba – it is Supposed he judged from ye appearance of his Face – Mr. 

Vernon has also been to see him, & was much question’d by him about English Politicks, & 

 

1:3 

 

on finding yt he belonged to ye Oppon – he said that is a party that is now very low – Yes, sd M' Vernon, 

& that is because we maintained y' vou would conquer Spain; & you were right, he answered for I 

ought to have done so, & it is ye fault of my Generals that I did not – I believe by this time you wish 

my long Stories at an end – but dont be angry you have ye power of burning them – if they do not 

entertain you in a long Evening – which will be strange – & upon that reflexion I must tell you another 

– The Pss of Wales is playing all sorts of tricks all over Italy & they say of her Mon dieu estce la la 

Vertu opprimèe dont nous avons tant entendu parler Now I shall wish you good Night – when I began I 

only intended to write 

 

                                                 
96: Michael Bruce had, with the Marquis of Sligo, been Stanhope’s lover when B. first went to Greece. 

Subsequently he bedded the widow of Sir Peter Parker and the wife of Marshal Ney. Friend of Hobhouse. 

97: Douglas was the son of Lord Glenbervie, the translator of Niccolò Forteguerri’s mock-chivalric Ricciardetto. 
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1:4 

 

three lines about the Box, but if one settled beforehand every thing one would do – as well might one 

be clock work always wound up for a particular purpose only – & would entirely destroy ye pleasure of 

intending one thing and doing another – don’t you think so? 

 Ever yrs most affectionate Aunt 

 [swirl signature] 

 

Em – has had a Letter fm Ly Holland from Rome, she complains of her Health & says that she has had a 

Bilious attack which has reduced her to a Skeleton & that she is as much annoy’d now at being too 

thin, as she was before at being too fat – she says the roads between Rome & Naples are so much 

infested by Bandits yt all people not extremely adventurous are detain’d in ye Papal territories – This 

reminds me of Ly H Stanhope98 who they say [letter concludes at top of first sheet] 

 
Byron to Lady Melbourne, from Seaham, County Durham, January 22nd 1815: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.148; 1922 I 295; BLJ IV 258) 

 

 Seaham – 

  January 22d. 1815 – 

 

Mine Aunt – This day completes my 27th. {year} of existence and (save a day) my “3 weeks after 

marriage” – I am 4 years and 3 months older than Bell who will be twenty three on May 17th. – I 

suppose this is a fair disproportion. – – – – 

Yesterday I came here – somewhat anent my imperial will – but never mind – you know I am a very 

good natured fellow – and the more easily governed because not ashamed of being so – and so Bell. 

has her own way – and no doubt means to keep it – for which reason I prodigiously applaud your 

having written 

 

1:2 

 

2 letters to her – and – only 3 to me – and one of them full of Lady Blarney (by way of emetic) &c. &c. 

which I presume you meant me to show – by the way – I cannot sufficiently admire your cautious style 

since I became chicken=pecked – but I love thee – ma Tante – and therefore forgive your doubts – 

{implied but not expressed –} which will last – till the next scrape I get into – and then we shall wax 

confidential again – and I shall have good advice – I look upon you as my Good Genius. – I am 

scribbling in my dressing room – and Bell. is in bed – so you ought to think the length of this epistle a 

large effort of complaisance. – I sent C. an answer – which produced no rejoinder – thus – all is right – 

at least I hope so – we are all well – and Sir R is going on Tuesday 

 

1:3 

 

to a County meeting – to oppose continuance of taxes. – I shall stay at home quietly with Mrs. 

Quotem.99 – – – – – 

Love and health to <my> all my new cousins – and particularly to Unc. M. 

 ever yours most truly 

  [swirl signature] 

[1:4 blank.] 

 

Lady Melbourne to Byron, January 31st 1815: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43472; 1922 I 296-9; Gross 279-81) 

[The / Lord Byron / Seaham Stockton / upon Tees] 

Whitehall 

31st Jany. 1815 

My dear Ld B 

 I have been longing to write to you these 3 or 4 days but have been incapable – a complaint 

which I used to be subject to, laid me upon my Couch in a state of stupefaction. I have not had it, for 

these last Eight Years & had hoped it was one of ye advantages of age, to be free from irritation of 

                                                 
98: B. envied Stanhope her Oriental court, and tried to duplicate it at Missolonghi. 

99: From The Review, or the Ways of a Wanderer (1798) by George Colman the Younger. 
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Nerves – you are all this time saying what is this? patience, & I’ll tell as shortly as I can, – it is a sort of 

Nervous Head ache which affects yr. sight & sometimes you see half a Face, & sometimes two Faces –  

I see you laugh! – & I know it is both laughable & lamentable! The first to whoever hears the 

description, the last, to those who feel it – for when it goes off it terminates in a Violent Head ache, & 

leaves you quite unhinged, a unfit for ye. Slightest exertion 

 

1:2 

 

but its gone now – & I have sd. enough about it, in all conscience 

what a suspicious person you are, on some points you guess right, on others wrong. You say I write 

cautiously, & you mention having been married 3 Weeks – if that is not ye time to be cautious, I don’t 

know what is. You were wrong about ye. Letter in which I mention’d Ly Blar – I had nothing particular 

to say & wrote about her, as the News of ye day, but I certainly did not write it to be seen, I never wish 

people to get into bad habits, I know once begun, they are not easily broken. 

I must thank you for saying you forgive (what you are pleased to call) my doubts, & for not allowing 

my sincerity to prevent yr. still having confidence {<in>} me; I willingly accept the office, in which 

you have install’d me & hope always to be your Corbeau blanc. (You remember Voltaire’s tale)100 I 

wish you may hit as justly upon the Corbeau Noir & avoid her – So Ld Stafford is gone over to 

Ministers for a Dukedom, & Erskine for a Green Ribbon, when a fool shews such a want of Steadiness 

& principle I 

 

1:3 

 

only laugh at <them> him, but when a Clever Man like Erskine contradicts all his professions of so 

many Yrs standing for the sake of a few dinners, & a “painted String” I own y' it puts me out of Temper 

& out of patience & inclines me to indulge a bad opinion of all Men – he is named the Green Man 

which was told Sr S Romilly, who said; and now in the House of Lords he’ll be ye Green Man & still. I 

hope you have not heard this before. I have had a copy of Moore’s lines sent me today, with which I 

am delighted (Complaint of a Mistress to her Lover) They have acquired great celebrity, by its being 

known, that You Wept when they were Sung to you do you acknowledge the truth of this? – 

Moore has had the greatest success at Chatsworth – all the Ladies quite enthusiastic about his 

agreableness. Emily writes me word, we have lost some of our company – but still are gay. Alas! 

Moore left us Yesterday. – Your former favourite Ly Susan Ryder has been there displaying all her 

Graces to the Master of 

 

1:4 

 

the Mansion who does not seem inclined to Grace her in return – seriously they say the attack is quite a 

la Worcester but will not succeed – a few days past I received a Letter <I received a Letter> from a 

Lady with the following, “wish me joy of Ld Bs being really married as I am saved a wonderful number 

of questions, seriously I am very glad of it for his sake as Matrimony appears to me ye best chance of 

Steadying his Mind without weakening his Genius,” I thought this opinion singular enough to be worth 

copying – I can only say Amen – ainsi soit il – & it seems to be going on prosperously & wisely whilst 

you proceed on ye. plan of allowing yourself to be directed by yr. Wife – that is the way to be a good & 

a contented Husband. – You know I agree with you when you say you are a very good natur’d person – 

every body will find you so if they abstain from plaguing you when you are not in good Spirits, (we’ll 

give it that name) & if they do they deserve to meet with rebuffs – write to me Mon cher Neveu 

 

2:1 

 

et Choisisez mieux votre temps – I am inclined to think that gave some Ombrage but keep faith with 

me, & say nothing, remember that altho’ you have no Corbeau Noir, actually Noir – you may have one 

flying about, with many black Feathers in her plumage – 

I am sorry to find people have a bad opinion of Ld Portth’s case,101 Leach told George ye. other day y'. he 

thought the Chancellor must grant an injunction & Sr S Romilly soon after sd. he could see no reason 

                                                 
100: “White raven”, from Voltaire’s Le taureau blanc. Melbourne intends a contrast with Augusta (see next letter) 

who is B.’s “corbeau noir”. 

101: B. had been Best Man at Lord Portsmouth’s wedding to John Hanson’s daughter. An attempt had just been 

made to have the marriage annulled on the grounds of Portsmouth’s insanity. 
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why he should – I certainly had rather depend upon the latter than upon ye. former – but there is an idea 

that ye case is a very strong one agst him – 

They tell me there is a very amusing Book just publish’d – memoires sur la Guerre des Francais en 

Espagne par M Roccard,102 I am going to buy it shall I send it believe it is the Man who was le bien 

Aimè de Made de Stael (poor Man) & to whom it was reported she was married – but I do not believe 

that was true Ly Ossuslston writes word {from Paris}, “it is 
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quite over with Made. de Stael, since her Letter to Murat, nobody can bear her. She thinks only of 

courting Ministers, but they will have nothing to say to her” 

They are wiser than ours, did I ever tell you that most of them went to ye Regent to desire him to go & 

pay her a Visit, & gave for a reason, that she had such a powerful Pen – that it was of great 

consequence to make her speak well of this Country – what a mean Set they are – You will think there 

is no end to my Pen God bless you 

 Most affy. yrs 

   [swirl signature] 

[2:3 and 4 blank.] 

 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, from Seaham, County Durham, February 2nd 1815: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.147; 1922 I 299-300; QI 314-15; BLJ IV 262) 

Seaham – Fy. 2d. 1815 – 

My dear Aunt – Sans letter paper I have coopted awkwardly enough a sheet of foolscap whereupon to 

answer your epistle. – I cannot “laugh” at anything which gave you pain – and therefore will say 

nothing about your {nervous} headach except that I am glad that it is gone – : one may see a “double 

face” without being delirious though – but I must cease talking of your complaint for fear of growing 

as sentimental as Bob Adair,103 your larmoyant admirer. – Had you seen Lord Stair? – if so the disorder 

as far as the ach (the face is too dull to be double) is accounted for. – It rejoices me to hear of Moore’s 

success – he is an excellent companion as well as poet – though I cannot recollect that I 
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“wept” at the song you mention – I ought to have done so – but whether I did nor not – it is one of the 

most beautiful and touching compositions that ever he penned – and much better than ever was 

compounded by any one else. – – – – – – – – – 

The Moon is over – but Bell. & I are as lunatic as heretofore – she does as she likes – and don’t bore 

me – and we may win the Dunmow flitch of bacon for anything I know – Mamma and Sir Ralph are 

also very good – but I wish the last would not speak his speech at the Durham meeting above once a 

week after it’s first delivery. – – I won’t betray you if you will only write me something 

 

1:3 

 

worth betraying. – – I suppose your “C – [Ms. tear] noir” is X but if X were a Raven or a Griffin I must 

still take my omens from her flight – I can’t help loving her though – I have quite enough at home to 

prevent me from loving any one essentially for some time to come. – We have two visitors here – a 

Mrs. & Miss Somebody – the latter plain – and both hum-drum – they have made me so sleepy that I 

must Goodnight 

 ever yours 

  most nepotically 

    / 

     / BN /  

        / 

[1:4 blank.] 

 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, from Seaham, County Durham, February 5th 1815: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.148; 1922 I 300-1; BLJ IV 266-7) 

                                                 
102: Rocca [sic] was the husband of de Staël. 

103: Sir Robert Adair had been English Ambassador in Constantinople when B. and H. were there. He quit in dark 

circumstances: allegedly for exposing himself. 
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Fy 5th. 1815 – 

My dear Aunt – Pray is there any foundation for a rumour which has reached me – that les agneaux (W. 

& C.) are about to separate? – If it is so – I hope that this time it is only on account of incompatability 

of temper – and that no more serious scenes have occurred – in short I don’t know what to wish – but 

no harm to any body – unless for the good of our family which she is always embroiling – pray tell me 

as much as your new code of confidence will permit – or what is still better – that this report (which 

came in a letter) is – as the person says it may be a “wicked scandal.” – – –  – 

 

1:2 

 

I answered you a few days {ago} – we have 3 or 4 visitors here – whom I wish gone again though very 

good people in their way – but alas in my way too – I did not know of their approach till their arrival – 

but I thought the cursed best liveries of the servants – and some old & ill=fashioned gold 

dessert=knives &c. boded me no good – <in the way> {as omens} of preparation – & so it has turned 

out. – – – – 

Bell is very well & looking so – but I have got a cold – it is going off however. – I have had a letter 

from Moore very laudatory of Lady Cowper in particular & the Chat.h party in general. – 

 

1:3 

 

Why did you call Lady S. R. my former “favourite” I never exchanged a word with her in my life after 

she came out – nor before – except at her mother’s – & {then} because people seemed to treat her as a 

child & not talk to her at all: – I wish either she or any one else would get hold of that foolish piece of 

Nobility – the Public have as much right to a Duchess of Devonshire as to the repeal of the property tax 

– and ought to petition for both. – – – – – – – 

 ever yours most truly 

    / 

     / BN /  

        / 

[1:4 blank.] 

 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, from Seaham, County Durham, February 6th 1815: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471 f.149; 1922 I 301-2; BLJ IV 267-8) 

Fy. 6th. 1815 – 

My dear Lady Me – I write to you upon mourning paper – all my Gilt (spell it with a u if you like) is 

gone – but it is really not malaprop. – for last night was nearly my last – as thus. – Thanks to my father 

in law & your worshipful brother’s collieries & coals – my dressing room {fire} was so diabolically 

pregnant with charcoal – that I was taken almost to Lady like fainting – & if Bell. had not in the nick of 

time postponed old Nick for the present – and sluiced me with Eau de Cologne and all sorts of waters 

besides – you might now have been repairing your latest suit of black to look like new for your loving 

nephew. – All this is true – upon the word 

 

1:2 

 

of a man hardly resuscitated – & Bell. herself has not been quite well since with her exertions – – this 

is in favour of matrimony for had I been single – the lack of aid would have left me suffocated – it was 

in bed that I was overwhelmed (though the Charcoal was in the next – my dressing room) and how her 

lungs withstood it I can’t tell – but so it is – she is alive – and thanks to her so am I. – – – – – 

Our guests are gone – and I am very anxious to hear from you – you owe me a letter if not two – for 

this makes my third to your one. – – – News are none – except shipwrecks, and County meetings – the 

sea & the freeholders have been combustling about 

 

1:3 

 

the Eastwind – & the property tax – and vessels have been lost – and speeches found in great plenty. – I 

am yawning hideously – because I can’t hear your answer – instead of reading it – and this part of the 

night – the “Sweet of it” (as Falstaff says)104 in London – is the drowsiest here – so Good night 

ever thine 

                                                 
104: Shakespeare, Henry IV II, II iv 354 (“the sweetest morsel of the night”). 
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[swirl signature] 

 

Lady Melbourne to Byron, February 8th 1815: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43472; 1922 I 302-4; Gross 284-5) 

[The / Lord Byron / Seaham Stockton / upon Tees // stamped “Free Feb. 1815”] 

Melbourne “ends” her letter at the top of the first side, then begins a second sheet. She answers 

Byron’s of February 5th. 

 

Gossiping Correspondents – who are the Visitors? how they must dislike You! don’t start; that must 

follow of course, if you are not prevenant for them – for you have ye power of being much otherwise 

when you please. – I may as well ask if this Letter pleases you better yt my others 

 Yrs affly E.M. 

Dr Ld B. 

 it may or it may not be “wicked scandal;” but as far as I am inform’d, it is not true. They105 

are in ye Country to all appearance like two turtle Doves – there may now & then be a little sharpness 

introduced but who knows that some part of ye cooing of these same Birds may not be scolding – really 

she seems inclined to behave better than she has done – & is now only troublesome, in private & a 

great bore in Society – this I know you never would believe – but I hope some to see you undergo a 

Dinner, when she wishes to shew off 

 

1:2 

 

is this confiding enough – You have no reason to complain of me either for ye past or present – the 

future depends upon Yourself – I Yesterday enclosed you a Letter to Ly B. I could not answer yrs while 

I was in her debt – but I really do not reckon how many I write to ye one or to ye other, of which you 

accused me – when I write to you it is as I talk to you a Coeur ouvert when you are sitting on ye Couch 

opposite to me – & we soon laugh away an Hour. I am laughing now at your “Essentially” – was that 

word ever made use of before in such a Sense? I was so much amused at it that I look’d 

 

1:3 

 

for it in a little odd dictionary that was lying on the Table, & I found to my great astonishment & yrs too 

I believe – the following – Essentially – Essentiellement – par nature – par Essence. I had never heard 

of it before, but as essentially worse or better – or serving any one Essentially, &c., &c. to me it was 

quite a new reading. I am going on changing Pens & each one of them worse than the last – never 

mind, you must have last time enough upon yr hands to Decypher what ever is written to you – I did 

not mean yt any favourite of yours, was Synonymous to y' term when you talk of the Grand Signiors, 

but I have heard you say she was agreable, & you thought her a Nice Girl – I have no objection to her 

or any other person entrapping his Grace, but like a good politician I had rather he would form an 

Alliance with some person hostile to ye present 

 

1:4 

 

System. You wrong me about X on one Subject. They are as black, & as hideous as any Phantasm of a 

distempered brain can imagine. – but, that {Essential} X out of the way, I dont know any one fitted for 

yr Corbeau blanc, from cleverness, Good-humour & a thousand agreeable qualitys – not forgetting the 

interest they take in You & the knowledge they have of You, which renders them more able to manage 

and advise – does this satisfy you? does ye end make up for yr beginning? You know you gave me 

libertè entiere, & what is more I make full use of the permission. – I have written in a great hurry, & 

must finish. You will hear stories enough of all sorts – in Gossipping Letters from 

 

2:1 

 

I am glad to hear so good an Acct of Anna – in short, you seem all together mighty comfortable which 

delights me – 

do pray tell me if you stay on some time as I want to know not mere curiosity but I want to send her a 

Letter yt. will go direct to ye. place where she is ——— 

 

                                                 
105: William and Caroline Lamb. 
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[2:2 blank.] 

 

Lady Melbourne to Byron, February 11th 1815: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43472; 1922 I 304-5; Gross 285-6) 

[The / Lord Byron / Seaham / or Stockton / upon Tees] 

Melbourne answers Byron’s of February 6th. 

Whitehall 

11th February 

1815 – 

Dear Ld B, 

 I hope you & Annabella soon recover’d from ye affects of your Accident, it might have been 

very serious, & I was not surprised she was ill from the alarm she must have felt at ye Situation, & that 

in consequence of it you were not quite recover’d when you wrote; If the Coals have yt Sulphurous 

tendency pray open yr Window when you leave yr dressing room to go to bed – there are many persons 

who are affected by it – Foreigners particularly who are acccustomed to Wood fires & Sea coal is much 

more impregnated with that sort of Vapour than other coal. Therefore pray do not neglect to take 

 

1:2 

 

measure by way of avoiding any recurrence, of so very unpleasant an event, & as much for ye sake of yr 

friends as for yourself – & for my sake especially I am heartily glad you were married & hope you find 

reasons to rejoice at it more & more every day. This has been a trial of Bell’s presence of Mind, & 

adroitness which I am delighted to hear she possesses – as well as that the result was so favourable – 

You have no right to complain of me as a Correspondant. I always like writing to you, & often when I 

have not, it has been from the fear of yr thinking me a bore – that has not been ye reason why you 

sometimes have been so long silent yourself – perhaps ye following Character of you which is now 

given upon the continent may account for it better. 

in a Letter to me it is sd “There is a Lady here, a great friend of ye Giaours who says he is a mighty 

uncertain Gentleman in his Temper” who is this 

 

1:3 

 

you’ll say?106 – I guess – & I’ll tell you, I think it is a Lady who might add “when people standing upon 

the Stairs shew a disposition to caress people standing by them, & that from decorum those people go 

away – but soon return (in the hopes of a renouvellement) but find the former disposition alter’d 

essentially in thought, not, & deed, have they not a right to say that Gentleman is uncertain depended 

upon &c &c &c. – Should you not recollect to what I allude. Or shall ye number of similar occurences 

puzzle you. – think of the Stair case at Mr. Pegou’s – & I am very much mistaken if that “is” {was} not 

ye Lady ——— I have a Letter from Mr. Hobhouse about yr Box – I have written to say he is welcome 

to yr Box at ay time – if he will give me a day’s notice, & added an invitation to him to come to it when 

ever I am there – I must now finish tho’ it is a much Shorter Letter than I  commonly write to you – but 

I have 

 

1:4 

 

been pester’d with Lady Visitors all the Morng who have prevented my writing – I think London so 

much pleasanter when it is not full – that every New face I see makes me cross – That is, those I do not 

love – & for that reason I shall rejoice very much when I see yours and Bell’s – I hope you mean to try 

me Soon 

 Ever affly yrs 

  [swirl signature] 

 

April 1815: first part of Hebrew Melodies published (by Nathan). 

 

Byron to Lady Melbourne, from 13, Piccadilly Terrace, London, April 22nd 1815: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43471; BLJ IV 289) 

Byron’s last known letter to Lady Melbourne. On small paper. 

April 22d. 1815 

                                                 
106: The answer is “Augusta”. 
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Dear Aunt – 

 I have not seen the tragedy – nor knew that Murray had it – if I had – you would have 

received it without delay – was not you at the play on Thursday? – I thought you were visible but 

obscurely in Ld. E’s box. – – – 

Bell. has got a sad cold – but I hope will be better soon. – Ld. W’s will is what was 

 

1:2 

 

expected – but his property more considerable – the executors tell me that the estates entailed on Lady 

M. & Bell. &c. are {or may be} made nearly eight thousand a year – & there is a good deal of 

Personalty {besides} & money & – God knows what – which will come in half to Lady Mil. <now> 

{now} Noel – – – – 

The Tamworths have the other half of the personals only. – These consist of partly Lady W’s fortune – 

& twenty thousand in the 3 per cents – There are separate 

 

1:3 

 

estates left for sale – firstly to pay all debts – & then to divide the residue between the two natural 

children. <& their> <descendants>. – – – – – – 

I hope we shall meet soon – Bell is pronounced in a certain way – but I fear the present state of her 

health will materially interfere with that prospect for the present. – – 

I will however hope better. –  

 yrs ever truly 

  [swirl signature] 

[1:4 blank.] 

 

Waterloo is fought on June 15th. 

 
November 1815: second part of Hebrew Melodies published (by Nathan). 

 
Augusta Ada is born on December 10th 1815. 

 
1816: On January 15th, acting on a suggestion from Byron, Annabella leaves him, taking their 

child, and they never meet again. Byron writes two poems about the separation, Fare Thee Well! 

and A Sketch from Private Life. For the rest of his life his complaint is that he doesn’t know why 

she left him. After a separation agreement has been signed, Byron leaves England on April 25th. 

He never returns.  

 

Lady Melbourne to Byron, February 5th 1816: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms. 43472) 

February 5th 

1816 

Dear Lord B– 

  There is a report about you so much believed in Town, that I think you should be informed 

of it – They say you and Annabella are parted & even state ye authority upon which this is founded – in 

general when reports are as false as I know this to be, I think the best way is to despise 

 

1:2 

 

them & to take no measures to contradict them – but really this is so much talk’d about and believed, 

notwithstanding my contradictions, yt I think you ought to desire her to come to town or go {to} her 

yourself – 

I am still confined but the first time I go out I will call upon Mrs. L– I should like to see you then, & 

tell you several things which I do not like to write & I cannot see you at Home 

 

1:3 

 

Yrs ever 

 [swirl signature] 
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I wish you would write me a Line – 

 

[1:4 blank.] 

 
February 13th 1816: Parisina and The Siege of Corinth published. 

 
Lady Melbourne to Byron, February 14th 1816: 

(Source: text from printed sources) 

14th February 1816. 

Dear Lord B, 

 I omitted the other Morning saying to you that if you wish to see me, or I can be of any use—I will 

go to you at any time—I have received a Letter from Lady Noel—saying that it is not honourable to 

give any information to any persons except those whom it is necessary to trust.—If you have any thing 

more favourable to tell me, perhaps you will write me a Line, or at all events I will call upon Mrs. 

Leigh tomorrow or next day. 

 Yours most truly, EM. 

 

I have seen my Brother, who said he was then waiting for an answer from you, which Mr. Hanson was 

to bring him. 

 

Lady Melbourne to Byron, March 1816 (?): 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43472; Gross 318-9) 

[The / Lord Byron] 

Lady Melbourne’s last known communication with Byron. 

 

Dear Ld B – 

 I have received Mrs. Leigh’s note, telling me I may call upon you any Morng about Three 

o’clock – to morrow I have an engagement but will call on Friday. 

 Yrs ever EM 

 

if any other day should be more agreeable to you 

 

1;2 

 

let me know – if I hear nothing I shall conclude you will be glad to see me. 

 

[1:3 blank.] 

 

On March 15th Byron’s Bonapartist poem Ode from the French appears in the Morning 

Chronicle. 

 
April 14th 1816: A Sketch from Private Life and Fare Thee Well published in The Champion. 

 
Byron leaves England on April 25th 1816. He never returns. 

 
May 9th 1816: Caroline Lamb’s Glenarvon published. 

 
April 6th 1818: death of Lady Melbourne. Byron to John Murray, from Venice, April 23rd 1818: 

Venice. April 23rd. <1818> {1818} 

Dear Sir – The time is past in which I could feel for the dead – or I should feel for the death of Lady 

Melbourne107 the best & kindest & ablest female I ever knew – old or young – but “I have supped full 

of horrors” – & events of this kind leave only a kind of numbness worse than pain – like a violent blow 

on the elbow or on the head – there is one link the less between England & myself – – – 

Now to business. 

                                                 
107: If B. learns of Lady Melbourne’s death in a letter from Mu., the letter has not been found. 


